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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Powerful computer architectures make parallelism and concurrency feasible. To exploit these 
features in existing high-level programming languages, while retaining abstraction and logical 
clarity in writing programs, it ів natural to extend those languages by new concepts and con­
structs. In particular much work has been done to accommodate parallel and concurrency 
primitives inside functional programming languages like Concurrent Clean [80], CML [65] and 
FACILE [37] (see [38] for further work in the area and for references). 
This extension gives rise to the problem of introducing non-functional features in the func­
tional framework. To illustrate this, let us consider parallelism first. If the parallel construct is 
a control primitive which allows the programmer to force the parallel evaluation of two or more 
arguments to be passed to a function, then the treatment of divergence (and the value passing 
mechanism) becomes much more complex. For example, a binary function may be undefined 
if both its arguments are undefined, without being strict neither in the first nor in the second 
argument. A typical example is Scott's paraUcl-or function (see [88], p. 437), the binary partial 
function of booleans that returns true if at least one of its arguments is defined and equal to 
true, and returns false if both arguments are defined and equal to false. 
The parallel-or can be further analyzed as an example of parallel composition of compatible 
sequential functions (i.e. sequential functions having an upperbound). Indeed let 
LOT Ξ Лгу. if г then true else у fi, Ror = Xxy. if у then true else г fi 
be the left-sequential and the right-sequential or, respectively. Then these functions are compat­
ible, since, in the point-wise ordering induced by the flat domain of booleans, they have an upper 
bound (actually a join) which is the parallel-or function itself. On the other hand, if they can 
be computed in parallel, returning as soon as either the computation of Lor or the computation 
of ДОГ stops, then we have an implementation of the parallel-or function. 
If parallel composition is a binary operator that can be applied to any pair of functions - not 
necessarily compatible - then the same evaluation mechanism is a non-deterministic device, that 
can be modeled as a multi-valued function. An example is McCarthy's ami function [68]. This 
kind of multi-valued functions have been widely considered in the literature. In the folklore this 
form of non-determinism is called angelic non-determinism (and credited to Hoare) because of 
its behavior with respect to divergence: a parallel composition is convergent if at least one of 
its operands converges. In terms of Dijkstra's correctness criteria, this corresponds to partial 
correctness. 
Concurrency has been added to functional languages using CCS or CSP-like synchronization 
and communication primitives. In both cases the interaction with the environment introduces a 
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different form of non-determinism, as unpredictable events may affect the behavior of the system. 
In particular, non-determinism comes in when a choice occurs among guarded commands having 
the same guard (see [55]). 
This non-determinism has been modeled using internal choice operators, which are correctly 
considered as abstraction or specification tools. Indeed no programmer may wish to use internal 
choice to control the evaluation of a program; it has to be thought of instead as a declaration, 
saying that, whatever the actual alternative will be, the program still satisfies the correctness 
requirements. Of course the criterion is that of total correctness, so that, with respect to 
divergence, ад internal choice is divergent as soon as one of its operands diverges. In folklore 
terms, this is demonic non-determinism (credited to Smith). One could instead use a convex 
powerdomain, like Plotkin's powerdomain, to model non-deterministic choice, obtaining a finer 
Semantics. A survey about non-determinism in functional languages can be found in [91]. 
When facing these theoretical problems a primary point is to choose the abstraction level 
of the investigation. One may take a very abstract view and consider them multifunctions, or, 
equivalently, functions over powerdomains. This study has been pioneered by Plotkin in [82] 
and pursued by several authors (see [92] and, for a survey, [67]). Here continuity is the only 
aspect of computations which is retained in the theory, the main point being the treatment of 
divergence. 
An alternative and quite concrete approach is to model functionality, concurrency and par­
allelism by syntactical tools. This amounts to design theoretical languages that formalize essen­
tially all aspects of the computation and interaction, so that actual programming languages can 
be seen as eugared syntax of those. In the present case the languages and the related calculi 
are inspired on one hand by the λ-calculus, both typed and type free, and on the other hand 
by the process calculi (CCS, CSP, ACP, etc.). In exploiting the "concrete" approach, there are 
at least two main groups. Following the first, functions and processes are first class objects. 
The resulting calculus can either be seen as a Λ-calculus with processes as possible arguments 
of functions (as in Nielson's TPL [76]) or as a process algebra with a special form of commu­
nication, generalizing the /^-reduction of the Λ-calculus (as in Thomsen's CHOCS [93, 48, 49]). 
The second group does not allow processes as arguments of functions: instead channels (or port 
names) have a first class status and can be sent as values (see e.g. [12]). The most radical step in 
this direction is to think of processes just as agents that communicate with each others channel 
names as values. In this way processes are virtually passed by sending the name of a (private) 
channel to the receiver, thus giving access to the "passed" process: this is Milner's τ-calculus 
[73]. In the latter case, functions and functional application disappear from the calculus syntax, 
and they are simulated in a rather complex way. 
In this thesis we advocate a third approach to the problem of the mathematical study of 
relevant aspects of concurrent functional languages, which, in some sense, sits in between the 
abstract denotational method and the concrete, direct description of interaction and communi­
cation. In this case one still considers a formal language together with its operational semantics. 
The latter gives an essential (and effective) description of the evaluation of expressions in the 
language. The main departure from the concrete approach, however, is the abstraction from 
communication, concentrating on a syntax which represents different kinds of non-determinism 
by means of different operators, whose behavior is axiomatically described by the rules of the 
operational semantics. 
In this perspective the interaction between functionality and non-determinism has been stud­
ied both in the algebraic framework of rewriting [20, 45, 46, 2], where no abstraction operator is 
present, and in the Λ-calculus framework, either typed [10, 11, 90], or type free [31, 79, 8, 22, 65]. 
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A variety of non-deterministic and parallel operators have been added to the λ-calculus by 
several authors with different aims. One has been the study of non-determinism in the functional 
setting (see e.g. [10, 20, 2] and more recently [1, 79]), i.e. the study of (computable) multi-valued 
functions. This view is strictly connected with the theory of powerdomains introduced in [82, 92]. 
These efforts receive new interest in connection with recent research activities aiming at a 
theory of higher-order communicating processes. So it is natural to ask for a theory in which 
communication embodies functional application. This has been studied by Thomsen in [94] 
and by Boudol in [21] explicitly, while it is an implicit theme in current research on Milner's 
T-calculufl [73]. 
Non-determinism and parallelism (usually represented by an interleaving operator) are fun­
damental concepts in process algebra theory. Combining them with λ-calculus can enlighten the 
theory of higher-order process algebras. Indeed an open problem with the former theory is the 
lack of a good denotational semantics. It is encouraging that a main step toward a definition of 
what is a model of a higher-order process algebra has been done by Hennessy in [48] by resorting 
to logical models of type-free lasy λ-calculus. On the other hand higher-order process algebras 
may be helpful in understanding λ-calculus theories capturing evaluation strategies, like lazy 
and call-by-value Α-calculi, as shown in [72, 94, 87]. 
Extensions of the λ-calculus with non-deterministic and/or parallel operators have been also 
considered in order to gain definability of combinatore like Plotkin's parallel-or [84]. These 
extensions increase the power of the λ-calculus to detect convergence internally (easily done by 
call-by-value mechanisms) also in those cases in which a term converges as soon as at least one 
of its subterms does, no matter in which order they are evaluated. This amounts to have the 
definability of all compact points in a standard model, that is, by Milner's theorem, to have a 
fully abstract interpretation for the language. 
In [22] an analysis of parallel-or in terms of an asynchronous parallel operator (||) and call-
by-value abstraction is proposed. Because of this asynchronicity, a term M||JV can be reduced 
independently on both sides; to make it convergent if and only if M or N are, Boudol defines 
a term to be convergent if at least one of its possible computations (properly reductions) ends, 
what is called a may convergence notion. In the same paper a fully abstract, denotational 
semantics is provided for this calculus. This semantics is based on the Stone duality paradigm, 
implicitly introduced for use in denotational semantics in [89] [18]. This paradigm has been 
explicitly advocated in [5], where the filter model construction of [18] has been put in its right 
mathematical setting. A full abstraction theorem is then stated and proved. 
The investigation carried out in [22] has been pursued further in the present thesis where 
we consider the calculi obtained by adding a parallel and a non-determinietic operator, both to 
the classical and to the lazy λ-calculus. Following Ong [78] we named our calculus concurrent 
\-calculu3. To gain the expected behavior, the parallel operator (always denoted by ||) is a 
synchronous operator. The non-deterministic operator (denoted by +) is instead an internal 
choice operator. By synchronicity, a term M\\N is irreducible as soon as M or N is in normal 
form, and hence there is no need for a may convergence predicate. This choice makes explicit 
the different meanings of || and +, which are kept distinct by stipulating that a term is conver­
gent if and only if all its reductions eventually stop, that is by using a must convergence criterion. 
The complex operational semantics of the concurrent λ-calculus asks for an abstract treat­
ment not involving direct reasoning on possible reducts of a given term. The approach taken in 
this thesis is to use type assignment systems that sufficiently expresses the operational equiva­
lence of terms. We expect that M and N have the same types exactly when they have the same 
behavior in any context: this is a fully abstract "logical" semantics in the sense of [89], [18] and 
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[5]. 
To this aim, we use a system with intersection (л) and union (denoted by V in chapters 2 
and 3, © in chapter 4) types, reflecting the disjunctive and conjunctive operational semantics 
of || and +• Types are viewed as properties of terms concerning their behavior with respect 
to the convergence predicate, and type inclusion as the logical implication. The system has a 
universal type ω, the property which trivially holds of everything; therefore, any type will be 
less than ω. As ueual with type assignment systems for polymorphic λ-calculi, the arrow type 
expresses functionality: M has type σ —» τ if, for all N having type σ, MN has type r. With 
respect to the order, the arrow is co-variant in the second argument and contra-variant in the 
first argument. Finally σΛτ and σ т have a conjunctive and disjunctive meaning, respectively, 
while © models a convex powerdomain. 
The lazy semantics distinguishes between functions (even the everywhere undefined function) 
and the undefined object, representing divergence. This means that the interpretation of the 
term λχ.Ω is better than the interpretation of Ω. These terms, instead, are equated in the 
theory of solvability of the classical λ-calculus [17]. On the side of types, this distinction is 
modeled either by making the inclusion ω —• ω < ω proper (in chapters 3 and 4) or by assuming 
ω —» u¡ ~ ω (in chapter 2). As a matter of fact, when considering classical Λ-calculus, we take 
the axiome in [18] concerning the arrow. Instead, in the case of the lazy Α-calculus, we save 
σ —» (if < ω —» ω, which makes ω —» at the type of all functions, but we reject ω < и —» ω, which 
would equate the interpretations of the terms Ω and Αχ.Ω (see Corollary 3.5.6(H)). 
We now turn to the typing rules for non-deterministic and parallel operatore. In the demonic 
perspective, we know that the term M + N can be reduced to both M and N, so that to ensure 
correctness we have to prove that both M and N have the same type a before we can conclude 
that M + N has type σ (this is also the choice of [1]). Extending the disjunctive semantics of 
the parallel composition from convergence to arbitrary properties, it follows that one is entitled 
to type M||JV with a as soon as Μ οτ N (or both) can be typed with σ (see [22] for further 
explanations). This suggests the following typing rules 
Tl· Μ :σ Tl· Ν : σ Τ h Μ : σ Γ h Ν : σ 
Гг-Μ + Ν-.σ Τ\-Μ\\Ν:σ Γ h Μ\\Ν : σ ' 
This is the choice done in chapter 2. 
The inclusion relation < among types makes Λ into the meet and V into the join, and we have 
both a subtyping and an intersection rule, namely 
T\- Μ:σ σ<τ Tl· Μ :σ Γ l· M : τ 
ΓΗ Μ:τ Tl· Μ :σ/\τ 
Therefore the rules for + and || above are equivalent to 
Γ\- Μ :σ Tl· Ν : τ Γ h Μ : σ Γ h Ν : τ 
ΓΓ-Λί + ΛΓ:σντ Γ h Μ\\Ν : σ Λ τ ' 
These are the typing rules of chapter 3. 
In chapter 4 (where union is denoted by Q) we have the same rules, also if the subtyping relation 
distinguishes between V and ffi. 
Each type assignment system implicitly suggests a notion of interpretation in which each term 
can be seen as denoting the set of types it can be assigned. Then one can think of extending the 
notion of filter models such that they encompass the present calculus and union types. Filter 
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models were introduced in [18] for the classical λ-calculus and based on the intersection type 
discipline. 
In that case, however, discovering that niters of types do actually form a structure (а Λ-
model) was based on the pre-existing and independent definition of this kind of mathematical 
structures (вее [54, 70]). Here the problem is the opposite: given the logical interpretation 
induced by our eyetem, we look for a reasonable definition of what is a model of our calculus. 
In the extended view of Curry types (see [18, 24]), i.e. when the interpretation of a term 
is the set of types which can be deduced for it, type theories are an instance of information 
eystems (see [89, 29]). Taking filters of types we have a domain that, seen topologically, is the 
Stone space generated by the theory of type inclusion (see [59, 5]). 
We do carry out the details of the isomorphism between the filter model and the initial so­
lution of the given domain equation only for the convex powerdomain in chapter 4. For the two 
filter models presented in chapters 2 and 3 we refer to [7]. Instead, we analyse compositionally 
the interpretation of terms defined by [M] = {σ | h- M : σ} (where M is closed), and devise a 
category of objects that embodies the minimum needed structure to interpret the calculus. 
The content of the present thesis is essentially that of [33], [34] and [8]. 
1.1. Summary 
In Chapter 2 we consider a Λ-calculus enriched with both a parallel operator and a non-
deterministic choice operator. The notion of reduction extends the classical ^-reduction, tak­
ing into account the disjunctive character of parallelism and the conjuctive character of non-
determinism. An operational semantics based on a generalized notion of solvability naturally 
arises. A "filter" model of this language is built; a type assignment system with intersection 
and union types provides a logical description of this model. This filter model turns out to be 
adequate with respect to the operational semantics; a main tool used in the proof of this result 
is an approximation theorem, which states that a type can be deduced for a term iff it can be 
deduced for an approximant of this term. 
A natural development is to add angelic parallelism and demonic non-determinism to the 
lazy λ-calculus. This is the argument of Chapter 3. In the lazy perspective it is interesting to 
allow both call-by-name and call-by-value variables. The reduction of a call-by-value abstraction 
requires a refinement of the notion of value, here obtained by distinguishing between partial and 
total values. A minor modification of the type assignment system, which was introduced in the 
classical case, provides a logical description of a "filter" model for the present language. In this 
new "filter" model the union type constructor is crucial to distinguish between call-by-value-and 
call-by-name variables. The main result is the full abstraction of the "filter" model; a crucial step 
in this proof is the definition of "characteristic terms", which finely reflect the duality between 
conjunctive and disjunctive operators. 
One could be interested in interpreting the non-deterministic choice operator using a partial 
order relation finer than the demonic one, requiring in particular that this relation behaves like 
the Egli-Milner one as far as convergence is concerned. All this without loosing the mutual 
distributivity between the parallel operator and the non-deterministic choice one. This leads 
to a new powerdomain construction (done in Chapter 4) in the category of complete algebraic 
lattices (with continuous functions as morphisms) which meets the above requirements. Also in 
this case the construction is done by means of a suitable type assignment system with intersection 
and union types. Each one of the following chapters can be read independently, since they are 
self-contained. Only for some proofs and comparisons they refer to previous chapters. 
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Chapter 2 
Classical Lambda-calculus 
2.1. Introduction 
The present chapter aims to study the full classical A-calculus extended with || and +• This 
essentially amounts to allow reduction under abstraction and evaluation of the argument even 
before passing it. 
Since the original paper [6] by Abramsky and Ong, it has been argued that the lazy A-calculus 
is a better model of actual implementations of functional programming languages like Scheme. 
Indeed these languages do not evaluate the bodies of functions before formal parameters have 
been replaced by the arguments to which functions are applied. Similarly they do not evaluate 
the arguments before passing them. 
There is, however, a missing point in treating functional languages in a lazy perspective. 
In that setting we are forced to look at functions in a merely extensional way, that is as black 
boxes whose different behaviors can be detected just testing them against application to suitable 
arguments and waiting for the output (but also, possibly, waiting forever). As a matter of fact, 
the semantics of the lazy Α-calculus has been defined in [β] by introducing the notion of functional 
bisimulation, which is nothing but a sophisticated version of the extensional idea. 
The unfolding semantics (sometimes called algebraic semantics) is a well established theory 
of recursive languages, originated with Tarsky's fixed point theorem and with Kleene's first 
recursion theorem. This theory has its Α-calculus counterpart in the notion of Böhm tree, 
which finely recovers topological ideas from the syntactical notions of head normal forms and 
separability (see [17]). Now it seems that such a theory does not exist in the case of lazy A-
calculus. As a matter of fact, the problem cannot be remedied by resorting to Levy-Longo trees, 
since they induce a finer semantics than functional bisimulation (this has been shown in Ong's 
thesis [77]). This justifies our choice of considering the classical A-calculus. 
In the present chapter we give a semantics based on the notion of unfolding for our parallel 
and non-deterministic extension of classical A-calculus. This is not achieved by means of trees, 
but by using the equivalent notion of approximant originated, in the case of A-calculus, from the 
works of Levy [63] and Wadsworth [95]. 
In the first section of the chapter we introduce the syntax of the calculus and two reduction 
relations. The first one explicitly makes the + into a choice operator, while the second one, 
instead, simulates the choice by a distribution law. Adapting to the present case the notion 
of head reduction and head normal form, we prove that both reductions define the same set of 
solvable terms, so that in the following we study the second reduction relation which is technically 
easier to handle. 
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After a short discussion of the contextual theory induced by the set of solvable terms, we 
define the concept of approximant and the connected notion of capability (reminiscent of the 
homonymous notion in [78]), formally setting the unfolding semantics that we study. 
In the subsequent two sections we introduce a type assignment system in two steps. The 
first one considers just Curry types, simply adding to the assignment system the rules for typing 
M\\N and M + N. As a preliminary result we get Plotkin's set Bemimodel [83] for our calculus 
and the equational theory on terms which it induces. We then enrich the type syntax with 
intersection types, union types, and the universal type ω. Types are partially ordered so that 
they give rise, by the usual filter construction, to a distributive lattice which, as a domain, 
is an ω-algebraic prime lattice. We refer to [7] for more details and for the description of the 
domain equation underlying the construction, which involves both lower and upper powerdomain 
functors, combined with the space of Scott-continuous functions. By adding a subtyping rule 
and an intersection introduction rule, the type assignment system turns out to be sound and 
complete with respect to Α-lattices, which are Л-models with a lattice structure. 
The last section contains the main results of the chapter, namely the approximation theorem 
and the full abstraction theorem. Roughly speaking, the approximation theorem says that the 
set of types of any term is the union of all types that can be given to its approximations, hence 
being the limit of them in the logical semantics. The full abstraction theorem states that the 
unfolding semantics and the logical semantics have actually the same theory. Moreover, we get 
that solvable terms are characterised as those terms which are typable by a type which is not 
equivalent to ω. 
The content of this chapter is essentially [33]. 
2.2. Conjunctive and Disjunctive A-calculus 
In this section we give the syntax of our calculus and prove the basic properties of two reduction 
relations. The general theme is that of distinguishing between non-determinism and parallelism. 
It is certainly debatable whether these two notions have to be kept distinct, since in many 
cases parallelism is explained in terms of non-determinism. This is true in particular when the 
aim of parallelism is the possibility of handling simultaneously several different computations 
and of terminating as soon as one of these computations terminates. 
But if we implement this device using a choice operator, then we must assume the existence 
of an oracle which, at each stage, will suggest the right decision. In this way the oracle will 
prevent any non terminating computation, whenever at least one output of the non-deterministic 
program exists. This is no more necessary if, instead, we use an operator which does not make 
choices, but which evaluates in a synchronous way its arguments. I.e. an operator which does 
one reduction step only when both its arguments are reducible, and which stops otherwise. 
On the contrary the choice operator comes out as a tool for representing programs whose 
behavior can be determined, at a certain time, by unpredictable events. In this case the choice 
has no guidance. Therefore the criterion of taking into account all possible cases when studying 
the convergence of the program (that is the total correctness criterion) is the most natural one. 
We will analyze the distinction between the internal choice operator and the parallel syn­
chronous operator using the logical distinction between disjunction and conjunction in section 
2.5. 
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2.2.1. Α-calculus with Choice and Parallel Operators 
Let Λ+|| be tbc eet of pure λ-terms enriched with the binary operators + and ||, that is the set 
of expressions generated by the following grammar: 
M ::= χ | λχ.Μ \ MM \M + M\ M\\M 
where χ ranges over a denumerable set ат of variables. As usual, FV(M) is the set of variables 
which occur free in M. To simplify notation we assume that abstraction and application take 
precedence over + and ||. 
As usual, if —>я is a one-step reduction relation on Л+ц, then -*-»ц
 a l>d —R denote the 
transitive and reflexive, the transitive and reflexive and symmetric closure of — > R , respectively. 
Finally -п-»я means the rv-times self-composition of —»я-
To extend the /^-reduction relation —>β of classical Α-calculus to Л+ц, we explicitly mention 
rules (μ), (ν) and ({), instead of considering the closure under contexts of the /3-rule. Therefore 
we implicitly forbid reductions of the form: 
M-* J\r=»op(...,Jlf,...)— op(...,*,...) 
where op is either + or ||. 
We also define explicitly the sub-relation of — 'β called in the literature head reduction (see 
[17] also for the subsequent notion of solvable terms). 
2.2.1. DEFINITION. 
(i) The relation —>β is the least binary relation on Л+ц defined by: 
(/?) (Xx.M)N —>fl M[N/x] (μ) M -^ßN^-LM—>ß LN 
(ι/) M —>ßN=>ML—>ßNL (ί) M —»„ ΛΓ =j. λχ.Μ —*ß\x.N. 
(it) The relation —>« is the least binary relation on Л+ц satisfying (β) and (ζ) above and 
(ν
β
) M — ¿ M' and M g Abst =ί· MN —»¿ Μ'Ν 
where Abst = {Ax.P | Ρ 6 Л+ц,х e Vor}. 
In the solvability theory of the classical of λ-calculus, meaningful terms are not just those 
possessing a normal form with respect to —>ß, but more in general those which determine a 
terminating —»p reduction, when applied to suitable terms. These are characterized as those 
terms having a normal form with respect to the —>ì relation (see [17] Theorem 8.3.14). This 
normal form is called head normal form, and, in view of the characterization just mentioned, 
terms possessing a head normal form are called solvable. 
2.2.2. DEFINITION. The subset of Л+ц 
SOL,, = {Μ Ι ΞΛί'. M -?-$ M' and -. 3N. M' —>¿ Ν} 
is the set of ^-solvable terms. 
Note that —»¡¡-reduction is deterministic since any term has at most one head redex because 
of rule (yß). Hence we have immediately: 
M 6 SOLJJ Ο Ξη Vm > η -. 3N. M -=•£ Ν. 
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2.2.2. The Parallel and Non-deterministic Calculus 
In this subsection we think of + as an internal chotee operator and of || as a synchronous parallel 
évaluât or of its arguments. Indeed, rule (+ c) allows to freely choose between the arguments of 
-f. Instead, M\\N reduces according to rule (||j) only when both M and N reduce. Moreover, 
since every term represents a function in the Α-calculus, we further define M\\N as the function 
which, when applied to some L, returns ML\\NL (rule (||app))- All this is formalized in the 
following definition. 
2.2.3. DEFINITION. 
(i) The relation —>pn (Parallel and Non-deterministic reduction) is the least binary relation 
on A+ii satisfying (β), (μ), (ι/), (() and 
(+c) M -r Ν —>ρη Μ, Μ + Ν —>ρη Ν 
(||,) Μ —>
ρη
 Μ', Ν —+
Ρ
η Ν' =» Μ\\Ν — >
ρ η
 Μ'\\Ν' 
(\\app) {M\\N)L —>ρη ML\\NL. 
(ti) The relation —• »„ (Parallel and Non-deterministic head reduction) is the least binary 
relation on А+ц satisfying (β), ((), (+c), (| |J), (Hopp) and 
(vpn) M — > p n M' and M $ Abst U Par => MN — ^ n M'N 
wherePar = { P | | Q | P , Q 6 A + l | } . 
Because of rule (+c), the relation —>pn is not confluent. Moreover, because of rule (||j), 
the eet of "head redexes" of a term M (that is the set of redexes that will be contracted in the 
first step of a — Λ
η
 reduction) can be larger than a singleton. These facts imply that a term M 
may have more than one immediate reduct with respect to —>«
n
 (but always finitely many). 
Consequently there are at least two natural ways of extending the notion of solvability to 
—>pn- We could say that M is solvable if at least one —•«„ reduction starting from M ends 
in a (head) normal form. This definition, however, does not distinguish between 4- and || by 
the property of being solvable. Indeed, both M + N and МЦЛГ would be solvable if and only if 
either M or N is solvable. 
Since we are looking for a semantics keeping distinct + and || wrt convergence, we define M 
to be solvable if and only if all head reductions starting from it terminate. We immediately have 
that M + N is solvable if and only if both M and N are, while M\\N is solvable if and only if 
either M is solvable or N is solvable. 
As observed above, the reduction tree of any term under the relation —>p„ is a unitary tree, 
hence by König's Lemma, it is finite if and only if all its branches have finite lengths, i.e. there 
is an upper bound to the length of all head reductions of the given term. We use this in the 
following definition. 
2.2.4. DEFINITION. The subset of Л+ц 
SOLpn = {M | 3n Vm > η -. 3N. Μ -^*pn Ν} 
is the set of pn-solvable terms. 
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As observed above, this definition of solvability fits well with the conjunctive behavior of + 
and the disjunctive behavior of || since 
M + N e SOLpn ·ο Ai e SOLpn and Ν € SOLp„ 
while 
M\\N 6 SOLpn о M e SOLpn or N 6 SOLpn. 
For example, if Ι Ξ λι.χ, and Δ = Xz.zx, we have that I + Δ Δ is pn-unsolvable, since 
I + Δ Δ —>pn Δ Δ —»p
n
 Δ Δ . Instead Ι | |ΔΔ is a normal form, so a fortiori it is pn-solvable. 
Now λχ.(ιΙ + ι (ΔΔ) ) is a pn-solvable term, since it head reduces to Xx.xl and to λ ι . ι (ΔΔ) . 
Notice that Χχ.χ(ΔΔ) reduces to itself under —»pn, but it is a head normal form. 
2.2.3. Synchronous and Asynchronous Calculus 
We introduce a slightly different reduction relation, still extending /J-reduction and still ascribing 
a conjunctive semantics to + and a disjunctive one to ||. The aim is that of eliminating rule (+c)-
The advantage will be that the existence of a finite reduction path out of a term assures the 
solvability of the term (see Corollary 2.2.9). In this reduction -f is an asynchronous evaluator of 
its operands, while || is a synchronous one. Moreover, both + and || have the feature of passing 
to their operands any argument to which they apply. 
2.2.5. DEFINITION. 
(i) The relation —»5a (Synchronous and Asynchronous reduction) is the least binary relation 
on A+ii satisfying (β),(μ), (·/),({)· (ІІ*).(ІІ<Ч>р) and 
U \ U^
 Μ
, [ Μ + Ν-*,αΜ' + Ν ( + . ) Α ί ^ , β Α ί = > | Ν + Μ—+,
α
Ν + Μ' 
(,+αρρ) (M + N)L-^
sa
ML + NL. 
(ii) The relation —>¿a (Synchronous and Asynchronous head reduction) is the least binary 
relation on Λ+ц satisfying (β), ((), (+„), \+app), (||»), (||opp) and 
(vsa) M —•$„ Af' and M 0 Abst U Par U Sum =» MN —» )
a
 M'N 
where Sum = {P + Q \ P, Q € Л+ц}. 
Notice that —>Sa differs from —»pn, since for example, writing I = Xx.x, if Ρ — > s a Ρ' and 
Q — ' i o Q', then (Ρ + Q)||II »a-reduces to (Ρ' + Q)||I and to (P + Q')||I. Instead (P + Q)||II 
pn-reduces to P||I and to Q||I. This example shows also that, even if rule (+c) has been dropped, 
the presence of rule (+a), together with the synchronous character of ||, implies that —> 3 a is not 
Church-Rosser. In fact both (P' + Q)\\i and (P + <?')||I are normal forms, since the reducibility 
of a parallel composition requires reducibility of both its operands. 
For the same reason the head reduction — > )
a
 is non-deterministic. Consequently, we define 
the notion of »»-solvability in the same way as we did for pn-solvability. 
2.2.6. DEFINITION. The subset of Л+ц 
SOL,a = {Af I 3n Vm > η -. 3JV. M -=U$
a
 Ν} 
is the set of to-solvable terms. 
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The difference between -I- and || with respect to the solvability criterion is still expressed as 
follows 
M + N e SOLio ο M e SOLJtt and N e SOL« 
while 
M||tfeSOL,a О M e SOL,o or ЛГ € SOL,a. 
In spite of the lack of the Church-Rosser property, the existence of a finite —»£a-reduction 
path now implies the finiteness of all —»^-reduction paths. To prove this we need to prove a 
more general statement, since a stronger induction hypothesis is used when dealing with rules 
( ( ) and (l'ia)· In particular, (fsa) forces us to consider term vectors and consequently rule (ξ) 
forces us to consider substitutions (see Proposition 2.2.8). 
The following properties of the reduction relation — > J
a
 are crucial in subsequent proofs. 
They are an immediate consequence of the constraint in rule (fsa)· 
2.2.7. PROPOSITION. 
(i) If Ρ € Abst U Par U Sum, then any head reduction out of PLQL will start by reducing the 
subierm PL0. 
(ii) If Ρ = Pi op Pt (where op is + or \\) then any exhaustive head reduction of PLQ- • -Lt- i 
will start with к steps leading to P\LQ • • · ¿ t - i op PJLQ · · · £ t _ i . 
As usual a substitution is a map from variables to terms which is the identity for all variables 
but a finite set. 
2.2.8. PROPOSITION. If M —>) aN, then 
4(-f,Z. N"L e SOL,«, <* Af^xesoLje, 
where ( - ) v ranges over substitutions and L is a vector of terms. 
P R O O F . By induction on the definition of — t j a . 
Case (+e) : then M = Ρ + Q —•$„ Ρ' + Q = N with Ρ — > h ) a P'. Now 
( P ' v + Q v ) f 6 S 0 L , a <* P'VL + Q v f 6 S O L j a 
O P'v¿eSOL í aandQv£eSOL j a 
*> P v ieSOL j a andQ v £eSOL l e by induction 
O P*L + Q v ieSOL, a 
О ( P v + <3v)ïeSOL,a 
where the <= part of the first implication and the last <* are trivial if the vector L is 
empty. Otherwise they readily follows from 2.2.7(i). 
Case (+opp) : then M = ( Ρ + Q)R — > h ) a PR + QR = N. We have: 
(P*R* +Q*RV)L e SOL
sa
 «• ( P V + Q")RVLe S O L « 
as in previous case. 
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Case (||,): then M = P\\Q — $
e
 P'||Q' = N with Ρ — J
e
 P' and g —.$„ Q'. Then this 
case is similar to case (+α)ι where + is replaced by || and "... € SOLia and . . . € SOLja" 
is replaced by "... 6 SOL,,, or . . . 6 SOL,a". 
Case (Пару) : same as case (+app) where + is replaced by ||. 
Case {β) : then M = (Xx.P)Q —»$
a
 P[Ql*\ = N· By 2.2.7ft), the first step out of (Xx.Pv)Q*L 
must be a ^-reduction. Then 
MVL = {Xx.Pv)Q*L e SOLga о NvL = Pv[Q*/x]L € SOL,„. 
Note that, being χ bound in Xx.P, we can freely assume that the substitution ( · ) ν does 
not affect it. 
Case (Í) : then M = Xx.P —>)a Xx.P' = N with Ρ -^-»Je P'. If the vector L is empty, then 
the thesis follows from the induction hypothesis. Otherwise, taking the non empty vector 
L0L, the first step out of (Xx.P'v)L0L will be a ^-reduction by 2.2.7(i). Then: 
(Xx.P'v)L0L € SOL,e О (P'v[Lo/*])£ e SOL,a 
О (Pv[L0/x])L e SOlsa by induction 
<» {Xx.Pv)L0L € SOL,a, 
where in the induction hypothesis the substitution is the composition of ( · ) ν and [Lo/x]. 
As in case (β) we assume that ( · ) ν does not substitute for x. 
Case (t/ja) : then M = PQ — > )
a
 P'Q = N with Ρ — > )
a
 P'. Then, by the induction 
hypothesis, taking the vector Qv L, we immediately have that 
NvL = P'*QVL e SOLsa О PVQVL = MVL e S0L,
o
. ° 
2.2.9. COROLLARY. M e SOL,„ о ЭМ'. M -*-+)
а
 M' and -. 3JV. M' —•$<, Ν. 
PROOF. ^ is trivial. 
The proof of <= follows by straightforward induction on the length of the reduction M -^ÍJa M' 
using Proposition 2.2.8 with the identical substitution and the empty vector. • 
2.2.4. Relationships between the two Calculi 
Even if the reductions —>pn and — · $
α
 are different, as it is clear also from Corollary 2.2.9, 
since it does not hold for —>ìn i they are equivalent in the sense that they determine the same 
set of solvable terms, i.e. SOLpn and SOLja coincide. 
To show this we need a definition and some Lemmas, all proved by induction on the structure 
of one-step head reductions. 
2.2.10. DEFINITION. Define SOL^a as the set of terms whose longest —•£„ reduction has at 
most η steps, i.e.: 
SOLS,, = {M | Vm > η -. 3N. M -=i.J
e
 Ν}. 
Comparing this with Definition 2.2.6 it is clear that SOL ja = Un>o^
<
-"-3
a
. 
The first lemma connects the reduction —>L with the sets SOL.
a
. 
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2.2.11. LEMMA. If M — · ϊ
η
 ff then, for all L and substitutions ( ) v ; 
MVL € SOL a^ => Bm < n. N*L € SOL?a. 
Moreover, if ff'£ £ SOL e^*1, Men we used rule (+c) »n deriving that M —>pn ff. 
PROOF. By induction on —•«„. 
Case (+c) : then M = Ρ + Q —>£
Λ
 Ρ = ff, say. 
If (P + Q ) v £ = ( P v + Q V ) £ € SOL;a and г is the length of I, then by 2.2.7(u,lany — . J e 
reduction out of ( P v + Q")L will produce P v £ + QvL in г steps. Hence PvL + Q v £ e 
SOL;¿r and, a fortiori, P v £ £ SOL5¿r. If £ is empty, we get P v £ G SOLJ,,. 
Case (||f) : then M = P\\Q —+\n P'\\Q' = ff with Ρ —»
ρη
 P' and Q —.»„ Q'. 
Now if r is the length of £, then 
M v i = (pv | |Qv)¿esoL;e =» Р £Ц<? £ e S O L V 
=> p v £ esoL5âr o rQ^ íesoLV 
=> 3m < η - г. P ' v £ e SOL?e or Q'v£ € SOL™ 
by induction 
=> 3m<n-r. (P'*\\Q'")L = Ν*L e SOL^f 
and clearly m + г < η. 
Notice that if £ is empty, we can have m = n. In this case P v £ € SOLJa or QVL € SOL^o-
So we have by induction that we used rule (+c) in deriving Ρ —>% n P' or Q —>pn <?'. 
Therefore rule ( +
c
) has also been ueed in deriving M — > L ff. 
Case (Happ) : then M = (P\\Q)R —
 ρ η
 РД||(?Л Ξ ff. 
If ((P||Q)Ä)V£ = (PV\\QV)RVL e SOL;a, then we immediately have 
(р я ц<?* д )£ = (рд||<?д) £ e S O L ^ 1 . 
Case {β) : then M = (Ax.P)Q — £
n
 P[Q/x] Ξ ff. 
Now for all ( · ) ν ((Ax-P)Q)V = (Ax.P v )Q v , up to renaming of the bound variable x. For 
all £, any —>Jtt reduction out of (Ax.P v )Q v £ will start by 
( A x . P * ) Q v £ ^ a P * [ Q * / * ] ¿ 
hence, if (Az.Pv)Qv£ 6 SOL;a, then P v [Q v /x]£ e S O L ; ; 1 . 
Case ({) : then M = Αχ.Ρ —•£„ Ax.P' = ff, with Ρ —•£„ Ρ'. 
Now, up to renaming of the bound variables, (Az P ) v = Ax.Pv. Assume that (Ax.P v)£ 6 
SOL j„, then if L is empty the thesis follows immediately by induction. Otherwise the first 
step of any —>£
a
 W
'H be 
( A x . P v ) Q £ ^
a
P v [ Q / x ] £ , 
so that Pv[Q/x]L € SOLJi1. From the induction hypothesis there exists m < η — 1 such 
that 
P' v [Q/x]£eSOL?
a 
which implies that 
(Ax.P'v)<?£ 6 SOL?0+1 
and clearly m + 1 < n. 
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Case (i/pn) : then M = PQ —•£„ P'Q = N with Ρ —•£„ Ρ', where Ρ g Abst U Par. 
Now, if (PQ)VL = PVQVL 6 SOL;
ei then by induction and considering the vector Q v £ 
we have P ' V Q V L 6 SOLJg for some m < η and we are done. 
If m = η, then by induction we used rule (+c) in deriving Ρ —>р
П
 Ρ'. Therefore we used 
*
k
 j rule (+c) also in deriving M —>p
n
 Ν. О 
2.2.12. LEMMA. If Af —»J
e
 Af' <Aen, /or oil £ and substitution (•)' ; 
Af'vL g SOL,„ => 3JV. JVVI 0 SOL,„ ana* Af —»*
n
 N . 
PROOF. By induction on — * h 
sa­
tt D'±n=u' _:tv D »fc Case (+„) : then assume that M=P + Q — ^ a P' + Q  M' with Ρ —»5 β Ρ'. Now 
( P , v + Q v ) f g SOL,«, => Р' І £ SOL,a or Q V I g SOL,
a
 . 
If P'VL g SOL,a , choosing Ν Ξ Ρ, we have 
MsP + Q—bfrN 
and by Proposition 2.2.8 
P'VL t SOL,„ =*• PVL g SOL,„. 
Otherwise, if QvL £ SOL,
a
, we take N = Q and we have Af = Ρ + Q —•£„ JV. The case 
Af = Ρ + Q — * )
a
 P + Q' = AT, with Q —•{„ Q', is symmetric. 
Case (+opp) : then Af = (P + Q)R — > )
a
 PR + QR^ M'. Now 
(Р Я + QvR*)L $ SOL,
e
 => P V Ä V £ g SOL«, or Qv R? L $ SOL,a · 
If P*RVL g SOL,a, then it suffices to choose N = PR, with (P + Q)Ä —•£„ РЯ. 
Otherwise QvR^L g SOL,a, so that we choose N = QR and we conclude similarly. 
Case (||,): then Af = P||Q —>h
sa
 P'\\Q' = Af' with Ρ —» hta P' and Q —>hsa Q'. If 
(P'V | |Q'V)X І SOL,e, then both P ' v £ g SOL,„ and Q ' v £ J? SOL,
e
, so that, by in­
duction 
3JV1(JVa. N?L,N?L $ SOL,e and Ρ —•£„ JVX and Q — £ n JV, . 
Therefore we choose JV = JVi 11 JVa. 
Case (Hopp) : then Af = (P\\Q)R —»)
a
 PR\\QR = Af'. Hence we take JV = Af'. 
Case {0) : then Af = (Xx.P)Q —> h,
a
 P[QI*] = M'. Clearly the choice N = Af ' works. 
Case ( 0 : then Af = Xx.P —»$
a
 Xx.P' = Af' with Ρ —> K l a P'. 
If the vector L is empty, then the thesis follows from the induction hypothesis. Otherwise 
consider the non empty vector LQL: 
(λζ.Ρ' ν )Χ 0 £ ¿ SOL,0 =>· P'v[L0/x]L g SOL,a 
by 2.2.7f¿; 
=> 3N'. N'v[Lo/x]L g SOL,o and Ρ — > p n N' 
by induction. 
Then Xx.P — > p n Xx.N' and we take JV" = Xx.N'. 
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Case (i/ja) : then M = PQ —•$„ P'Q = M' with Ρ —> h ,
a
 P' and Ρ $ AbstuParUSum. From 
the induction hypothesis 
P'VQ*L І SOLja => ЗЛГ'. N'VQVL ? SOL,
a
 and Ρ — . £
n
 ЛГ' . 
Then PQ —>p„ JV'Q by (up
n
) since in particular Ρ g Abst U Par. Therefore we take 
N = N'Q. О 
We are now ready to prove that —>«
n
 and —>J
a
 determine the same set of solvable terms. 
To prove this, we will apply the previous Lemmas, using the identical substitution and the empty 
vector of terme. 
2.2.13. THEOREM. SOL#a = SOLp n. 
PROOF. First we show that SOLja Ç SOLjm· Toward a contradiction suppose that M É SOL ja 
but M g SOLp„. If M € SOLja, then there exists η such that M e SOL^
e
. The hypothesis 
that M 0 SOLpn implies that there is a sequence {M t} , € u such that M0 = M and, for all t, 
Mi —>pn Αί,+ι· By Lemma 2.2.11 there is a it: such that Mt 6 SOL°a, i.e. Mi, is in normal 
form wrt —>5
e
. This is because the only case in which the η of SOLj
a
 does not decrease is 
when in the —»ì n reduction rule (+c) is used. But the number of consecutive steps of this kind 
is bounded by the number of the occurrences of + in the term to be reduced. 
It is easy to see that, if Aft can be further reduced under —>pn, then only steps involving the 
use of (+c) are possible, which again are bounded by the number of +'s in M*. So any sequence 
of —>p„ reductions out of M has to be fìnite: a contradiction. 
To show that SOLpn Ç SOLja assume, toward a contradiction, that M 6 SOLpn and M £ 
SOLja- Then there exists Αίχ such that M —>J
a
 Mt and Afi g SOLíe. By Lemma 2.2.12 this 
implies that there existe N such that M — ' L N and still N g SOLso. Iterating the same 
reasoning, we build an infinite —•£„ reduction out of M, so that M ¿ SOLpn: a contradiction. 
D 
Since our aim is that of developing an unfolding semantics for our calculus, we are interested 
essentially in the set of solvable terms. So Theorem 2.2.13 gives us the possibility of choosing 
freely between the reduction relations —>pn and —>j0 . For technical reasons we will concen-
trate in the following on —>ja- Consequently we will write simply —• for it, and SOL for the 
set of solvable terms. 
2.3. Operational Semantics 
In the previous section the semantics of our calculi has been described by means of reduction 
relations. Here we develop a theory to compare terms with respect to their functional behaviors. 
We do this in two different ways. The first one is by means of contexts. The second one is more 
refined and compares terms by means of their "approximants", where the set of approximants 
of a term can be viewed as a generalization to our calculus of the notion of Böhm tree. 
2.3.1. Contextual Semantics 
Following the standard approach for defining equational theories from convergence predicates 
(originated with Morris' thesis [75]; see also [17] 16.5.5), we state: 
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2.3.1. DEFINITION. For any Μ, N 6 Л+ц we define: 
M Ç° N о VC[ ]. С[М] € SOL => C[tf] e SOL. 
Accordingly, 
Μ ~
σ
 N O i í Ç° ЛГ Ç° M. 
Clearly, the relation ÇP is a precongruence. The set SOL, when restricted to pure A-terms, 
is the set of terms having a head normal form, that is those terms which are solvable in the 
classical sense. Hence the restriction of ~ ° to pure Л-terme is the λ-theory of Д „ by a well 
known result of Hyland [56] and Wadsworth [95]. 
2.3.2. PROPOSITION. The following (in)-equationt hold: 
(i) (Xx.M)N ~° M[N/x]; (vii) Xx.(M\\N) ~° Xx.M\\Xx.N; 
(ii) (M + N)L ~° ML + NL; (viii) M + NÇP M, N; 
(Hi) L(M + N) C° LM + LN; (iz) L Ç° Μ, Ν => L çP M + Ν; 
(iv) {M\\N)L ~° ML\\NL; (ζ) Μ,Ν CP M\\N; 
(v) LM\\LN çP L(M\\N); (xi) M,NÇ? L=> M\\N Ç° L. 
(vi) Xx.(M + N) ~ ò Xx.M + Xx.N; 
where the inequalities (Hi) and (ν) are in general proper. 
PROOF. We consider only the interesting cases. 
To prove that the inequality (Hi) is proper, let Δ = Xx.xx, M = \x.x(Xyzv.v)A and N = 
Λζ.Δ. Δ M and AN both /3-reduce to Δ and therefore Δ.Μ + ΑΝ is eolvable. Instead, A(M + N) 
reduces to Δ + Δ Δ + Δ + Δ, which is unsolvable. 
To prove that the inequality (v) is proper, let Δ be as above, Ι Ξ Xx.x, Κ Ξ Xxy.x, Τ Ξ 
Αι.ιΔΙΔ and R Ξ λ ζ . ζ Δ Δ . Now (Τ + Ä)(I||K) is solvable since it reduces to (Δ| |ΔΔ) + 
(ΔΔ| |Δ). Instead, (Τ + Д)І||(Т + Д)К reduces to (Δ + ΔΔ) | | (ΔΔ + Δ) and therefore it is 
unsolvable. 
(iz). First, we prove the idempotence of +. Ρ + Ρ Ç° Ρ follows immediately from (viii). 
We have that Ρ çP P + P follows from (Hi) choosing L = KP. Now, given an arbitrary context 
C[ ], let C'[ ] = C[[] + L] and C"[ ] Ξ C[M + [ ]]. If L Ç? M, N, then 
C[L] e SOL => C[L +L] = C'[L] É SOL => C'[M] = C"[L] 6 SOL 
=> C"[N] = C[M + JV] 6 SOL. 
(xi). Similarly, we prove the idempotence of || using (x) and (v). Now, given an arbitrary 
context C[], let C'{ ] = C[[]\\N] and C"[ ] = C[L\\[)]. If M, N Ç° L, then 
C[M\\N] = C'[M] e SOL => C'[L] = C"[N] 6 SOL => C"[L] = C[L\\L) e SOL 
=> C[L] e SOL. G 
2.3.2. Capabilities Semantics 
~ ° is an extensional theory by definition, and in fact Xx.{M + N) ~° Xx.M + Xx.N holds. 
However, if + is interpreted as an operation to form "sets" of values and Ax is the standard 
functional abstraction, then this equality identifies any set of functions with a single multivalued 
function (see [65, 64]). This is not very natural if one considers that i(Af + N) j? LM + LN. 
This problem becomes more evident when modeling the calculus by means of type assignment 
systems, as we shall do in the forthcoming sections. 
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For these reasons we introduce a finer, non extensional semantics which is still based on 
the notion of head normal form and solvability, but uses ideas underlyning Böhm trees. More 
precisely, we first show the shape of head normal forms in the present setting. Then we associate 
to each term the set of head normal forms (the capabilities) which can be obtained out of it 
using a more liberal reduction relation (—>0, see Definition 2.3.5). Lastly we define a notion of 
approximation patterned after [95] and we compare terms via the approximate normal forms of 
their capabilities. 
It is easy to verify that the terms irreducible according to —»''(i.e. the head normal forms) 
satisfy the conditions of the following proposition. 
2.3.3. PROPOSITION. The set ft of head normal forme is the least one such that: 
(a) Jfi Μ
η
ΕΛ + | | , ζ 6 Var => χΜχ...Μη&Ή. (η > 0); 
(b) Η 6 ft, х € Kor => Xx.H e ft; 
(c) Н
и
Н
г
£П => Ht + Иг eft; 
(i) неп,меА+п => H\\M,M\\HÇ.H. 
2.3.4. DEFINITION. The set ft(Af) of head normal forms of M is defined by: 
ft(M) = {H e ft | M - ^ Я } . 
For example, let us consider the terms F0 and GO, where 
F = Θ(λ/χ.(ι + /(Suce ι))), G = Θ(λ/ι.(χ||/(Suce χ))), 
Θ = (λζχ.χ(ζζχ))(λζχ.χ(ζζζ)) is the Turing fixed point combinator, 0 and Succ are the zero 
and successor of Church numerals respectively. Let η be the Church numeral for the natural 
number n, then it is easy to check that for any η 
FO -^k 0 + 1 + ... + η + f(Succ n) 
which is never in ft. So H(FQ) = 0. 
On the other hand ft(GO) = {0||G(Succ 0)}. However, if we consider its reducts with respect to 
—•, then we see that for any n, putting G' = (λ/ζ.(ι||/(Succ i))), we have: 
GO -±- G'GO 
- i - G'(---(G'G)---)0 
-î- ο||σ'(···(σ'σ)···)ι 
π 
giving rise to an infinite set of (distinct) head normal forms, none of which even reduces to a 
head normal form of the shape 
0||l||...||n||G(Sueen), 
because of the synchronous character of ||. This is unfortunate, since the last term is a better 
candidate for describing the behavior of GO when it is applied to an argument. 
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Being H the eet of normal forms wrt —>h, by Corollary 2.2.9, it follows that 
SOL = {AÍ 6 A+u | ЩМ) φ г). 
Observe that Я 6 ЩМ + JV) implies Η = Hi + H3 where Hi 6 ЩМ) and Я а 6 Ή(Ν), 
while Я e W(AÍ||JV) implies Η = Ι ι | | Ι 2 where Li € ЩМ) or L3 € W(JV), only. 
2.3.1. REMARK. Since —»h С —>, it holds 
SOL Ç {AÍ 6 A+u | ЗЯ € П. M -î-. Я}. 
Also the vice-versa is true, because, by a standardisation argument, ili -^ -» Я implies that 
ЗЛГ. M - Î -* ЛГ and N -^ Я 
where —>' is obtained out of —• by forbidding the —•* steps. In other words, only internal 
redexcB are reduced according to —»'. But we omit this quite long proof, since we do not need 
this result. 
Notice that, due to the lack of the Church-Rosser property, our language doea not fit the condi­
tions of [40], therefore we cannot directly use that proof method. 
As it is clear from Proposition 2.3.3, we have shifted to the head normal forms the distinction 
between the conjunctive behavior of + and the disjunctive nature of ||. We capitalize on this 
fact and we remedy the drawback outlined in the above example by abstracting away from the 
synchronous reduction of ||. 
2.3.5. DEFINITION. 
(i) Let —>
a
 be the least binary relation on Л+ц which is defined as —» adding the clause: 
M —•. M' => Af||JV —». 3Í'||JV and N\\M —• . N\\M'. 
(ii) The set C(M) of the capabilities of M is defined by: 
c{M) = {н\зн'ещм).н'-^
а
и}. 
As examples, consider the terms F0 and CO and observe that C(F0) = 0, while 
0| |1 | | . . . ||n||G(Succ n) € C(G0) for all η > 0. 
We now introduce the formal definition of approximate normal form. This will be useful 
for comparing the capabilities of terms through their approximate normal forms (see Definition 
2.3.9). 
2.3.6. DEFINITION. Let А+цп be the language obtained from Л+ц by adding the constant fi. 
The set of approximate normal forms Л С А+цп is the least one such that: 
(i) Í 1 M ; 
(ii) Alt...,AnÇA=>xAi...AneA (η > 0); 
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(Ui) A e A => Xz.A 6 A; 
(iv) Αι, A3 € A => Ai + At, Αι\\Α2 € A. 
We define a preorder relation on approximate normal forms which generalizes the classical 
one taking into account the intended meanings of + and ||. Moreover an 77-redex is always less 
than its contractum according to this preorder. 
2.3.7. DEFINITION. Over the set A define •< as the least preorder which makes A into a distribu-
tive lattice with + as meet, || as join and Ω as bottom, and such that: 
(i) Xx.il ^ Ω; 
(ii) A±A' => Xx.A 4 Xx.A'; 
(Hi) Ai*A\ A
n
±A'
n
=>xAl...An<xA'l...A!ni 
(iv) Xz.(A\\A') * Xx.A\\Xx.A'; 
(v) Xy.xAl...Any 4 ζΑχ...Αη, if у & FV(xAi... An). 
Let ~ be the equivalence relation induced by 4. 
As usual, we associate to each term M an approximate normal form ф{М) obtained by 
replacing il to all subterms which are not head normal forms. 
2.3.8. DEFINITION. Let ф:А.+\\ —» A be the following map: 
(i) ф(Хх1...хп.хМ1...Мт) = Ai!.. .χη.χφ(Μι).. .ф(Мт); 
(ii) ф(Хх1...хп.Н + Н') = Хх1...хп.ф(Н) + ф(Н'), if Η, Η'en-, 
φ(Χζ1...χη.Μ\\Η) = Χζ1...ζη.φ(Μ)\\φ(Η)\ . { H G n . 
f , M
' φ{Χζ
ι
...χ
η
.Η\\Μ) = Χχ
ι
...χ
η
.φ{Η)\\φ{Μ) ] U e rt' 
(iv) φ(Μ) = Ω, if M g H. 
Now we relate the capabilities of two terms by comparing their approximate normal forms 
in a cofinal way. 
2.3.9. DEFINITION. For any M,N e Л+ц we define: 
M Q* No Я 6 C{M) 3H' e C(N). ф(Н) Ч φ(Η'). 
Accordingly, 
M ~A N <* МСЛ NÇA M. 
The possibility of taking an element out of the set of capabilities allows us to choose any 
term obtainable by reducing according to —>„. Notice that —•„ is the most permissive among 
the reduction relations we introduced. The fact of considering then the approximate normal 
form of this term means (as usual) that we disregard redexes. 
If one defines the set of approximants of a term as the downward closure of the set of 
approximate normal forms of its capabilities, one immediately obtains that the relation QA 
coincides with the inclusion between sets of approximants. 
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2.3.10. DEFINITION. Let M e Л+ц, then the sei Л(М) of apjiToximanU of M is defined by: 
A{M) = {A € A | ЗЯ e C(M). A * φ{Η)} υ {Ω}. 
For example, 
0 | |1 | | . . . ||η||Ω e A(G0) for all π > 0. 
The following properties of the sets of approximants follow immediately from previous defi­
nitions. 
2.3.11. PROPOSITION. 
(i) A(M + ff) = A{M)r\A(N); 
(it) A{M\\N) = {H\\H' | Я 6 A(M) and H' 6 A(N)}; 
(iii) M QA N О A{M) С A{N); 
(iv) M -^k N => A{N) Ç A{M). 
2.3.2. REMARK. 2.3.11 (iv) is weak. Indeed a stronger connection between the reduction relation 
and the sets of approximate normal forms holds, i.e.: 
M = . N => A(M) = A(N). 
This will follow from the subject conversion of С (Theorem 2.5.9) and the full abstraction of the 
filter model (Theorem 2.6.23). 
Now we can prove for our calculus a standard property of λ-calculua: a term is solvable iff it 
has an approximant different from Ω. 
2.3.12. PROPOSITION. 
(i) M e SOL <=> C(M) φ 0; 
(H) M e SOL <=> A{M) φ {Ω}. 
PROOF, (i) follows from Definitions 2.3.4, 2.Ъ.Ь(іі) and Corollary 2.2.9. 
(ii) is a consequence of (i) and of Definition 2.3.10. G 
One would expect C.A to be a refinement of çP ; this is in fact true. A direct proof based on 
an approximation theorem á la Wadsworth [95] is possible, but we will obtain it for free from 
the adequacy and full abstraction results of Section 2.6. 
2.4. Simple Types and Semimodels 
In this section we type the terms of our calculus by means of simple types and we define a set 
semimodel in the sense of [83]. 
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2.4.1. The Type Assignment System В 
Curry types are thought of as properties of terms. The properties in which we are mainly 
interested concern solvability. This guides the choice of typing rules for + and ||. 
Indeed to assure that M + N normalizes with respect to —•*, we have to prove that both M 
and N have the same property. Generalizing to arbitrary properties we type M + N with σ if 
both M and N can be typed with a. This is also the choice of [1]. 
Conversely, for Af||JV to be normalizable it suffices that either M от N normalizes. Extending 
this notion to arbitrary properties, it follows that one is entitled to type M||?V with a as soon 
as either M от N (or both) can be typed with σ. See [22] for further motivations. 
Let the set Type of types be defined by 
σ ::= t | a —* σ, 
where t ranges over a denumerable collection of type variables. A statement is an expression of 
the form Μ:σ, where M is a Л-term and a a type. A basis Γ is a set of statements such that 
subjects are pairwise distinct variables. AB usual, FV(T) is the set of term variables in Γ. 
2.4.1. DEFINITION (The System B). The axioms and rules of the basic assignment system В are 
the following: 
(Αχ) Γ,χ-.στ- χ:σ 
Π-Λί:σ — τ ГУ-Ν-.σ 
но г л: „.„ι, НЕ) 
Г, ζ : с 
ΓΙ-λι 
Г h M: 
7 г - М : т 
.Μ:σ —» τ 
σ ГУ-N: 
I 
σ (+1) r u ' u , » . : (im 
T\- MN:r 
VY-Μ-.σ Vl·N•.σ 
Τ\-Μ + Ν:σ ν " ' ν\-Μ\\Ν:σ ГЬ Μ\\Ν:σ 
If Γ г- Μ:σ is provable in Β, we write Г hB Μ:σ. 
In this system, as in Curry's original one, there is a correspondence between the main con­
structor of the subject of the conclusion in each rule and the rule itself; this does not hold for 
the type. However, classical terms (i.e. those without occurrences of + and ||) have just their 
simple types. This property results in a simple theory of the type assignment system. 
A routine induction on derivations in В ehows: 
2.4.2. LEMMA (Structural Properties of Deductions in B). 
(i) Гг-в χ: τ О х.теТ; 
(ii) T Y-в Χχ.Μ:σ ~* τ Ο Γ,χ:σ\-
Β
 Μ:τ; 
(Ui) Γ he ΜΝ-.τ ο Γ \~Β Μ:σ —» τ and Γ hß Ν:σ for some σ; 
(ίυ) Γ \-Β Μ + Ν:σ Ο Γ r-ß Μ:σ and Γ \-
Β
 Ν:σ; 
(ν) ΓΙ-βΜ||ΛΓ:σ Ο Γ he Μ:σ or Γ hß Ν:σ. 
Using this lemma it is easy to prove the following corollary by induction on the definition of 
—•„. We consider this reduction, since it includes —• (which includes —>fc). 
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2.4.3. COROLLARY (Subject Reduction of ß). Г Ь
в
 Μ:σ and Μ -*-
a
 JV => Γ r-8 Ν:σ. 
As an immediate consequence of 2.4.3, we have the subject reduction property of В for -*-». 
2.4.1. REMARK. AB stated in [31], also -*-*т епІ°У8 the subject reduction property. 
2.4.2. The Set Semimodel 
For the classical λ-calculus, a filter model construction with simple types, even considering as 
a "filter" any set of types, does not yield a Α-model (see e.g. [54]). Indeed the best one can 
obtain is a semimodel in the sense of [83]. I.e. a model in which interreducible terms are equal, 
but in general convertible terms are not (M,N are interreducible iff M -^ -» JV and N -Í-» M). 
Adapting Plotkin's definition to the present context (see also [1]) we introduce the following 
notion: 
2.4.4. DEFINITION. A semimodel is a structure 
v = (P,ç,.,n,u,l]v) 
where (P, Ç) is a poset, and ·, П, U are binary monotonie operations that satisfy the following 
requirements: 
dneÇd,dneC.e,dC.dUe,eQdUe 
and (dUd')-eC(d-e)u{d'-e). 
Finally [·]ν·. Λ+|| χ Env -* Ρ, where Env = {ρ \ ρ: Var —• Ρ}, '¡a such that: 
(a) [M+ *]? = [*]? Π рт]?; 
(b) ртрГ]7=[М]?ирт]7; 
(c) [х]? = р(х); 
(i) iMN]* = iiflï mv,\ 
(e) Vá e Р. [Ах.МЦ-.аСІМ]^,,; 
(f) Vx G FV(AÍ). p(x) = (/(χ) => [M]? = [M]?; 
(g) (Vd e P. [Щ%
я] Ç mvp[ill]) => [Ах.МЦ- Ç [Àx.JVtf. 
Semimodels interpret the reduction relation, as stated in the following proposition, which 
can be proved by induction on the definition of —•„. In the case of {M + JV)£ —>a ML + NL 
this follows from the monotonicity of the application which implies (d Π d') · e Ç (d • e) Π {d' · e). 
2.4.5. PROPOSITION. M -*-». JV => V> (M]J" Ç [N]* for all semimodels V. 
Notice that Proposition 2.4.5 holds even if -1-»,, is replaced by -^pn· ^n the case of the classical 
Α-calculus one has О (see [83]). Here, instead, completeness with respect to reduction does 
not hold: e.g. we have, by definition, that Vp g Env. \M\f С [M\\N]P but we do not have 
M -*-»
a
 M||JV. This does not seem to be unfortunate; indeed we are looking for a partial order 
(and its relative equivalence) which is, in a sense, more abstract than reducibility. 
As expected, the type assignment В induces a semimodel. 
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2.4.6. PROPOSITION. For a,bC Type, ¡et ab = {τ € Type \ 3σ e Ь. σ — τ g ο} and 
[М]в = {σ Ι Γ he M : σ for some Г Ç {χ: τ | г 6 />(*)}}· 
ТА.« «trucíure 
{p(Type),Ç,;n,U,[]B) 
is a semimodel (the set semimodel,). 
The interpretation of the parallel and non-deterministic constructors in the set semimodel 
can also be easily stated using set theoretic operators. I.e., for all p: 
[M + N]B = lM]Bn[N\B and ΐΜ\\Ν]Β = [Μ\Βυ[Ν]Β. 
To interpret types over a given eemimodel we use the simple semantics of types (see [52, 83]). 
2.4.7. DEFINITION. A type structure over V — (P, Ç, ·, Π, U, [·]*') is a pair (T, =>) where: 
(i) Τ Ç {X e p(-P) I X is not empty, upper closed and d, e € X imply d Π e e Χ}; 
(it) => is a binary function over Τ such that 
(a) X => Y Ç {d € Ρ I Ve 6 X. d • e <Ξ Y}, 
(b)deX and [M]J(d/l l e Y imply [λ*.M]* eX=>Y, 
for ail X, Y G T. 
2.4.8. DEFINITION. 
ftj A íype environment is a map »j from type variables to T. 
(ü) Ισ\ζ e r i e d e f i l > e d by 
Itff = 4(0 and [ a - . r ] i = M i = » [ r ] J . 
('inj A basis Γ satisfies ρ and η iff, for all x: r € Γ, ρ(ι) € [ τ ]^· 
(»«J V^M-.σ О VP, (Г, =>) over V, ρ,η. Γ satisfies ρ,η => [Μ]£ 6 [σ]^. 
2.4.9. THEOREM (Completeness of 0). Γ hB Μ:σ О Γ [= Αί:σ. 
PROOF. This proof essentially adapts Plotkin's completeness proof in [63]. 
(=>) Simple induction on the derivation of Γ l· Μ:σ. If the last applied rule is (—* I), the thesis 
follows from 2A.7(ii) (b). For rule (+ I) use 2.4.7ft/. 
(<=) Using the set semimodel. If we define: 
Xc = { o C Type | σ e ο}, Τ = { х Л ^ ^ р е ' a n d Χ« => Χτ = Χσ-r, 
then the pair (Τ, =>) is a type structure for the set semimodel. 
We take ρ and η such that p(x) = {σ | χ: σ € Γ} for every term variable χ and T)(t) = χ ( for 
every type variable t. Then we have [σ]^ = χ» for all σ e TVpe and [M]f 6 [σ]^, which imply 
Γl·
в
M^.σ. О 
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The set eemimodel allows to define a preorder over terme which is a precongruence: 
ΜΠ
Β
Νθ
Λ
.}νΡ. [M]BÇ[N]B. 
We list in the following proposition the main (in)-equations holding in the set eemimodel 
semantics. 
2.4.10. PROPOSITION. Let ~B - CB π 3B, then: 
(i) (Xx.M)N Ç" M[N/x]; (vii) λχ.(Μ\\Ν) ~B λχ.Μ\\\χ.Ν; 
(ii) {M + N)LQB ML + NL; (viii) M + N QB Μ, Ν; 
(Hi) ЦМ + Ν) Ç" LM + LN; (in) LQB Μ,Ν => LÇB M + Ν; 
(iv) (M\\N)L~B ML\\NL; (г) M, N Ç 8 M\\N; 
(v)" L{M\\N) ~ B LM\\LN; (xi) M,N ÇB L =» M\\N Ç e L, 
(vi) λχ.(Μ + Ν) ~в Хх.М + Χχ.Ν; 
where the inequalities (i), (ii) and (Hi) are in general proper. 
PROOF. By the Completeness of В (Theorem 2.4.9) we have 
M CB N О Г, σ. Γ hB M : σ =*· Γ r-B Ν: σ. 
The positive statements are straightforward consequences of the structural properties of deduc­
tions (Lemma 2.4.2). To prove that the inequality (i) is proper observe that (i) essentially claims 
that the set eemimodel is not a Л-model. To see (ii), let 
Γ = {*:σι -»T,y:(Tj -> τ,ζ.σι,ν.σι} 
where σι φ <TJ. Then Г Ид z(z||v) + y(z||v): τ, but Г \/в (x + j/)(z||v): τ since x + y has no type. 
Similarly, for (Hi), we have that Γ hg (x\\y)z + {x\\y)v: r, but Г \/в (гІІ!/)(г + ") : T eince ζ + υ 
has no type. D 
Comparing the properties of CB with those of C° (Proposition 2.3.2) and of \ZA (Proposition 
2.5.19) it turns out that the set semimodel does agree neither with the operational semantics á 
la Morris nor with the inclusion of sets of approximants. This failure suggests us to look at a 
more expressive type assignment system. 
2.5. Intersection, Union Types and λ-lattices 
In this section we extend the notion of filter model introduced in [18] to our calculus, the aim 
being this time to interpret the terms of Л+ц in such a way that the usual λ-calculus equations 
hold and which fits better the operational behavior of + and ||. 
2.5.1. The Set of Types and its Ρ reorder 
Let us redefine the syntax of types as follows: 
a ::= ί|ω|σ—»σ|σΛσ|σ\/σ, 
and call again Type the resulting set. In writing types, we assume that Λ and V take precedence 
over —». 
It is clear that to build a filter model a critical choice is that of the preorder between types, 
since this preorder will appear in a subtyping rule. 
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2.5.1. DEFINITION. 
(i) Let < be the smallest preorder over types s.t. (Type, <) is a distributive lattice (taking the 
quotient), in which Λ is the meet, V is the join and ω is the top, and moreover the arrow 
satisfies: 
(α) ω < ω —» и; 
(b) (σ —» μ) Λ (σ —• τ) < σ —» μ Λ τ; 
(e) σ' < σ, τ < τ' => σ -> τ < σ' - . τ'. 
(ϋ) Let σ = τ mean σ < τ < σ. 
The subtype relation < can be presented axiomatically by adding the inequalities (a)-(c) to 
any standard axiomatiiation of distributive lattices. For proof purpose we assume that such a 
presentation has been fixed. 
We need some properties of the < relation, whose proof requires a stratification of Type. 
2.5.2. DEFINITION (Stratification of Type). Let us define three subsets T0 lTi,T3 of Type recur­
sively: 
- t€T0; 
- шеТз; 
- σ 6 TÍ, τ € Τι => σ — τ 6 Τ0; 
- η ^ Ι , σ ! σ „ € Τ ο = > σ ι ν . . . ν < τ „ € Τ
ι ; 
- η > 1 , σ 1 , . . . , σ „ € Γ 1 = > σ ι Λ . . . Λ σ η ε Τ 3 . 
2.5.1. REMARK. Notice that the set Tj, when restricted to types without V occurrences, coincides 
with the set of normal type schemes of [53] and the set of strict types of [13]. Normal type schemes 
in [53] were introduced to prove the properties stated in Lemma 2.5.6 (for types without v). 
Strict types, instead, have been introduced with a different preorder to obtain a syntax directed 
type assignment system in [13, 15]. 
Taking η = 1 in the clauses above, one sees that Го Ç Tj Ç Tj, and such inclusions are 
clearly proper. 
Over each of these sets we introduce a preorder. 
2.5.3. DEFINITION. <¿ Ç Τ, χ Ti is the least preorder such that: 
(<o) σ <o r •» σ Ξ r or (σ = σ' -» σ" and г Ξ Г' -> τ" and τ' <
a
 σ' and σ" <! г"); 
(<ι) σ! V ... V σ„ <! η V ... V T
m
 ο Vi < η 5 j < τη. ai < 0 τ,; 
(<a) σ <г r ** r = ω or (σ = σι Л... Λ σ„, r Ξ η Λ ... Λ r
m
 and Vj < m Зі < η. σ, <! r, ). 
For each type in Type we can find an equivalent type in Tj; this means that we can limit 
ourself to consider types in Tj, provided that there is a map ( )' associating to each type in 
Type a standard form in Tj. 
Notation. In writing r* Ξ Д
і е ; τ, we assume that r, 6 ΤΊ for all i € I. 
2.5.4. DEFINITION. The map ( )':Type -> T3 is defined by: 
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t' = t, ω' = ш 
(σ - г)' = í A¿
€
/(ff* -» r¿) i f τ * Ξ A¿6/ П and τ ' £ ω 
* ' | di otherwise 
* ' \ ω otherwise 
!
σ' if τ* = ω 
τ* if σ* = ω 
σ' Λ τ* otherwise. 
(σΛτ) · = 
2.5.5. PROPOSITION, for οί ίσ,τζ Type: 
(i) σ = <Λ· 
Μ <г, τ 6 Τ,, ο- <, τ =»• <τ < r for i = 0,1,2; 
f iu j σ < τ=*σ* <а г*. 
PROOF, ('ij By induction on the definition of the map ( )*. 
(ii) By induction on the definition of <¿. 
(iti) By induction on the formal derivation of σ < т. Q 
2.5.6. LEMMA. 
(i) μ Λ ν < σ —» r ana μ φ ω ani и φ ω => 3τι, TJ. г = Τι Λ rj and μ < σ —» τι and ι/ < σ —» 
та." 
(ü) Л,€/(М. -» ι/,) < σ -» r end τ / ω ^· ЗУ Ç Ι. σ < Λ,£/ Pj ала" Aje/ "j < τ · 
PROOF, (i) : let 
(μΛ ι,)' = Д μ,- Л Д ι/, and (σ - г)* = Д (σ' - . »»), 
»e/ iE/ к£К 
supposing μ' = Л.еіМ.."' = Ajej".» »η«1 г * = Afcex**· u «ng 2.5.5ft/, l'i»;, (¿lij and 
the définition of <j , we have that 
V*. (3i. μ, < ! σ' -» τι) or (3j. κ, < ! <т* - * k ) . 
Therefore we can choose τχ as the intersection of the *> which satisfy the first inequality 
and T] as the intersection of the remaining τ*. If one of these intersections is empty, we 
choose ω for the corresponding r, (t = 1,2). 
(ii) : let u' — Д ,
е Ь
 ι/,,ι (where L depends on i) and τ' = Л*ек r*· Then, by 2.5.5 fütj and 
Definition 2.5.4, 
Л (л -»Ό<»-»-=*Λ A w -*"·•') »^ Λ (σ* - τ * ) · 
It follows that 
V* 3i, Ι. μ' — ι/,,ι <ι σ' -> τ*, 
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which in this сазе is equivalent to 
V* 3t, /. μ' -* ΙΊ,Ι <o σ* - . Ttl 
and hence 
Vfc 3i, Ι. σ' <j μ* and f,,i <i Tfc. 
So we conclude 
Vfc 3t. σ < μ, and Д v,j <j rt. 
l€i 
Taking J as the set of i's which satisfy these inequalities for some к G К, we ace done.О 
2.5.2. The Type Assignment System С 
We introduce now a type assignment system for our extended language of types. We add a rule 
(ω) which takes into account the universal character of ω, and two standard rules of introduction 
of Λ and V. Moreover we use the preorder on types defined in previous section in a subtyping 
rule. 
Notice that a rule of Λ elimination is derivable, while a rule of V elimination would be 
unsound (see Remark 2.5.2(H)). 
2.5.7. DEFINITION. The system С is obtained by adding to the basic system В the following 
axiom and rules: 
/ ч τ , , . , / ,4 Tl· Μ:σ Tl· Μ:τ 
<"> Г Ь М : 1 " < А І > Tl·M•.
σ
^r 
Tl· Μ:σ Tl· Μ:τ Tl·!^^ σ<τ 
^ ' ThM-.aS/T Г Ь М : а г '~^ ГНМ:т 
If Γ h Μ:σ is provable in the system С we write Г h Μ:σ. 
Notation. In the following we shall sometimes refer to a stronger basis which can be formed 
out of two given bases. This is done by taking the intersection of the types which are predicates 
of the вате variable: 
Г о Г = {χ :σΛτ Ι χ : σ £ Γ and χ:г e Г'} 
U {χ:σ \χ:σ € Τ &nd χ $FV(T')} 
U {χ: τ Ι χ: τ € Γ and χ g F (Г)}. 
Accordingly we define: 
г а г ' О ЗГ".ГиГ" = Г'. 
2.5.2. REMARK. 
(i) Of course rule (vi) is derivable. The following rules are admissible: 
Tl·M•.σ Γl·N•.τ Γl·M•.σ Tl·N•.τ 
Tl· Μ + Ν:σντ Г r- Μ||ΛΓ:σ Л τ 
Г l· Μ:σΛτ Γ l· Μ.σΑτ Γ, χ: σ h Μ: τ σ' < σ 
ΓΗ Μ:σ Tl· Μ:τ T,x:a'l· Μ:τ " 
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(ii) A natural rule of V elimination in the present setting would be: 
Τ,χ:σ\-Μ:μ Τ,χ-.rl· Μ:μ Γ\-Ν:σντ (VE) 
ΓΙ-Λί[ΛΓ/ζ]:μ 
This ів a rule of the system proposed in [16], where only pure Л-terms are considered. In 
presence of + and of the corresponding typing rule, however, rule (VE) causes the loss of 
the subject reduction property (established below in Theorem 2.5.9). 
Moreover with (VE) we would lose also the property (proved in Corollary 2.6.9) that 
unsolvable terms have only types equivalent to ω. 
We give an example showing both failures. Let Ι, Κ, Δ be as in the proof of Proposition 
2.3.2, and О = Axy.y, then we have: 
χ: (ι/ —iu —» ι/) Λ ι* h χχΚΙ(ΔΔ): μ, 
χ:ω —»«/ —»ιΊ- χχΚΙ(ΔΔ):μ, 
and h Κ + 0:((ι/-»ω -и/) Λ «/) V (ω -* ι/ -•«/), 
where μ = ί —*t, и = μ—ьω —»μ. 
This can be easily checked considering that 
I- Ι: μ, h К: {у —» ω —» ν) Λ ν and h Ο: ω —» и —» v. 
Therefore using (VE) we could derive: 
AT = (K + 0)(K + 0)ΚΙ(ΔΔ):μ. 
But M reduces to Ι + Δ Δ + Ι + Ι and therefore it is unsolvable. We lose subject reduction, 
віпсе only type ω can be deduced for ΔΔ, and hence for I 4- Δ Δ + I + I. Moreover M is 
unsolvable but it has type μ / ui. 
(Hi) Notice that 
o· V r -• μ < (σ -» μ) Λ (τ -» μ), 
but the converse does not hold. The equality is derivable in the system proposed in [16]. 
In the present system, by postulating 
(σ —» μ) Λ (τ —» μ) < σ V τ —» μ 
we would have the same problems we discussed in (ii) with rule (VE). In fact the following 
derivation would be possible: 
Γ,χ:σΗΜ:μ Γ,χ:τΗΜ:μ 
Τ\-\χ.Μ:σ^μ(~* ' ΓΗΛχ.Μ:τ->μ J~V > 
ΓΗΑχ.Μ:(σ-*μ)Λ(τ->μ) ( Λ ) 
Γ\-λχ.Μ:σντ->μ (~' Τ\-Ν:σντ 
Τ\-(\χ.Μ)Ν:μ ^ ' 
If we compare this derivation with the (vE) rule we see that from the same premises we 
obtain the same type for a ^ -expansion of the subject. 
(iv) In a Α-calculus enriched with constants (and with the corresponding constant types) in the 
standard way, the typing rules for + and || give a sort of abstract interpretation [57, 28]. 
As an example we would have that 1 + true has type integer У boolean and l||true has 
both types integer and boolean. 
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For the present type assignment system the proof of structural properties is a bit more 
involved than in case of syetem B. If χ : σ £ Γ, then we define Γ(χ) —¡}/ σ . 
2.5.8. LEMMA (Structural Properties of Deductions in С ). 
(i) If τ φ ω, then Γ h ι: τ O Γ(ι) < τ; 
(ii) ΓΙ-λι.Μ:τ О 
3μ
ϊ
,...,μ
η
,νι,...,ν
η
. Γ h λζ.Μ: ЛГ=і(Мі — "·) and Λ?=Ι(Α4 ~* "0 < r.' 
(iti) Tl· λ χ . Μ : σ - » τ Ο Γ, χ: σ h Λί: τ; 
С«; Γ h Μ Ν: τ Ο· 3σ. ΓΗ Μ : σ - » τ ond ΓΓ-ΛΓ:σ,· 
(ν) Tl·M + N•.σ «· Γ h- Μ:σ and Γ Η ΛΓ:σ; 
(vi) Tl· Μ\\Ν:τ Ο 3σ,σ'. «τΛσ'^τ опаГІ-Αί:σ αηιίΓΚΛΓ:σ'. 
PROOF, ftj and (iv): it is easy to extend to union types the proof given in [18]. 
In (ii), (Hi) (v) and (vi), •*= is immediate. We show =>. 
(ii) If r = ω we can take η = 1, μι = l'i = ω, since Γ Η λχ.Μ:ω —» ω is provable in С. 
Otherwise choose a derivation of Г h Хх.М:т. Being τ φω rule (—» I) has been used. Let 
Γ h λι.Μ:μι -• Ι Ί , . . . , Γ r- λχ.Μ:μ„ -» f„ 
be the conclusions of all (—» I) rules having Λζ.Λί as subject in this derivation. Now Ax.Af 
is the same subject of the conclusion of the derivation itself; hence below such rules only 
(<) and (Λ I) rules are possible. This implies that 
( μ ι -• l ' i ) Λ · · • Λ ( μ „ -» υ
η
) < τ. 
(Hi) Assume τ φ ш. Let μι μ„, ι/χ,..., ν
η
 be as in the proof of (ii). Then by (it) itself: 
(μι -» vi) Λ · · · Λ (μ„ - . i/„) < σ -» τ 
so that, by Lemma 2.5.6 (ii), 
3J Ç {1, · • ·, η}, σ < Д μ, and Д к, < т. 
líJ j e ' 
On the other hand the premises of the (—» I) rules are of the shape Γ,ζ:μ, r- Μ: ν, and 
have been derived for 1 < i < η. Hence Γ, ζ:σ r- M: т. 
(ν) Let a deduction of Γ l· Μ + Ν:σ be given and let 
Γ l· M + Ν:σχ,..., Γ h M + Ν:σ
η 
be all the statements in this deduction on which Γ h M + Ν:σ depends and which are 
conclusions of rule (+1). Then 
σι Λ · ·-Λσ
η
 <σ and ΓΗ Αί:σ,,ΓΙ- N:alt 
for 1 < i < η. So we can derive Γ l· Μ:σ and Γ h Ν:σ using (ЛІ) and (<). 
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(vi) Finally, given a deduction of Γ h Μ\\Ν:τ, let 
r\- M\\N:a
u
...,Tl· ϋ\\Ν:σ
Λ 
be all the statements in this deduction on which Γ h Μ\\Ν:τ depends and which are 
conclusions of rule (||I). Then 
σιΛ · · ·Λα„ < rand Vi < η. (ΓΗ М-.ОІ or Γ Ι- Ν:σ{). 
We assume, without loss of generality, that, for some h, Γ h M: ff,· for 1 < i < h and 
Γ Ι- Ν-.σ, for h + 1 < j < η. It follows that, by rule (ЛІ), Τ l· Μ:σ and Γ l· Ν:σ' are 
provable, where σ = σι Λ . . . Λσ*, σ' = ffd+i Λ .. . Λσ„ and σ Λ σ* < τ. Ο 
The invariance of types under subject conversion with respect to =„ is now an easy conse­
quence of the previous Lemmas. We consider =„, since it includes =. 
2.5.9. THEOREM (Subject Conversion of C). 
Γ h Μ:σ and Μ =
Λ
 Ν => Γ l· Ν:σ. 
PROOF. It suffices to prove the thesis when Μ =
a
 N is replaced by Μ -±-»
α
 N (subject 
reduction) and by Ν -±-»
α
 M (subject expansion). We show this by induction on the definition 
of-*. . 
The most interesting case is (P||Q)I —•, PL\\QL. Let Γ h (P\\Q)L:T; then we have, by 
Lemma 2.5.S(iv), that Γ l· L:a and Γ h Ρ||(?:σ —• τ for воте σ. This implies, by Lemma 
2.Ь. ( і), that there exist μ,ν such that 
Γ r- Ρ:μ, Г h Q: ν and μ Λ ι/ < σ -» τ. 
Assuming μ φ ω and K ^ u w t have, by Lemma 2.5.6ftJ, 
3 τι, T¡|. τ = ri Λ TÍ and μ < σ —» τι and ν < σ —» TJ. 
It follows that Γ h J>:о- -* r t and Γ I- Q: σ -» та, so we conclude Γ h- ЯI||(?I: т. 
The case in which μ = ωοΓΐ/ = ωίβ similar and simpler. 
Vice-versa, let Γ I- P X | | Q £ : T . By Lemma 2.ЪЛ( і) there are μ, ν such that 
Γ h PL: μ, Γ h QI: ι/ and μ Λ ι/ < τ. 
This implies by Lemma 2.ЪЛ(і ) that there are σι, σ3 such that 
Γ h Ρ:σι -* μ, Γ h L: σχ and Γ h Q:ffj -• ι/, Γ h Ι:σ 3. 
Therefore, by rules (|| Ι), (л I), and (<) 
Г Ь P\\Q: σι Λ σ2 -» μ Λ ν and Γ h Ι: σιΑσ1, 
so that n-(P| |Q)I:T. D 
2.5.3. REMARK. AS an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.5.9, we have the subject conversion 
of С also for the relation =. Instead, as stated in [31], only subject reduction of С holds for the 
reduction —> p n . This is clear by looking at rule (+c), because this rule properly increases the 
set of types of the subject. 
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2.5.3. The A-lattices 
As the set semimodel suggests, when interpreting our calculus we naturally get lattices. We 
make precise now what is a model of this calculus. We do this by incorporating the notion of 
lattice into that of λ-model of [54]. 
2.5.10. DEFINITION. A λ-latiice is a structure V = (D, Ç, ·, Π, u, [•]v) where: 
(i) (D, Ç, Π, U) is a lattice; 
(ii) • : D χ D —» D is monotonie; 
(iti) Vd,d',e€r>. (dUd')-eQ(d-e)U(d'-e) and (d · e) Π (d' · e) Ç {d Π d') • e; 
(iv) []v : Env χ Л+|| - · D, where Env = {p | p: Var-» £>}, is such that: 
(a) lM + N]f = lM}fnlN)f; 
(b) [M\\N]f=lM]fu[N]f, 
(c) W ? = p(x); 
(d) lMN]f = [M]f[N]f, 
(e) VdeD. [Ax .M]f .d = [M]J¡d/l]; 
(f) Vx € FV(M). p(x) = p'(x) => [Ml? = [Ai]?; 
(g) (Vá 6 D. lM]?[d/x] = lN)f[i/x]) => [\x.M]f = IXx.Njf. 
Clauses (iv) from (с) to (g) define syntactical A-models (see [54]). They have been written to 
state explicitly that the map \·\ν satisfies these clauses not just on the classical Α-terms, but on 
the whole set Л+ц. 
It is interesting to relate semimodels and Α-lattices considering the role of the order in the 
structure. Indeed by Proposition 2.4.5 the meaning of a term in a semimodel increases along 
reduction. In the case of Α-lattices, instead, we have: 
2.5.11. PROPOSITION. M =„ N => Vp. [M]f = [N]f for all X-lattices V. 
PROOF. By induction on the definition of —>„ using the conditions of 2.Ъ.Ю(ііі). The proof is 
a straightforward variant of the analogous proof for classical Α-calculus (see [54] or [17] 5.3.4). 
D 
Moreover it is not difficult to show that we have: 
for all A-lattices Z>, where С can be proper. Indeed M + N -*-*р
П
 M and in general [M + N]f С 
As immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3.2 we obtain a term model based on the con­
textual semantics which is a A-lattice. 
2.5.12. PROPOSITION. For M,N € Л+ц de/ine [M] - {M' e Л+ц | M ~° M'}, [M] • [N] -
[MN],[M]U[N]= [M\\N], [M]n[N]= [M + N], and [M] Ç [N] iff M Ç° N. Theie definitions 
induce a \-laltice, where [M], = [M[Ñ/x\] шАеп FV[M) = χ and p(x) = [Ñ]. 
The existence of the term model implies an adequacy result. 
2.5.13. COROLLARY. 4M,N G Л+Ц. {iX-laUiceV,Vp. [M]f С [JV]f) => Ai Ç° Ν. 
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2.5.4. The Filter λ-lattice 
Given the usual notion of filter, rules (ω), (<) and (ЛІ) imply that, for any Γ and Af, {σ | Γ h 
Μ:σ} is a filter. A niter model construction as in [18] can be carried out. If X is a subset of 
any poset, then let ] X be its upward closure. 
2.5.14. THEOREM. Let T(Type) be the set of filters over Type and define, for f, ƒ' € T(Type): 
füf' = Ϊ { σ Λ τ | σ ε / , τ 6 ƒ'}· ƒ • f' = {r | 3σ 6 f. σ - τ € ƒ}. 
TAen füf', f -f' e ^(ÏVpe). iforeower tóe siniciure 
(^3Vpe).Ç.-.n,Q,[-]c), 
uiAere 
[M]cp = {σ | Γ r- Μ: σ for some Γ Ç {χ: r | r e p(x)}}, 
Μ α λ-iattice {Uè filter Λ-lattice;. 
PROOF. /Cl/' ІВ the least filter including ƒ U ƒ', therefore it is the join wrt inclusion in the set 
of filters. Since filters are closed under intersection, {?(Туре),П,0) is a lattice, so that (i) of 
Definition 2.5.10 is satisfied. 
It is easy to вее that ƒ · ƒ' is a filter too: hence * · " is well defined. Moreover "•" is clearly 
monotonie in both its arguments. So that also (ii) of Definition 2.5.10 holds. 
Now we prove the first clause of (Hi). By definition we know 
r e (ЛАД) • Д => 3 σ € / 3 . σ - » τ € / o ü / i 
=> 3 σ 6 /a, μ e Д, ν e Д. μ Λ ι/ < σ -+ т. 
The more interesting case is μ ^ ω and υ φ ω. By 2.5.6('t/ there are ri, rj such that г = TÍ Л TJ 
and μ < σ —* Ti,i/ < σ -* T3. Therefore by definition TÍ 6 /о · Д and rj £ Д • Д, во we can 
conclude τ € (Д · Д)й(Д · Д). 
The proof of the other clause of (iii) is similar and simpler. 
Lastly we prove (iv). Lemma 2.5.8 ^ vj implies that 
\M + N\< = [M\cpn\N\cp 
and Lemma 2.ЪЛ( і) implies that 
№№? = [ * № £ 
for all p. Hence clauses (a) and (b) follow. 
The clauses from (c) to (5) follow easily from points (i), (ii), (iti) and (iv) of Lemma 2.5.8 as in 
the case of classical Л-calculus. О 
2.5.15. DEFINITION. Let V = (D,Ç,-,r\,U,[]v) be a λ-lattice. Then a type structure over V 
is a pair (T, =>) such that Τ is a sublattice of the lattice of filters over D, D 6 T, and =>• is 
a binary function over Τ such that X => У = {d € D | Ve e A", d • e € У}, for all Χ, Y € T. 
Moreover Τ is closed under Π, and Ü defined by XÙY =] {d Π d' \ d e X,d' e Y}, where we 
overload Ü. 
The map [ · ] τ , interpreting types over T, is defined as in Definition 2A.i(iii), adding three 
clauses: 
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(m) H, T = D; 
H l " A r ] í = [ < n [ r ] í ¡ 
In the filter λ-lattice defined in Theorem 2.5.14, the interpretation of a type turns out to be 
a filter of filters of types. Since the lattice of types is distributive, the lattice of filters forming 
the filter Α-lattice is distributive too, hence the upward closure in clause (v) above is redundant 
in this case. The following proposition is proved by routine calculations. 
2.5.16. PROPOSITION. Lei χ , = {/ e ^(Typé) | σ € ƒ}. Then ({χ
σ
 \ σ e Type},=>) is a type 
structure over the filter \-lattiee. Moreover it satisfies the following equations: 
N X* = ?(.Type); ("V X«AT = Xc Π Xr! 
(n) x„^T = χα => Χτ; (ιν) χ,ντ = Χσ^Χτ = {f П f'\ f 6 χσ, f' € Xr). 
As for system B, the immediate consequence of Theorem 2.5.14 and of Proposition 2.5.16 is 
completeness. Redefining }= for λ-lattices in the same way as it has been defined for semimodels 
in 2.4.7, this is stated as follows. 
2.5.17. COROLLARY (Completeness of C). ΓΙ-Μ:σ ο Γ \= Μ:σ. 
The filter λ-lattice naturally induces a preorder on terms. 
2 5.18. DEFINITION. M \ZC N o d l / Vp [Λί]£ Ç [N]cp. 
We state some (in)-equatione which show that Cc discriminates terms which are equated by 
Ç?. This implies that the filter Λ-lattice is not fully abstract with respect to the contextual 
semantics. 
2.5.19 PROPOSITION. The following (in)-equations hold: 
(ι) {Xx.M)N ~c M[N/x]; (vu) Ax.(M||JV) ~ c Xx.M\\Xx.N; 
(n) (M + N)L ~c ML + NL; (mn) Μ + ΝΠ? Μ, Ν; 
(ui) L(M + Ν) Çc LM + LN; (ix) L Cc M,N => L Cc M + Ν; 
(ιν) {M\\N)L ~ c ML\\NL; (x) M, N C c M||JV; 
(v) LM\\LN C c L(M\\N); (xt) M,NQC L=> M\\N Çc L. 
(vi) λχ.(Λί + Ν) Çc λχ.Μ + Xx.N; 
where the inequalities (in), (v) and (vi) are in general proper. 
PROOF. Points (t),(ti),(iv),(vtu),(iz),(z) and (zi) hold by definition of Λ-lattice. For the 
other points, the positive statements are easy consequences of Lemma 2.5.8. 
The examples given in the proof of Proposition 2.3.2 show that the inequalities (m) and 
(v) are proper. Indeed we have that both AM + AN and (T -I- Ä)(I||K) have type σ Λ (σ —» 
τ) —» т. On the contrary, ω is the only type which can be deduced for Δ(Λί + Ν) and for 
(T + Д)І||(Т + R)K. 
To prove that the inequality (vi) is proper we have for example h Az.z + Xx.xx : (μ —» μ) V (σ Λ 
(σ —» τ) —· τ), but this type cannot be deduced for \z.(x + xx). О 
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Notice that the filter model turna out to be a (properly) eemilinear applicative structure as 
defined in [64, 65], because of 2.5.19(ii) and (Hi). This was not true for the set semimodel. It 
is worth to stress that, without the union type constructor, this cannot be achieved (see [1]). 
From this fact and from Proposition 2.4.10 it is also clear that the theories induced by ~ 8 and 
~
c
 are incomparable. 
2.6. Approximation Theorem and Full Abstraction 
In this section we prove the main resulte of the present chapter, i.e.: 
• the filter Α-lattice is adequate with respect to the contextual semantics; 
• the filter Α-lattice is fully abstract with respect to the capabilities semantics. 
A main tool in these proofs is the notion of approximant. The first result essentially follows 
from the Approximation Theorem for the filter Л-lattice. For the second result we introduce 
a one-to-one correspondence between approximate normal forms (considered modulo ~) and 
suitable pairs < Ьазіз, type > (where types are considered modulo =). This correspondence 
essentially shows that the discrimination power of approximanta and types is the same. 
2.6.1. The Approximation Theorem and The Adequacy for the Contextual Seman­
tics 
In this section we prove that the set of types which can be deduced for any term coincides with 
the union of the sets of types deducible for its approximants. Since in the filter Α-lattice these 
sets are thought of as the "meanings" of terme, this shows that the meaning of any term is the 
join of the meanings of its approximants. 
Let us call СП the type system resulting from С when subjecte are from Л+цп- Since no 
explicit typing rule is added for the constant Ω, if Г l·- Ω:σ, then σ — ω. vice-versa, a straight­
forward induction shows that, if Л is an approximate normal form and Α φ Ω, then there are 
a basis Γ and a type σ φ ω, such that Γ r- Α:σ. All the properties of the system С proved in 
previous section extends easily to CU. So we will freely use them in the following proofs. 
The Approximation Theorem is proved by means of a variant of Tait's "computability" 
technique. We define sets of "approximable" and "computable" terms (Definition 2.6.1). The 
computable terms are defined by induction on types, and every computable term is shown to 
be approximable (Lemma 2.6A(ii)). Using induction on typings, we show that every term is 
computable for the appropriate type (Lemma 2.6.7). 
2.6.1. DEFINITION. We define two predicates Αρρ(Γ,σ,Μ) and Сотр(Г,<r,M) as follows: 
(i) Αρρ(Γ,σ,Μ) о 3AeA(M). Τ\-Α:σ; 
(ii) (а) Сотр(Г,ш, M) is alwaye true; 
(b) ComP(r,t,Af) Ο ΑρρίΓ,ί,Μ); 
(c) Сотр(Г>-»т,М) О 4Γ',Ν.€οπ\ρ(Γ',σ,Ν)=>Ζοπ}ρ(Γ\ί)Τ',τ,ΜΝ); 
(i) Сотр(Г,<тЛт-,M) о Сотр(Г,а,M) and Сотр(Г,т,M); 
(с) Сотр(Г,а т,М) О Αρρ(Γ,σ т,М). 
We can easily prove that Comp agrees with some head reductions. More precisely we have: 
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2.6.2. LEMMA. Let M be a redez and N its immediate contracium. Then, for any Γ,σ, 
Comp(r,a, NL) => Сотр(Г,а, ML) 
where L is any vector of terms. 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on a. 
If α Ξ t or ff Ξ ffi V ffj the thesie follows immediately from Î.Z.W(iv) since the hypothesis on 
M and N implies ML - U * NL, so that A(NL) Ç A(ML). 
If σ = σι Λ σι the thesis follows by induction. 
If £7 = σ\ -*σ-ί, let Ρ besuch that Comç(T',ouP) so that by definition Com ρ(Γ 0 Γ', σι, N LP). 
This implies by induction Сотр(Г И Γ',σ3, ΛίΪΡ), so we can conclude Сотр(Г,сг, Af L), by the 
arbitrariness of the term P. • 
Really Comp is invariant under =„, but we do not prove this, since we would need Μ =
β
 Ν => 
Л(М) = A{N) (see Remark 2.3.2). 
We show some properties of types which are deducible for approximate normal forms. 
2.6.3. LEMMA. Let A, A' e A. 
(i) Γ h Α:σ and A •< A' =* Γ h Α':σ. 
(ii) Let г £ FV(M) and suppose that г does not occur in the basis Г. 
IfAeA(Mz), then 
Γ, ζ:σ h Α: τ => 3Â e A{M). Г г- Л: <r -» г. 
PROOF, fij By induction on 4. The more interesting case is A = Xy.xA\.. -A
n
y and A' = 
xAi...A
n
, where у ( FV(zAi. ..A
n
). By 2.5.8 ft»; Г h Α:σ implies Γ h Л: Д ^ і ( л — 
ι/,), for some μι,.. ..Pm.vi,. ..,v
m
 such that Л™і(м« — *0 < *• ^ 0 1 1 1 Г r- Λ:μ, -» ι/, 
by 2.5.8(i»»J we have Γ, y-.μ, h χΛι... A
n
y:ut. Therefore by 2.ЬЯ(і ) and 2.5.8^ Г, y-.μ, I-
χΑχ ...Α
η
:μ\ —» f, hold for 1 < i < т . Since у f? /" ( іЛі . . .Λ
η
), we can prove using 
(Al)and (<) that Γ h Α'.σ. 
(ii) A(M) is the downward closure of 
А'(М) = {ф(П)\Н€С(М)} 
with respect to X. It follows that, by (ι), it suffices to show the thesis when A € A'(Mz). 
If Λ € A'(Mz) then, for some Η, H', 
A = φ(Η') and Mz -?->h Η -^-
α
 Η'. 
The proof is by induction on the length к of the reduction —> . If к = 0 then Mz = 
Η = zAfi... M„2. Hence Η' = xM[...M^z where M.' - ^
e
 Mt for i < η. Therefore 
Α Ξ z¿(MÍ)...¿(M¿)z, so that we take Â = хф{М[).. .φ{Μ'
η
) e A'(M). We have 
Г h λ:σ -» τ using 2.5.8^ and fiuj. 
If Jb > 0 , then 
Mz - ^ " M'z —>k L - l / Η -^->
a
 H' 
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where M -Î-» M' and M', L have one of the following shapes: 
(a) M' = Xx.P and L = P[z/x]; 
(b) Af' = Ρ + Q and I = P z + Qz; 
(e) Μ' = P\\Q and L = Pz\\Qz. 
Case ( a ) . Then A € A'(P[z/x]), which implies Xz.A € A'{Xz.P[z/x]). Now Xz.P[z/x] = 
λ χ . Ρ since by hypothesis ζ g P K ( P ) . From Τ,ζ-.σ h Λ:τ we derive by (-* I) 
Γ h Χζ.Α:σ-> т. So we can choose Â= Xz.A, since Λ ' (λχ.Ρ) Ç A'(M) by 2.3.11 (ì»;. 
Case ( b ) . In this case Η = Hi + H2, H' = H[ + H'3, and Pz -Î-» Я і -ΐ-α Я^, 
Qz - Î - .* Я
а
 -ϊ-»
β
 Я£. Moreover 
where ¿ (Я [ ) 6 -4'(Рг) and ф(Н'3) € -4'(Qz). N o w Γ, ζ: σ г- Λ: τ implies, by Lemma 
2.&Λ(ν), Γ ,ζ :σ h ф(Щ):т for i = 1,2. Notice that the lengths of the reductions 
Pz -Í-» H\,Qz -^-» Яа are lower than Jb. Then by induction there are A\ 6 A'(P) 
and Л
а
 6 Д'(С) в и с І 1 *Ь»* Г l· Л І : σ -• τ, for i = 1,2 hence 
ΓΗ Аі + Ау.а-*т. 
Therefore we can choose A = A\ + A3; in fact A e A'(M), since M — • Ρ + Q. 
Case (c ) . Similar to case (b), using Lemma 2.5.6(vi) and M —> P\\Q. О 
We can now show that computability implies approximability. 
2.8.4. LEMMA. РОГ α« Γ, σ, L and M : 
(i) Αρρ(Γ, σ, xL) => Сотр(Г,σ, xL); 
(ii) Сотр(Г,о-,М)=>Арр(Г>,М). 
PROOF. (») and (ti) can be simultaneously proved by induction on a. We show (»») in the case 
σ = o\ —» ffj, only. 
Let Γ' = Γ,ζ:σι where ζ £ PV(Af) and suppose Οοσιρ(Γ,σι —» σ3, M); then 
Οοιηρ({ζ:σ 1 },σ 1 ,ζ) by (i) 
=>• Сотр(Г', σ 3, Mz) by definition 
=>• Αρρ(Γ',ot,Mz) by induction 
=> ЗА e .4(Λί). Γ h Λ: σι -» (Tj by Lemma 2.6.2(H). 
The following two Lemmas state that computability agrees with the typing rules (<) , ( + I) 
and (|| I). 
2.6.5. LEMMA. РОГ all σ and τ: 
(i) σ<τ=> Г, Μ. Арр(Г, σ, M) => Αρρ(Γ, τ, Af); 
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(ii) σ < т=» Г,М. Comp(r,a,AÍ)=>Comp(r,r,M). 
PROOF. If Λ € A(M) is such that Γ h Α: σ then by rule (<) Γ h Α: τ, hence (i). 
(ii) is easily proved, using (i) and Lemma 2.6A(it), by induction on any standard axiomatic 
presentation of <. In particular, for the basic case σ < σ V τ we have: 
Cornar, σ,Αί) => Αρρ(Γ,σ, Af) by Lemma 2 . 6 . 4 ^ 
=> Αρρ(Γ,σντ,Μ) by (V 
=> Comp(r,ff V τ, M) by definition. D 
2.6.6. LEMMA. For all Γ,σ,τ and terms M,N: 
(i) Согпр(Г, a, M) and Сотр(Г, τ, JV) => Сотр(Г, σ V τ, Ai + Ν); 
(ii) Сотр(Г, σ, Af) => Сотр(Г>, M\\N). 
PROOF, (i) By Lemma 2.6.4fü^, the hypothesis implies Αρρ(Γ, σ, Af) and Αρρ(Γ, τ, Ν), that 
is, for some A e .4(Af) and A' G -4(./V), Γ г- Λ:σ and Γ h Л': τ. This implies, by rules 
(<) and (+ I), that Γ l· .A + Α'-.σ V τ. Since Λ + Λ' e A{M + AT), it follows that 
Αρρ(Γ, σ V τ, Af + JV), hence the thesis by definition. 
fttj By induction on σ. If σ has the shape ί or σι V σ3, then Сотр(Г,а, Af) implies (by 
definition) Αρρ(Γ,σ, Af), that is, for some A 6 A(M), Γ h Α:σ. Hence, by rule (|| I), 
Γ h Λ||Ω:σ. Since Α\\Ω 6 A{M\\If) for any JV, we conclude that Αρρ(Γ,σ, M\\N) holds. 
This implies the thesis. 
If σ = σι Λ σ3, then the thesis is an immediate consequence of the induction hypothesis. 
Finally, if σ Ξ σι —» σ3, let Ρ be any term such that Οοπιρ(Γ',σι, Ρ), so that by definition 
Сотр(Г Щ Γ', σ3, Af Ρ). By induction, 
Corner Ы Γ', σ3, MP\\Q), 
for any Q, hence for any N we can take Q = NP so that 
Сотр(Г tí Γ', σ3, Af P||JVP). 
Lemma 2.6.2 implies Сотр(Г tí Γ',σ3,(Μ||ΛΓ)Ρ), so we can conclude: 
Сотр(Г^! — σ2,Μ\\Ν). • 
2.6.7. LEMMA. Lei Γ = {χι: σι,..., ι„: σ
η
} ani Γ h Λί: τ. 
Vilume that, for each i < η, ΟθΓηρ(Γ,,σ,, Nt); then, taking Γ" = |+J"=l Γ,, 
Сотр(Г', τ, M[N,li
u
 . . . , N
n
/x
n
]). 
PROOF. By induction on the derivation of Γ h Af: τ. 
Cases (Αχ) and (ω) are immediate. 
Cases (-• E) and (Λί) follow by induction. Cases (+ I) and (<) follow from the induction 
hypothesis and Lemmas 2.6.6(i) and 2.6.5fü) respectively. 
If we are in case (|| I), then Af Ξ P\\Q for some Ρ and Q and, say, Γ Η P:r has been derived. 
From the induction hypothesis, Сотр(Г',г, P[N/x\), so that by Lemma 2.6.6(ii), 
Comp(r',r,P[JV/£]||Q[JV/x]), 
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i.e. Compii-, τ, (P||Q)[W/SJ). 
Finally, in case (—» I) euppoee that M = Xy.P, τ = τχ —• TJ and Γ, y: Γι l· Ρ: TJ has been derived. 
Now, if Corner", Tj, Q), from the induction hypothesis 
OmrÇCwTn,n.P[Q/y,N/i[). 
There is no theoretical loss in assuming that y £ FV(N) so that 
P[Qlv,«№ = P[Ñ/Í\[Q/y¡ and {Xy.P[Ñ/x])Q = ((\y.P)[Ñ/x\)Q. 
By 2.6.2, it follows that Сотр(Г' Ö Γ", r
a
, ((Xy.P)[N/x\)Q), and hence 
Comp(r'1Ti-»Ts1(Ay.P)[J?/á]) 
being the computable term Q arbitrary. О 
2.6.8. THEOREM (Approximation Theorem). For any term M, basis Τ and type a: 
Γ h Μ:σ & ЗА € А(М). Tl· Α:σ. 
PROOF. (=>) Since, for any variable χ and type r, App({x:r},r, z) holds, then by Lemma 
2.6 A(i), Comp({i: τ}, r, z) holds. Taking in Lemma 2.6.7 the identical substitution, the hypoth­
esis implies Сотр(Г,а, Af), and the thesis follows from Lemma 2.6.4(H). 
(<=) Easy from subject conversion (Theorem 2.5.9) and the definition of Α. • 
From the Approximation Theorem it follows that any term which is typable with a type φ ω 
has an approximant which differs from Ω, i.e. it is solvable. Vice-versa, by Proposition 2.3.12fti) 
any solvable term has an approximant different from Ω and therefore it can be typed with a 
type φ ω. 
2.6.9. COROLLARY. 
SOL = {M € A+ii | 3 I > φ ω.Tl· Μ:σ}. 
The Approximation Theorem is useful to state properties of the precongruence induced on 
terms by the filter Α-lattice. In fact we immediately have that the filter Α-lattice is adequate 
with respect to the observational semantics based on contexts. 
2.6.10. THEOREM (First Adequacy Theorem). The filter X-lattice is adequate for the contextual 
theory based on solvability, i.e.: 
MÇ? N=>MÇ? N. 
PROOF. Since Cc is a precongruence, we immediately have that 
MCC N =>VC[]. C[M] Cc C[N]. 
It follows that, by Corollary 2.6.9, 
C[Ai]eSOL => ЗTìσφω.Tl·C[M]•.σ 
=> BT,σφω.Tl·C[N]•.σ 
=>· C[N] G SOL. D 
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2.6.2. Pr inc ipa l Pairs and Full Abstract ion for t h e Capabi l i ty Semant ics 
To prove adequacy for the semantics based on capabilities and approximants, a suitable extension 
of the notion of principal type scheme (as given in [26, 86, 14]) is in order. Since we need to 
consider open terms, we introduce the notion of principa/ pair consisting of a type and a basis. 
Such a notion is based on a stratification of the eet of approximate normal forms, to be compared 
with the stratification of Type introduced in Definition 2.5.2. 
2.6.11. DEFINITION (Stratification of A). Let us define three subsets A0,AuAi of A recur­
sively: 
- Ω € Д
а
; 
- A € Αι =>· λζ.Λ € Ao; 
- m > 0, Αι,..., Am € -4j => xA\... An £ Ao (the Α-free approximate normal forms); 
- η > 1 , Λ ι A
n
 e Ao => Ai + ...+ An € Αχ·, 
- n > \,Аі,...,Ап€Аі^Аі\\...\\А
п
С.А2. 
Taking η = 1 in the clauses above, one sees that Ao Ç Ai Ç Ai Ç A, and such inclusions are 
clearly proper. For example, we have that ζ + y £ Ai, but ζ + y g Ao, x\\y £ Аг, but x\\y g Ai, 
Ax.(x||y) g A, but Az.(z||y) £ Aj. Over each of these sets we introduce a preorder. 
2.6.12. DEFINITION. Ч , С A x A is the least preorder euch that: 
(do) A do A' if and only if one of the following holds: 
• A = Xx.B, A' = Xx.B' and В d i В'; 
• A = xBi ...B
n
,A' = xB[...B'
n
 and Vi < n.B, Ч 3 В[\ 
• A' is λ-free, χ g FV(A') and A do Xx.A'x . 
( d i ) Ai + . . . + An d i Bi + . . . + B
m
 О Vj < m Ξι < η. A, do Β, · 
(da) A da -A' if and only if one of the following holds: 
• Λ = Ω; 
• A s B i l l . . . | |B„, A' = BÍH . . . ЦВ^ and V» < η 3j < m. В, 4 , Bj. 
As in the case of types, for each approximate normal form we can find an equivalent element 
of Ai. The following definition has to be compared with 2.5.4. 
Notat ion . In writing A' = | | ie/A we assume that A € A i for all i £ / . 
2.6.13. DEFINITION. Let ( )* : A -» A3 be defined by: 
• Ω' = Ω 
• (xAi...An)'=xA\...A
n
 ( n > 0 ) 
• (λζ Λ)' = ί Α * · Α ι " " ' · Ί * * · ' 4 " i f Α' = Α ι " · · " Ι | Λ ι a n d Λ ' * Ω ( η - ^ 
* " ' ^ η otherwise 
. (Λ + Λ Τ = ί ΙΙ·«'.ί€-'(Β · + Βί) i f j 4 ' =\UlB„ Α' ¿ііыа A" = \\,sjB'), Α" ίΐΐ 
^ ' \ Ω otherwise 
( A* if Λ" Ξ Ω 
A" if Л* = Ω 
Α'\\Α" otherwise. 
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For example, (Ax.(x||y) + ζ||Ω)* = (λχ.χ + z)||(Ax.y + г). 
The proof of the following proposition is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.5.5. 
2.6.14. PROPOSITION. For all A, A' e A: 
(,) A~A'; 
(ti) A, A' 6 Л , І 4 d. A' => Л 4 A' for i = 0,1,2; 
(Ui) A* A' ^ A' Ч, A". 
The following definition of principal pair is a generalization to our calculus of that one given 
in [51], [26], [86], and [14], where it was used to prove the principal type property for various 
intersection type disciplines. 
Let Basis be the set of all bases and TV(< Γ; σ >) be the set of type variables which occur 
in Γ or in σ. 
2.6.15. DEFINITION. 
(i) The mapping pp : A3 —» Baili χ Та is inductively defined by: 
(α) ρρ(Π) =< г-.w >; 
(b) if pp(A,) = < Г,; a, >, TK(< Γ,; σ, >) Π TV(< Τ, ; σ, >) = β for 1 < i φ j < η and t 
is fresh, then 
рр(іЛі... A
n
) = < ((¿J Г.) й {χ:σ
χ
 — . . . - σ
η
 - í}¡ * > (* > 0); 
(c) \ΐρρ{Α)=< Γ,χ:τ;σ>, then 
ρρ{λχ.Α)=< Γ ; τ - » σ > ; 
ft/ if pp(A) = < Γ;σ > and χ 0 FV(T), then 
ρρ(λχ.Α) = < Γ; ω —> σ >; 
(e) ifppíA.) = < Γ,;σ, > (ι = 1,2) and TV{< Γ1;σι > ) П Г (< Γ3;σ2 >) = 0, then 
ρρ{Μ + A,) = < Γι И Г2; σχ V σ, >; 
Í/; if ρρ(Α.) = < Γ,;σ, > (» = 1,2) and Г (< Γχ;σχ > ) П Т (< Γ,;σ2 >) = β, then 
рр(Аі||Л
а
) = < Γχ Ö Г
а
; σι Λ σ, > . 
('itj The set Π of principal pairs is the range of the mapping pp. 
(их) A type σ is principo/ iff < Γ, σ >£ Π for some basis Γ. A basis Γ is principili iff < Γ, σ >€ Π 
for some type a. 
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To build a unique principal pair, in clause 2.6.1Ъ(і) (b) we assume to pick up fresh type 
variables in a deterministic way. 
For example we have 
pp(xyy + {\z.y\\\z.z)) = < χ : i i -• i
a
 - . t3, y : ίχ Λ t3 Λ i 4 ; i 3 V ((ω -• U) Λ (¿5 — t5)) > . 
From the definition it follows immediately that the principal pair of an approximate normal 
form can be deduced for it. Moreover it is easy to prove that the mapping pp agrees with the 
stratification of types and approximate normal forms. 
2.6.16. PROPOSITION. If pp(A) = < Γ;<τ > then Г r- A : σ and A € A iff σ € Τ, where 
t = 0 , l , 2 . 
ο turns out to be a very restricted set with closure properties which follow easily from its 
definition. 
2.6.17. PROPOSITION. Lei < Γ;σ > e o . 
(i) Each type variable occurs exactly twice in Γ,σ. 
(ii) All types which occur tn α principal basis belong to T3, Moreover they are intersections of 
arrow types belonging to To and terminating with a type variable. 
(Hi) If x: r\ -* ... -* τ
η
 -» μ £ Γ, then for all 1 < i < η there м Г , 5 Γ such that < Г,; r, >É о. 
(iv) If σ = μ —» τ, then < Γ, χ : μ ; τ > g ο for all variables χ. 
(ν) If'σ = σ\ VCTJ ОТσ = σιΛσ2, then there are Гі,Гз GT such that < Γ,;σ, > € o (t = 1,2). 
The types which can be deduced for a variable from a principal basis are of limited shape. 
2.6.18. LEMMA. Let Г te α principal basis. 
(ι) If τ € Τι and Г Ь χ: τ, then Γ(χ) = μ Λ ν for some μ, и such that μ € T0 ana" μ < i т. 
(ii) If μ V ν É Γι and Γ h χ: TÍ —» . . . —• τ
η
 —» μ V и, then either Г h χ: TÍ —> . . . —» τ
η
 —» μ or 
Γ h χ: τι - . . . . -> τ
η
 -> υ (η > 0). 
P R O O F . 
(i) Notice that τ € Τι implies τ* = т. 
Γ h χ: τ 
=> Γ(χ) < τ by Lemma 2.5.8ft/ 
=> Γ(χ) < j τ by 2.6.17ftt^ and Proposition 2.5.5(in^ 
=> 3μ6Τι , ι/ . Γ(χ) = μΛι/and μ < ! τ by Definition 2.5.3 since τ 6 T t 
=> 3 μ € Τ 0 , ι / . Γ(χ) -μ Αν and μ < ι τ by 2.6.17(ιι/ 
fti^ From (»J there are σι e To, aj such that Γ(χ) = ffiAffj and ffi<i ^" - > . . . - > T , J - > μ ν ι / . 
Let σι Ξ {ι - · . . . - » ( „ - » {, where ξ € T0 by 2.6.17(iiJ. Then ξ < ι μ V ι/ which implies, 
by Definition 2.5.3, either ξ <ι μ or ί < i v. G 
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The principal pair carries out the same information of the corresponding approximate normal 
form. This implies that pp(A) can be deduced only for approximate normal forms which are 
better than A according to the preorder •<. The proof of this fact will be done in Lemma 2.6.21 
using some preliminary properties (Lemmas 2.6.19 and 2.6.20). 
2.6.19. LEMMA. Let A £ А, Γ be a principal basis, and Γ r- Α:σ. 
(i) ff 6 Τι implies ЗА' 6 А
и
 А" 6 А. А ~ А'\\А" and Г h Α': σ. 
(іі) А 6 ,4ο, and а = σι V ffj 6 Τχ imply either Γ h A: σι от Г h Α:σι· 
PROOF, (i) If A € Αι it is trivial choosing A' = A and A" = Ω. Otherwise, let A = 
Ai||...||A
m
, where A, 6 Αι (1 < i < m). Then Γ h Α:σ => Bri r
m
. Г h Α,:τ, 
and Tj Λ ... Λ T
m
 < σ by Lemma 2.S.t(v). 
Let т/ = Д ,
е і
 ι/^ ι (where L depends on i). Then η Λ ... Л т
т
 < σ and <τ 6 Τι imply 
that there exist », I such that vtj <ι σ, by Definition 2.5.3 and Proposition 2.5.S. Hence 
ΓΙ-Α,:σ. 
fit'J By cases on A 6 Д5. 
• A = Ω is trivial. 
• A = sAj... Am (m > 0) implies by 2.5.B(iv) Γ r- χ: τι —» . . . —» т
т
 —» σ for some 
Tii · · ч Т ті so the result follows by 2.6.18("tij. 
• A = Αι.Л' implies, by Lemma 2.ЬА(іі), τι Л . . . Л т
т
 < σ and Г h A: τ} (j < m) for 
some arrow types Ti,...,r
m
. Let r¡ = Λιείί^ί,ι —* "j.O (where L depends on j). 
We have by Definition 2.5.3 and Proposition 2.5.5 that μ,,ι —• v
u
\ < i ff for some j , (, 
since σ 6 Τι. Being σ = σ\ VCTJ we have by Definition 2.5.3 and by Proposition 2.5.5 
MJ.I -» ^,1 <i °~x or μ,,ι -» ν,,ι <i σ2. О 
2.6.20. LEMMA. Let Α ζ Α, Τ,Γ' ie principal basti and τ be a principal type such that Г ' й Г 
and < Γ; τ > e Π. TAen Γ h A : τ implies Γ h Λ : г. 
PROOF. We prove a more general statement, i.e.: 
Let Г, Г', Г" be principal bases and r be a principal type such that Г" <± Г' S Г and 
< Γ"; τ >€ П. Then Г h А : τ implies Γ' h A : r. 
The proof is by a principal induction on A and a secondary induction on r. 
The case A = Ω is immediate. 
The case r G Tj — T\ follows easily by the secondary induction. In fact if r = ΤΊ Λ r3, then 
Γ h A : τ implies both Γ r- A : η and Γ 1- A : τ3. Moreover by 2.6.17^ there are Γι, Γ2 G Г' 
such that < Г„ r, >€ Π (» = 1,2). 
A = χΑι... A„ and η > 0 implies by 2.Ь.Ъ(і ) Г h χ:σι —»...—> σ„ —» τ for some σι,...,σ„, 
such that Γ h Α,:σ, for all i < η. By 2.6.18(4J Γ(ζ) — μ Λ ι/ for some μ, ι/ such that μ € To 
and μ <ι σι —» ... —» σ„ —» τ. Let τ = σ
η + ι —»...—» σ η + τ η —» τ' (τη > 0), where either τ' 
is a type variable, say r' = t, or r' e Ti — To. Then μ Ξ σί —» ... —• σ'
η+η —» t with t <i r' 
and σ, <з σ| for i < л + m by Definition 2.5.3. If -r1 £ t by 2.5.3 we have that τ' = tv τ" 
for some τ". In both cases the hypothesis < Γ"; r >€ Π assures us that t must occur in 
Γ" S Γ'. Therefore T'(x) = μΛ и' for some v' and we have Г' Ь ζ : σΊ -» ... -• σ'
η+τη -» τ'. 
Now Γ Ι- Α,:σ, implies Γ h Α,:σ( by rule (<). By 2.6.П(ііі) there are Γ, δΓ ' such that 
< Γ,;σ( >e П. Therefore by the principal induction Г' h Α,:σ| for all i < η. So we can 
conclude Γ' h A : τ. 
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A = Ax.A'. 
τ € T0. Let r = η -» Tj. By 2.6.П(і ) < Γ", χ : г,; т
а
 >€ о. By Lemma 2.5.8(iii; Γ, ι : 
ri h A' : TJ. Therefore by the principal or the secondary induction Γ',χ \Τχ\- A' : Tj. 
By rule (—» I) we conclude Г' r- A : т. 
τ e Τχ - Τ0. Let r = τχ V та. By Lemma 2.6.19fnJ Г h A : τχ or Γ I- A : r3. By 2.6.17^ 
there are Гі,Г
а
 G Γ' such that < Г,; г, >€ Π (t = 1,2). Therefore the secondary 
induction applies. 
A = Αχ + Ai implies by 2.ЪЛ( ) Γ l· Αχ:τ and Γ Ь Ау.т. By the principal induction we have 
Г' h Αχ: τ and Γ' h Ay. τ, so we can conclude Γ' r- Λ: τ by rule (+ I). 
A = Ai||Aj implies by 2.Ь.й( і)Г h Αχ:σχ and Γ h Aj:a3 for some σχ, σ3 such that σχλσι < т. 
We need to consider only the case τ G Τχ, therefore by 2.5.3 and 2.5.5 either σχ < τ or 
ca < т. In the first case Г h Αχ:τ, so by the principal induction Γ' r- Αχ:τ. The second 
case is symmetric. О 
2.6.21. LEMMA (Principal Pair Lemma). 
If A, A' 6 A, pp(A) = < Γ;σ > and Γ r- A' : σ, then A 4 A'. 
PROOF. By cases and then by induction on the structure of A. By hypothesis A € Aj. 
Сазе A € Αχ. In this case σ € Τχ, then by Lemma 2.6.19ft,} there exists Β ζ Αχ and some В' 
such that Л' ~ B\\B' and Г f- B:o\ Let В = Βχ + . . . + Β
η
 where В, e A> (1 < i < η); 
then Γ h Β,:σ (ι < η) by Lemma 2.5.8ft// We distinguish three subcases after the shape 
of σ. 
Subcase σ = t. In this case we have A = χ Αχ.. .A
m
 for some Αχ,..., A
m
 (m > 0). More­
over by 2.6.17fi^ there is only one type in Γ which contains the type variable t; let 
χ: τχ -» . . . -» T
m
 -» t e Г. Therefore we have by Definition 2.6.1S(i)(b): 
Г = ( |+J Г,) И { z : n - . . . . -» T
m
 — t} and Г, l·- A,:r, (j < m). 
J <m 
ΓΗ В,: t (i < η) and В, 6 .До imply by Lemma 2.5.8 f»tj B, = xCXll.. .C,¡m. Moreover 
using Lemma 2.b.6(i) and (tv) Г h С%і,:т, (i < η, j < m). This implies by Lemma 
2.6.20 Γ, h Cty.T} (ι < τι,j < m). So we have by induction A, X C,,; (j < τη). 
Therefore 
A, X C,,j (t < n, j < m) => Λ X В, (t < η) => A Χ В => Л Ч А'. 
Subcase σ = τ —» μ. In this case A = Ax.A". If fl, = \x.B[, it is easy by induction. If B, 
is a Α-free term, then also Αζ.Β,ζ £ .До, where ζ is fresh, and Γ h Αζ.Β,ζ:τ —» μ. We 
are in the previous case and we can prove A 4 0 \z.Btz, so we can conclude A 4 0 B,. 
Subcase σ = τχ V т
а
 . In this case we have Л = і4і+Ла , Γ = Γι И Га and Г; h A, : т3 (j = 
1, 2) by 2.G.15(t)(d). Г h Β,:σ implies, by Lemma 2.6.19/Ίι;, 3i, < 2. Then we have 
Γ r- Β,:η,, since B, e .До- This implies by Lemma 2.6.20 Г|, r- B,:TJ,. By induction, 
І4|, Ч В,, for all г < n, which implies A •< B, so we can conclude A 4 A'. 
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Case A (A!. In this case ff = TiAr
a
, Л = Лі||Л3Г = ГіоГааш1Г, I- А}:т, (j = 1,2). By rule 
(<) we have Γ h A':T¡ (J = 1,2) and this implies by Lemma 2.6.20 Γ, h А'-.т, (j = 1,2). 
By induction Αι ^ A' and At •< A', so we can conclude A< A'. О 
We are finally in place to prove: 
2.6.22. THEOREM (Second Adequacy Theorem). 
The filter X-lattice is adequate for the temantici based on capabilities, i.e.: 
M Ç0 Ν => M Ç* N. 
PROOF. We prove Μ 1£Λ Ν => Ai 2 е N. By Proposition 2.3.11(»iiJ, 
Μ £Λ Ν => ЗА 6 Α{Μ).Α g Α(Ν). 
Let ρρ(Α') = < Γ;σ >; by the Approximation Theorem, Γ h Μ:σ. Assume now Γ h Ν:σ. Then, 
by the Approximation Theorem again, there exists A' € A(N) such that Γ h Α':σ. Hence, by 
the Principal Pair Lemma, A 4 A' so that Α ζ A(N), which is absurd. It follows that Γ \f Ν: σ, 
so we can conclude M g £ N. • 
We immediately have 
2.6.23. THEOREM (Full Abstraction Theorem). The filter X-lattice is fully abstract for the se­
mantics based on capabilities, i.e.: 
M Çc N О M Сл Ν. 
PROOF. Immediate consequence of the Approximation Theorem 2.6.8 and of the Second Ade­
quacy Theorem 2.6.22. D 
From the Full Abstraction Theorem and the invariance of types under =„ (Theorem 2.5.9), 
we have that the set of approximate normal forms is invariant under =„ (see Remark 2.3.2). 
By the Full Abstraction Theorem, in Proposition 2.5.19 we can replace C c by Ç-4. 
Theorems 2.6.10 and 2.6.23 relate also the two operational semantics we considered: as 
expected П.л turns out to be a refinement of çP. 
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Chapter 3 
Lazy Lamb da-calculus 
3.1. Introduction 
Our study confronte various problema that had their origin in the theory of functional languages 
and λ-calculus. In [84] Plotkin showed that Scott continuous functions over domains are over­
abundant to give meaning to the sequential functional language that has been called PCF (a 
simply typed λ-calculus with arithmetical constants, booleans, if-then-else and fixed-point oper­
ator). To be precise, he considered the following notion of operational equivalence. Two terms 
M and N of the same type are operationally equivalent if and only if, for all contexts C[ ] of 
ground type such that both C[M] and C[N] are well-typed closed terms, either the evaluations 
of C[M] and C[N] do not terminate (converge), or both terminate and give the same result. It 
comes out that, if two terms have the same denotation in the standard model (in which ground 
types are flat epos and arrow types are interpreted as spaces of Scott continuous functions) then 
they are operationally equivalent (adequacy theorem); but the converse (full abstraction) does 
not hold. 
In the same paper Plotkin proved that syntax can be reasonably enriched to get full abstrac­
tion, and that this can be achieved by using a suitable kind of parallel operators or combinatore. 
Milner proved in [71] that this is аіво a necessary condition: any model of PCF is fully abstract 
if and only if all "finite" objects in the model are definable. Conversely, the standard model be­
comes fully abstract if we endow the calculus with operators that reinforce its expressive power 
such that it satisfies Milner definability requirement. 
The same incompleteness phenomenon with respect to standard continuous semantics has 
been found for the lazy λ-calculus in [6]. This is a type free calculus, having the same syntax of 
pure λ-calculus and a reduction relation with just two rules: 
(Xx.M)N-^M[S/x) and J^Z^u'S' 
The full abstraction problem can be reformulated in this setting, even if we do not have the notion 
of ground type. Indeed Abramsky and Ong define the set Val of values as the set of abstractions. 
Then their notion of may convergence is: M may converge to V, written M 4 ш а ) г V, if V is 
a value and M—>'V. In [6] the operational semantics is given by axiomatizing M JJ.mAy V, 
instead of giving the reduction relation as a primitive notion: of course this is equivalent. 
As a matter of fact, the problem of enriching the calculus so that the standard model is fully 
abstract can be solved by adding a combinator Ρ testing convergence in parallel. More precisely 
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Ρ satisñes 
[З . МЯ.тлу V or NìT*y V] => PMtfJ¿mey I, 
where I = Xx.x is the identity combinator. This gives a combinator which tests convergence, 
i.e. a closed term С such that, for any term M, CM reduces to I if M reduces to a value and 
diverges otherwise: just take С = Xx.Pxx. 
In [22] a further step is made by Boudol. The combinator Ρ is split into its two components, 
namely parallelism and convergence test. The parallelism implicit in Ρ is made explicit by 
adding a binary operator || such that 
M||JV4maï о М\Глу or NiTay, 
where Af 4 m * y abbreviates 3V. Af ψ"1** V. To have this, with the above definition of convergence, 
the following rules suffice 
M —»AT N—>N' 
M\\N—»Af'||JV M\\N —. МЦЛГ'' 
As the intended meaning of a parallel composition is a function, Boudol adds the following rule 
(M\\N)L — (ML)\\(NL). 
The internal convergence test is achieved using, besides standard call-by-name abstraction, 
call-by-value abstraction, originally considered by Landin [60] and Plotkin [81]. To see how this 
works, let us extend the set Val of values inductively so that it includes all terms of the shape 
V||JV or Ai||V, where V is a value. We use two sorts of variables to distinguish between call-
by-value and call-by-name abstraction, namely v, u,... for call-by-value variables and x, y,... for 
call-by-name variables. Then we add to the lazy Л-calculus and to the rules for ||, the following 
rules 
(А..*) - . І Ф .]ІГК6 .І,
 {Xv.M)
N
NZ^.M)N' ìfN*y>1 
Now Ρ becomes definable by Лгу. (Av.I)(z||y). 
We observe that the combination of parallelism (angelic non-determinism) and call-by-value 
is much more powerful than the use of combinatora directly defining a parallel convergence test. 
First, the notion of being a value is no more equivalent to that of being irreducible. Moreover, 
as remarked in the early paragraphs of this introduction, M\\N has to be interpreted as a mul­
tivalued function, since Af and N are not necessarily interpreted by compatible functions. So 
the model of [22] is a solution of the domain equation D = V*([D —» D]x), where [D —» D\¡_ is 
the lifted space of continuous functions, and V* is the lower powerdomain functor (also called 
Hoare's powerdomain, see [92] for a definition). Since Boudol works in the category of prime 
algebraic lattices, he has this solution for free. In fact in that category D ~ V*(KP(D)), where 
KP(D) is the set of compact coprirne elements of D. Let us recall that a complete lattice is a 
partial order (D, C) such that each subset X of D has a least upperbound |JX. An element d 
of a complete lattice is compact if d Ç |J X implies d Ç |J Y for some finite subset Y of X. An 
element d g D is coprirne if and only if d Ç. χ U y implies d Ç. χ or d Ç y. A complete lattice 
is prime algebraic if any element is the join of the compact coprirne elements it dominates. See 
also the discussion at the beginning of section 3.4. 
Serious problems arise when we consider the full language, modeling also the demonic non-
determinism (see [78, 79]), which is the central issue of the present chapter. Suppose that an 
internal choice operator + is added, with the obvious reduction rules 
M + N —• Af and Af + N —. N. 
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Then, following ideas explained above (see also [65]), we expect a convergence predicate ψ such 
that 
Μ + ΝΙί <* Mij. and N¡i-. 
But this is not true with the present definition of ψ™7. 
The convergence predicate considered above (and in [22]) is a may convergence predicate, 
to be related to may testing equivalence if convergence is the only observable property (see 
[3, 47, 6]). A solution would be to consider a must convergence predicate as in [65] (see also 
[49]). An informal definition is the following: M ^ m u , t if and only if there is an η such that 
every reduction out of M reaches a value within a number of steps bounded by n. Otherwise we 
write ΑίίΓ""-
Of course, if we have to avoid the collapse of || and + with respect to the predicate JJmuJti 
something has to be changed in the operational semantics of ||. In fact, with the old definition of 
||-reduction rules, if we put for example Δ = Xx.xx and we take the typical divergent combinator 
Ω = ΔΔ, then we have that (IIJHO^™"·'. The problem is that nothing prevents the reduction 
of a parallel composition from being unfair: there exists a reduction out of (ΙΙ)||Ω that contracts 
Ω infinitely many times and never reaches the value Ι||Ω. Really, we want to identify Ι||Ω with 
I, since || is intended to take the best of its arguments; notice that the mentioned terms are not 
equivalent in a standard must semantics (see [30]), when the parallel operator is asynchronous. 
There are many possibilities of changing the reduction rules for || in such a way that we 
cannot reduce infinitely many timeB on one side of a parallel composition, when the other one 
is reducible. We take the simplest way to get this kind of fair reduction and we introduce the 
rules 
M —> Μ' Ν —> Ν' M —• M' Ν •/-* 
M\\N — M'\\N' Μ\\Ν—*Μ'\\Ν, N\\M—• N\\M' 
as our actual choice (see [31]), where N •/—» means that N is irreducible. 
This implies that, as in [22], a value of the shape V\\M is not necessarily a normal form, 
as M can be reduced. This fact, together with the presence of the choice operator, makes the 
/3-rule for call-by-value вепвіЫе to the relative speed of parallel evaluations of its arguments. 
To illustrate this, let us consider the context C[ ] = (Xv.vv)[ ]ΩΙ and the values V = 
I||(K + O), V' = I||K and V" = ІЦО, where К = \xy.x and О = Xxy.y. Then V — . V' and 
V —• V". Now (writing —• for η > 1 reduction steps) 
C[V] -+ (І||К)(І||К)Ш 
-±* (Ι(Ι||Κ)ΩΙ)||(Κ(Ι||Κ)ΩΙ) 
— ((Ι||Κ)ΩΙ)||((λ
ν
.(Ι||Κ))ΩΙ) 
— ((ΙΩ||ΚΩ)Ι)||((Ι||Κ)Ι) 
— (ІПІ)||(КПІ)||(П)||(КІ) 
— (ПІ)||((Ау.П)І)||І||(Ау.І) 
— (ПІ)||П||І||(Л».І) 
which is a value, and it is not hard to see that this is the only reduction out of C[V') according 
to the rules defined in 3.2.2. Similarly, 
C[V"] _ (І| |0)(І| |0)ПІ 
— · (ПІ)ЦІЦ(ПІ) 
and again this is the only reduction out of C[V"]. But now consider the following reduction of 
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C[V) 
C[V) — , (І||(К + 0))(І| |(К + 0))Ш 
-i* (I(I||(K + 0))ПІ)||((К + 0)(I||(K + 0))ПІ) 
— ((I||(K + 0))ΩΙ)||(0(Ι||(Κ + 0))ΩΙ) choosing О ... 
-L. (ІПІ)||((К + 0)ПІ)||(ПІ) 
—> (ΩΙ)||(ΚΩΙ)||(ΩΙ) ... choosing К 
— . (ΩΙ)||Ω||(ΩΙ) 
and from (ΩΙ)||Ω||(ΩΙ) we will never reach a value. 
This example also shows that there are values Vo, Vi and Vj such that Vo||(Vi + Vj) and 
(Vollöl) + ( 0Ц 2) would have different behaviors in some context, although this would be 
unexpected under any reasonable operational semantics. Indeed, (Ли.и )(
 0 | | ( 1 -f- Vj)) can 
reduce to (V0||(Vi + V,))(Vb||(V, + V,)), while (Х . ){( 0\\ і) + (V0||V3)) can reduce either to 
(Vo||Vi)(Vo||Vi) or to (*Ы|Ка)(К0||К,), but never to (Vo||(Vi +Va))(Vo||(Vi +Va)). Note that in the 
present context call-by-name and call-by-value implement run-time-choice and call-time-choice 
respectively (see [65]). 
The problem of correcting the ^-contraction rule for call-by-value is that, given a value V, we 
cannot decide whether it has been computed enough to perform the reduction step (Xv.M)V —• 
M[V/v], or if it is necessary to reduce V further, before contracting the outermost /3-redex. We 
cannot reduce V as long as possible, since this could not terminate. In the meantime, Af [V/u] 
can diverge while M[V'/v] can converge for all V' which are reducts of V, as shown by the 
previous example. On the other hand, any effective description of the operational semantics 
calls for a definition of a recursive one step reduction relation. 
Now the solution we propose is to distinguish two cases: if V is an irreducible value (namely 
a Л-abstraction or the parallel composition of irreducible values), then the standard call-by-value 
/3-contraction rule applies. If, instead, V can be reduced further, to compute (Xv.M)V we want 
"take the best" between the terms M[V'/v], for all V' such that V—>'V'. We realize this by 
evaluating in parallel M[V/v] and [\v.M)V for all V' euch that V—»V'. Using the operator 
||, this can be formalized in our calculus as follows 
V /-> V £ Val V —> V' V 6 Val 
(Au.M)V —» M[V/v] (\ .М) —• М[ / ]\\(Х .М) ' ' 
In other words, the solution we propose is to distinguish between total and partial values. A 
total value is an irreducible value, while a partial value is of the form M\\N in which either M 
or N is not a total value. So we split the call-by-value ^-contraction in two rules. 
To conclude this part of our discussion, let us spend a few words to emphasize the effective­
ness of the evaluation mechanism as a distinguishing feature of our calculus. As it is clear from 
the previous exposition, the papers closest to the present chapter are [22] and [78]. While our 
treatment improves on the former because of the presence in the same calculus of both angelic 
and demonic non-determinism, it improves on the second since the operational semantics on 
which we base our theory is effective. Indeed, the reduction relation is (as usual) presented by 
means of a formal system in the sense of Post, and the convergence predicate is (up to coding) 
recursively enumerable. This is mandatory when one expects to capture the intentional aspects 
of evaluation, and justifies our reduction relation as it will be defined in the technical develop­
ment of the chapter. 
Turning to the type assignment system, if M has type σ V г then it can be that M evaluates 
both to some Ρ and Q such that Ρ has type σ, Q hat type r, but neither Ρ has type r nor Q 
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haa type a. In this case, M has an essentially disjunctive type, which is possible even if Af is 
a partial value. But all is determined in case of total values. So we expect the system to have 
the "disjunction property" for total values: if a total value has the type σ V τ, then either σ or 
r can be assigned to it (hence to all its reducts). 
Consequently, we distinguish between call-by-name and call-by-value abstraction making a 
substantial use of disjunction. This intuitively explains why the following rule 
Γ h Xv.M : (σ -> ρ) Л (г -> ρ) 
Γ Ι- Χν.Μ :σντ -> ρ 
is correct for call-by-value but not for call-by-name abstraction. Observe that this means that 
call-by-value abstraction yields a co-additive function (namely, meet preserving), which is the 
expected semantics of call-by-value in our setting. 
As an example, if M = χΙΩ||ιΩΙ, ρ = ω —»ω, σ = ρ —» ω —»ρ, г = ω —»ρ—»ρ, then we 
have that h Xx.M: (σ —• ρ) Л (г —» ρ). Moreover, h Κ:σ and h О: г, so that allowing the rule 
above for call-by-name abstraction one could deduce (Λζ.Λ/)(Κ + Ο): ρ, using the rules for + 
introduction and —» elimination, too. But this would destroy the subject-reduction property, 
since (λι.Μ)(Κ + О) reduces to Ω||Ω, for which only types equivalent to ω can be deduced (see 
Corollary 3.5.6(H)). 
The domain that ів determined by the type theory considered in this chapter is isomorphic 
to the initial solution of the domain equation D = V^([D —> D]±) in the category of continuous 
lattices, where Vt is the upper powerdomain functor (also called Smyth's powerdomain, see [92]). 
This is sound with respect to the operational semantics since this powerdomain constructor 
is needed to model demonic non-determinism, as angelic non-determinism is built in, by the 
fact that we work with prime algebraic lattices. This domain equation, and their relations to 
Abramsky and Boudol equations [5, 22], will be discussed further at the beginning of section 
3.4. 
We then get a notion of environment model for the present calculus, in the sense of [54]. The 
filter model induced by our type assignment turns out to fit into this notion, a fact that will be 
used to prove completeness of type inference. 
Our study culminates in the full abstraction theorem, that we will prove by means of char­
acteristic terms extending [22]. 
In Section 3.2 we formally define the concurrent λ-calculus and its reduction rules. We 
consider the reduction trees of terms to introduce convergence. Moreover, we consider another 
reduction relation, whose main feature is to characterize convergent terms as those which reduce 
to a sum of values. 
Section 3.3 deals with types and the type assignment system. Crucial is the choice of the 
preorder on typee, which will determine the topological structure of the filter model. The type 
assignment system turns out to enjoy structural properties which allow to prove preservation of 
type under subject reduction. The main result of this section is that all convergent terms can 
be typed by ω —» ω. 
Section 3.4 presents the filter model as the initial solution of a suitable domain equation. 
Then we introduce the notion of environment model for concurrent Л-calculus and we prove that 
the filter model is in fact an environment model. This allows to have the completeness of type 
assignment. 
Finally, we prove in section 3.5 the full abstraction of the filter model. First we define for 
each type a test term and a characteristic term. The application of the test term to an argument 
M converges only if M has the corresponding type. By means of a readability interpretation of 
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types we show that all terms typed by ω —» ω converge. This, together with the main result of 
section 3.3, implies that ω —» ω completely characterizes convergence. Then the full abstraction 
of the model follows easily. 
The content of this chapter is essentially [34]. 
3.2. The Calculus and its Operational Semantics 
We extend the syntax of pure Л-calculus with a non-deterministic choice operator + and a 
parallel operator ||. We use two sorts of variables, namely the set Vn of call-by-name variables, 
ranged over by z, y, ζ and the set Vv of call-by-value variables, ranged over by v, ui. The symbol 
χ will range over the set Vn U Vv. The terms of the concurrent Л-calculus are defined by the 
following grammar 
M ::= χ | υ | (Az.M) | (λυ.Λί) | [MM) \ [Μ + M) | (M||Af). 
We call Л+ц the set of terms. For any M € Л+ц, FV[M) denotes the set of free variables of M; 
Л° и is the set of terms M such that FV(M) = 0. Moreover, we shall refer to the following set 
Par = {[M\\N)\M,N e λ
Η
}. 
Notation. We use = for syntactical equality up to renaming of bound variables. 
As usual for pure λ-calculus, we assume that application associates to the left and we write 
e.g. M if Ρ instead of [(MN)P). If L = L\ • • • L
n
 is any (possibly empty) vector of terms, then 
ML = MLi.. .L
n
. The expression Χχι.. .χ
η
·Μ is short for (Αχ^.. .(λχ„.Λί)...)). 
We will abbreviate some Α-terms as follows 
Ι Ξ Az.z К = Xxy.x Ο Ξ Xxy.y 
Δ = λζ.ζζ Ω = Δ Δ Υ = Ay.(Az.y(zz))(Az.y(zz)). 
Application and abstraction have precedence over + and ||, e.g. MN + P stands for ((MN) + P) 
and Xx.M + N for ((Az.Af) + N). The operator || takes precedence over +: for example ilf | |P+Q 
is short for ((M||P) + Q). External parentheses are always omitted. 
The operators + and || will be written up to associativity: thjs will be enforced by our semantics. 
We shall also make use of the following abbreviation 
η 
£ М , ΞΜχ + .-.+ Μη. 
ι = 1 
Moreover, if M = {Μχ,..., Αί
η
} is any finite multiset of terms then 
I = 1 
Observe that, being M a multiset, it can be the case that Aft = Af, for different i and j . 
3.2.1. Partial versus Total Values 
As discussed in the introduction, we need to distinguish between partial and total values; the 
main difference concerns the parallel operator. In fact we require both AÍ and N to be total 
values to ensure that M\\N is a total value, while in general it suffices that either M or N is a 
value to have that M\\N is a value. As it is clear from the next definition, a value is either a 
total or a partial value. 
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3.2.1. DEFINITION. We define the Bet Val of values according to the grammar 
V : := ν | Xx.M | Xv.M | V\\M | M\\V 
and the set TVal of total values as the subset of Val 
W : := ν | Xx.M | Xv.M | W\\W . 
A value V is partial iff V ^ TVal. 
We now introduce a reduction relation which is intended to formalize the expected behavior of 
a machine which evaluates in a synchronous way parallel compositions, until a value is produced. 
Partial values can be further evaluated, and this is essential in case of an application of a call-by-
value abstraction. Therefore, in some cases an asynchronous evaluation of parallel composition 
is permitted. 
It follows that the convergence predicate will not be any more coincident with the property 
of being (strongly) normaliiable (see [22] for a similar proposal, even if in a may perspective) 
with respect to the given reduction relation. Observe that in the lazy Α-calculus of [6], as well 
as in the present calculus, Αχ.M is a normal form, no matter whether M is reducible or not. 
3.2.2. DEFINITION. 
(i) The reduction relation — • is the least binary relation over Λ°,. such that 
vir с τν,ι 
(/?) (Χχ.Μ)Ν —• Μ[Ν/χ] 
V —• V' V e Val (AH) " e v a l 
(") 
(Xv.M)V —• M[V/v]\\(Xv.M)V' 
M —>Af' AfgVaHJPar 
MN —• M'N 
"·> M\\N —» Af'lliV' Ща> 
(A) 
Ы 
(llw. 
(Xv.M)W -
N —*N' 
(Xv.M)N — 
) (M\\N)L -
M—>M' 
- M[W/v] 
JVgVal 
• (Xv.M)N' 
-» ML\\NL 
W€ TVal 
M\\W — • M'\\W, W\\M — • W\\M' 
(+) M + N—»M , M + N—>N. 
(ii) We denote by —»" the reflexive and transitive closure of — • . 
3.2.3. LEMMA. 
(i) W e Л°
 (| is irreducible wrt —> iff We TVal; 
(ii) IfV e A°H Π Val, then either V 6 TVal or V —» V' for some V' € Val; 
(in) If W,Wu...,Wne TVal, Nlt..., Nm e Λ+., then 
ЩИхІ*і W»/x»,VKi/iii,..M»rn/«b,]6TVal. 
PROOF. Easy by definitions. 
It is useful to consider reduction trees of terms and their bars. 
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3.2A. DEFINITION. Let M € Л°ц. 
(i) tree (M) is the (unordered) reduction tree of M; 
(ii) A bar of tree(M) is a subset of the nodes of tree(M) s.t. each maximal path intersects the 
bai at exactly one node; 
(Hi) bar(M) is the eet of bais of tree(M); 
(iv) For b S bar(M) the height of i (notation: height(b)) is the maximum of the heights of its 
nodes. 
Inspecting the reduction rules, we see that tree(M) is a finitely branching tree for all M e 
Λ° ι·. This implies by König's Lemma that if we cut tree(M) at a fixed height we obtain a finite 
tree. Since all nodes belonging to a bar b are in the subtree of tree(M) obtained by cutting 
tree(M) at height(b), we have that b € bar(M) is always a finite set of nodes (see also [19]). 
This does not contradict the fact that a term may have infinite reduction paths. For example, 
let us consider the infinite reduction tree of YM, where M = λ*.(I + x), which is shown in 
Figure 3.1. Admittedly, the set of nodes in tree(YM) which are labeled by I is infinite, but it 
is not a bar. Indeed the infinite path in this tree does not have any node in such set and every 
6 € 6ar(YM) must contain exactly one node of this path. Whichever node we choose on the 
infinite path we will exclude all nodes with greater height, so that b comes out to be finite. 
/ : 
YM -> N -» MN - • 1 + Ν τ 
N
 N -» MN -> I + N 
4 4
 N ->••• 
Figure 3.1: Reduction tree of YM, where N = (\χ.Μ(χχ))(Χχ.Μ(χχ)). 
A bar is always relative to a tree and cannot be identified with the set of the labels of its 
nodes. For example tree(Af + IM) has the shape shown in Figure 3.2. Now the indicated set of 
nodes Ь is a bar whose set of labels is the singleton {M}. But the set containing a single node 
labeled by M is not a bar of this tree. Moreover the height of the bar b is two, but if b would 
be identified with {M}, then htight(b) would be ambiguously one or two. 
However, if 6 € bar(M), then two subtrees rooted in two nodes of 6 are equal if and only 
if their labels are the same. Hence we abuse notation and we write b = {Mu..., Mn} (if 
Mi,..., Mn is the multiset of labels of nodes belonging to b). The abbreviations M € b and 
b Ç Val will have the obvious meanings. 
3.2.2. Convergency 
We now define the convergence predicate. A term is convergent if and only if all reduction paths 
will eventually reach a value. In other words, a term M converges if and only if there is a bar 
in tree(M) which is a subset of Val. To formalize this, it is useful to introduce the bar ЩМ, k) 
whose labels are those terms which can be reached starting from a term M by performing к 
steps of reduction. 
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М + Ш 
A 
M Ш AL 
A 
Figure 3.2: Reduction tree of M + IM. 
3.2.5. DEFINITION. Let M б Λ°,., then 
(i) ЩМ, к) € Ьаг(М) is the cut of tree(M) at height Jfe, namely it is the unique bar such that 
(a) height{*R(M, к)) < k; 
(b) VM' 6 ЩМ, k). height{M') < к => M' 6 TVal. 
(ii) МЦ
к
 о 7c(M,Jb)ÇVal; 
(Ui) МЦ. о 3*. Щ * . 
Note that (M + Ν) Ц. if and only if both M Ц. and N ¡¡.. On the other hand {M\\N) Ц. if and 
only if either Μ ψ or Ν ψ (or both). So 4 coincides with 4 m u j t as informally defined above. 
In general, if for some 6 € bar(M) we have M' ψ for all M' € 6, then M JJ·. The vice-versa is 
obviously true. 
We depart from the standard way of denning must semantics using infinite paths (see [30]). 
This gives us a different theory of terms, for example we equate I and Ι||Ω. 
To study the operational semantics of our calculus it is useful to introduce a binary relation 
t> whose main features are 
• to satisfy the Church-Rosser property; 
• to simulate the choices performed by rule (+) without losing information about the dis­
carded parts; 
• to characterize the convergent terms as those which reduce to a sum of values. 
Moreover we will consider the equivalence relation t< generated by >. 
3.2.6. DEFINITION. 
(i) Define > as the least binary relation over A°,. such that 
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(β)' (Ax.Ai)JV > M[N/x], 
(Д,)' (λυ.Λί )W > M[W/v], if W e TVal, 
(A H)' (λυ.Μ)ν >ΣΓ=ι(Λί[^ΗΙΙ(λ«.Αί)ν,) if Γ e Val-TVal and Щ , 1) = R . · · ·. „}, 
(μ,)' (λυ.Μ)ΛΤ > Σ Γ = ι ( λ " · Λ ί ) ^ . if JVíValand7Z(JV,l) = {JVll...,JVn}, 
( +
β ρ ρ
) ' (Aí + JV)I >AÍL + JVL, 
(||
α ρ ρ
)' (M\\N)L > AÍI||JVI, 
(W+Y (M + N)\\L > M\\L + N\\L, 
(ι/)' M > Af' => MAT > AÍ'JV, 
(+)' M > M' => M + JV > Ai' + JV, 
(||)' Ai > M' => M\\N > Af'HJV, 
(+c)' AÍ + JV t>N + M, 
(H.)' Af|JVT > JV||Af, 
(+ .») ' (Ai + AT) + L > M + (JV + L) and M + (JV + I ) > (M + JV) + L, 
(IU..)' (Ai||JV)||£ > Ai||(JV||L) and Л | | ( В Д > (Ai||JV)||L. 
fti^  >* is the reflexive and transitive closure of >. 
(u«J M is the symmetric closure of t>', up to associativity and commutativity of + and ||. 
3.2.7. PROPOSITION. The relation > u Church-Rosier, namely 
VAÍ, Mi, Ma 6 Л° ц. M >* My к M >' Aíj => ЭЛІ3. АЛ t>' Aí3 & Μ2 >' Aí3. 
PROOF. The proof is a variant of the Tait-Martin Lof proof for classical Л-calculus (see [17]). 
We define the following relation on closed terms 
• M — Ai; 
• if M t> M' by any clause among (β)', (Д,)', (Д,||)' and (μ„)' then Af ~- Ai'; 
• if Af ~ M', JV -~ JV' and L ~ L' then 
- (AÍ||JV)L~ Ai'L||JV'£, 
- (Ai + N)L ~ . Jli'I + N'L, 
- (AÍ + JV)||L~AÍ'||L' + JV'||L', 
- MN — Ai'JV, 
- Ai + JV ~ . Ai' + JV', 
- M\\N — Ai'IIJV', 
- Ai + JV ~» JV'+ Af', 
- Af||JV — JV'llAi', 
- (Ai + JV) + L ~ Ai' + (JV' + L') and Ai' + (JV' + L') ~- (Ai' + JV') + L', 
- (Ai||JV)p~Ai'||(JV'||£')and M'||(JV'||L') ~ (Ai'||JV')||L'. 
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By induction on the definition of ~> it is routine to check that it satisfies the diamond property, 
namely 
VM, Mi, Mj 6 A° ||. M ~* Mi к M ~ M3 => 3M3. Mi ~ M3 & Ma — M3, 
hence it ів Church-Rosser. Now it is easy to see that ~>*= >*, from which the thesis follows. 
D 
The relation ею is weaker than the congruence generated by > but stronger than its reflexive, 
symmetric and transitive closure. For example II сю I, but (Av.v)(II||I) c/i (Л . )(І||І). 
3.2.8. LEMMA. 
(i) IfMtxN then for all L, ML ею NL and M\\L м N\\L. 
(ii) IfM + N«P + Q then one of the following alternatives is true 
• Mt* Ρ к N ею Q or 
• MtxiQkNtxPor 
• 3M0, Mi, No, Νχ. M ею M0 + Mi к N ею N0 + Ni к Ρ ею M0 + JV0 к Q сю Μι + Ni. 
PROOF. Part (i) is straightforward by induction on M сю Ν. 
Part (ii) is a consequence of the Church-Rosser property. Indeed if M + Ν >ί Ρ + Q then there 
are L and L' such that M + N >* L, Ρ + Q >* L' and L and L' are equal up to commutativity 
and associativity of + and ||. But any sum of the shape M + N can be reduced only to a sum 
M' + N' where M >* M' and N >* JV', and similarly for P + Q. The thesis then follows. D 
The next Lemma connects the relation > to the reduction trees of terms and hence to the 
reduction relation —». 
Notation. From now on we abuse notation writing just > instead of >* (unless otherwise 
stated). 
3.2.9. LEMMA. Let M e Л°ц, then 
(i) ЩМ, 1) = {Μι,. . . , Μ
η
} => Μ > £Γ=ι Μ„ 
(ii) Vb 6 òar(M). Ь = {Μι,..., M
n
} => M > Σ"=ι мі• 
PROOF, (i) The proof is by induction on M 6 Λ°... 
- If M = λχ.Μ' € Л° ц (that is FV(M') Ç {χ}) then M € TVal and ЩМ, 1) = {M}. 
- If M = PQ then Ρ, Q 6 Λ° „. We have some subcases. If Ρ Ξ λχ.Ρ' and either χ Ξ χ or 
both χ = ν and Q 6 TVal, then 
7Î(PQ, 1) = {Ρ'[<?/χ]} and PQ > P'[Q/X] 
by (0)' or by (ft)'. 
Suppose that 72(Q, 1) = {Q
u
..., Qk}. If Ρ Ξ λυ.Ρ' and Q € Val - TVal then 
n({Xv.P')Q, 1) = {Ρ'β/υΙΙΚλν.Ρ')^ \i<k) 
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and к 
( > „ . P ' ) Q > £ P ' [ Q / I . ] | | ( A V . P ' K > , 
»=i 
by (AH)'. Otherwise if Q & Val then 
ι 
n({\v.P')Q, 1) = {(Av.P')Q, 11 < Jfe} and (Av.P')Q > ]£(Λυ.Ρ')<?, 
1 = 1 
by (μ.)'. 
If Ρ = Ρο\\Ρι then 
n(PQ, 1) = {PoQWPiQ} and PQ > P0Q||PiQ 
by ( | |
w
) ' . 
In all other subcases Ρ g Val U Par. Now let ЩР, 1) = { P i , . . . , P A } ; hence we have 
Ρ t> 5Zi=i -P» by induction hypothesis and 
\ l = l / 1 = 1 
p<?> Σρ< <?>Σ(ρ^)· 
\ l = l / 1 = 1 
From this the thesis follows since in these cases H(PQ, 1) = {PtQ 11 < h}. 
- If Μ Ξ Ρ + Q then Ρ, Q e Л° ц and the case is trivial since ЩР + Q, 1) = {P, <?}. 
- If Μ Ξ P||Q then P, Q € Λ°
 |(. Again suppose that TC(P, 1) = {Pi PA}, and 7Z(C?, 1) = 
{Qi,..., Qt}. Then we have 
P\\Q > ί έ ρ . 1 II ( ί > J >ΣΣ(ρ·ΙΙ^' 
\.=1 / Ь = 1 / ¿=1 ; = 1 
by induction hypothesis and clauses (||+)' and (||)'. So we are done since TZ(PQ, 1) = 
{P\\Q,\i<h,j<k}. 
(ii) By induction on the height h of the bar ¡>. If h = 0 then the thesis is trivial. Otherwise 
tree(M) has the root node labeled by M and tree(Mi) tree(Mn) as its immediate subtrees, 
where {Mi , . . . , M„} = Tl(M, 1). Because of h φ 0 we have that the root is not in b (recall that 
a bar intersects each maximal path of tree(M) in exactly one node). It follows that for all ι < η 
there exists 6, 6 bar(M%) such that b — 6i U · · • U bn. But the height of each b, wrt tree(Mt) has 
to be less than h, so that Μ, > Σ{Μ,' I M,' € b,} by induction hypothesis. So the thesis follows 
by (i) of this lemma. О 
Part (ii) of Lemma 3.2.9 implies M > ]^7î(M, A) for all Jb. Moreover it implies that if 
M—>'N then either M > N or M > N + I for some L. 
Observe that the implications in Lemma 3.2.9 cannot be reversed. This is due to the more 
permissive clause (||)' of 3.2.6. Indeed if e.g. M = (Χχ.χχχ)(λχ.χχχ) then there exists an infinite 
reduction M = Mo —» Mi —• · · • where each M, is an application and Μ, ψ M,+ i for all i. 
Now the unique branch of tree(Mo||Mi) is the infinite one: Mo||Mi —• Mi||Mj —• · · ·. But 
M0||M, > M,||M, for all i > 1, while for all ò É Ьат(М), b φ {Μ,||Μ,}. 
3.2.10. COROLLARY. If N e Л°ц and JV ,^ then ihtre ехЫ
 ь
. . . , V
n
 e Val such that 
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(i) ΛΓ>ΣΓ
=1ν.; 
(ii) V(Av.M) € À°g. {λν.Μ)Ν t> Е ? = І ( ^ « - М ) І. 
PROOF. If TV 4 then there existe a bar of values {Vi,..., V
n
} £ bar(N) such that each V¿ is 
the first value that is met starting from the root through a maximal path in tree(N). I.e., no 
value occurs in the path from N to V<. By (ii) of Lemma 3.2.9 N > £ " = 1
 г
. On the other 
hand {(Av.Af)K, \ i < η} 6 bar({Xv.M)N) because of rule (μ,). Then the thesis follows by (ii) 
of Lemma 3.2.9. <=> 
3.2.11. L E M M A . Let M, N, V € Л ° ц . 
(i) (λυ.Μ)νψ к V e Val => 5V,,..., V
n
 6 Val. V > £ ?
=
i V, & Vi < n. M[Vj/ii]ψ. 
('t»; (λυ.Λί)ΛΓψ => 3V l ( . . ., V„ € Val. ЛГ > Σ , η = 1 V, it Vi < η. Af [ν</υ]ψ. 
PROOF. ft| If V e TVal then tt((Av.Af )V, 1) = {M[V/v]}t so that the hypothesis implies that 
М[ / ]Ц.. Otherwise V € Val - TVal. By definition (\v.M)V Ц.
к
 for some Jfc > 0 and we make 
induction on Jfc. Suppose that Щ , 1) = {Vi V
n
}, so that 
Щ(\ .М) , 1) = {M[V/v]\\(Xv.M)Vt \i<n}. 
If Jfc = 1 then, віпсе for all i (Д .М) , is an application, that is it is not a value, we have 
M[V/v] £ Val, so that M[V/v] Ц.. If Jfc > 1 and M[V/v) ft (otherwise the thesis is immediate), 
then for all i < η, (Au.M)V, 4*-i· By induction there are ,д, . . . , ,
і П > 6 Val such that 
К, t> Σ " Ι , ν,,, and M[Vtj/v]i¡. for all i and j . The thesis now follows since V > £ * = 1 V, by ft/ 
of Lemma 3.2.9. 
(ii) U NU then for all Jfc > 0 there exists N' 6 H(N, Jfc) s.t. (Αυ.Μ)^'ε7Ζ((λυ.Αί)ΛΓ, Jfc) and rules 
(β
ν
) and (A,!|) cannot be applied to (Xv.M)N'. This implies that (λν.Μ)Ν ft. By hypothesis 
and by contraposition we have that NЦ.. By Corollary 3.2.10 there exist values Vy,...,V
n
 such 
that Ν >Σ?=ι ^ aa^ (Aw.Af )JV >Σ"
= 1(λυ.Μ)ν,. Moreover, by the proof of the same corollary, 
{(λυ.Μ )V, | i < n} G bar{(Xv.M)N), so that by hypothesis (Av.Af)V, JJ. for all i < η. Now, by 
part (i) of this lemma, for each » there are V,ti,..., V¿iTV, € Val such that Vt t> ΣΓ=ι ^·,ί а п с ^ 
Af [
 1>;/υ] ψ, and the thesis follows. О 
3.2.12. THEOREM. Let M,N e Л° | | ( іЛеп 
С»; [Af >JV & JVJ¿] =>Αίψ. 
(ii) ΑίιχιΛΓ=»[Μψθ JV4]. 
PROOF, ('ij In thie proof we must distinguish between > and t>'. Clearly, if we can prove the 
statement for >, the same thesis holds for >*. As a matter of fact we prove, by induction on 
the definition of >, the stronger statement 
M > N =*· VI. [NLii- =*• ML$\ 
from which the thesis follows taking the empty vector. 
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- If M > JV thanks to {β)', (ft)', (ДЦ)', (μ*)', ( +
w
) ' or (| |
β ρ ρ
)' (see Definition 3.2.6), then 
M is always an application and Ν Ξ ΣΓ=ι " ι where 72(M, 1) = {Mi,..., Af
n
} (where the 
multiset 72(M, 1) is ordered in such a way that it matches the ehape of N). By this fact 
and rules (i/) and (+) we have that 
{MtL | 1 < i < η} e 6or(tf¿) Π bor(M¿). 
Now N LI}, implies that Λί,ΐψ for all i (1 < i < η), so that AíIJJ. follows. 
- Clause (||+)'. Then M = (Ρ + Q)||Ä and JV = Р||Д + <?||Д. Now 
{P\\R+Q\\R)LI¡. =» (Pill· & QL^) or RL\¡. 
=> (РІЦ. or RLü) te (QLIi. or RLi¡.) 
=> {[P + Q)\\R)H 
by rule (ι/) and the remark after Definition 3.2.5. 
- Clause (ι/)'. Then Μ Ξ PQ, N = P'Q and Ρ > Ρ'. In this case P'QL^ implies P Q ¿ ^ 
immediately by induction, taking the vector QL. 
- Clause (+)'. Then M = Ρ + Q, N = Ρ' + Q and Ρ t> P'. Now 
(P' + Q)£jJ. => P'lll· &QL^ 
=> ΡΙψ к QLii. by induction 
- Clause (||)'. Similar to the case of clause (+)' where "or" replaces "At". 
- For clauses (+
e
) ' , (||c)'. (+«»)' »ad (||
e<<)' the proofs are similar to those of (+)' and (||)'. 
(ii) M converges implies that there are values Vi,..., V
n
 such that M > Σ "
= 1 V, by 3.2.10fi/ 
Therefore Ν Μ Σ>=ι Κ· By the Church Rosser property of > there is an L euch that N > L 
and 52Γ=ι *« t* ^- But Σ "
= 1 К > i implies that £ is a sum of values and therefore L must 
converge. We conclude that JV converges by (i). О 
Based on the convergence predicate the following definition adapts to the present setting the 
notion of contextual theories. This notion stems from [75] and it is widely used e.g. in [17] for 
the classical theory of solvability and in [6], [22] and [78], where it is shown to be equivalent to 
applicative bisimulation. 
The idea is that two terms are operationally equivalent if and only if in all contexts they 
exhibit the same behavior with respect to some observable properties. Here convergence is the 
only observable, hence we can put 
3.2.13. DEFINITION. Let M,N e Л+ц. Then 
(i) MÇ° N О С[].С[М]Ц. =>• C[N]V, where C[M],C[N] e Л°ц. 
(η) ~° = Ç ° n D ° . 
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3.3. A Logical Presentation 
To obtain a logical presentation of the semantics of the calculus we follow the paradigm of Leibniz 
which identifies objects with sets of their properties. This received an elegant mathematical 
treatment thanke to works like [89] and [5] and, especially in the case of type-free calculi, it is 
naturally formalized in suitable extensions of Curry type assignment system like the intersection 
type discipline considered in [18]. 
In the present case we use a more expressive system which allows for disjunctive types. We 
call them union types since they differ from coproducts in Church typed A-ealculi much in the 
same way as intersection differs from cartesian product. See [16] for a study of this discipline in 
case of classical A-calculus. 
3.3.1. The Set of Types and its Preorder 
The type syntax is as follows 
σ ::= ω | σ —» σ | σ Λ σ | σ V σ 
and we call Type the resulting set. In writing types, we assume that Λ and V take precedence 
over —». 
The choice of the preorder on types ів crucial, since it will be used in a subtyping rule in 
subsection 3.3.2 and it will determine the structure of the set of filters in section 3.4. 
3.3.1. DEFINITION. Let σ < τ be the smallest preorder over types such that 
(i) {Type, <) is a distributive lattice, in which Λ is the meet, V is the join and ω is the top; 
(ii) the arrow satisfies 
(α) σ —ni/ < ω —» ω; 
(Ь) (σ —» ρ) Λ (σ —» τ) < σ —» ρ Λ τ; 
(e) σ > σ', τ < τ1 =>
 σ
 -, τ < σ" -. τ'. 
Following [39] by lattice we mean a poset in which every finite non empty subset has a meet 
and a join. According to this definition, there are lattices without bottom (like the present one). 
We write σ = τ for "σ < τ and τ < σ". Note that, if σ φ ω then σ < ш —»ω. 
NOTATION. Let ω° —• и = ω, ω η + ι —» ω = ω - . / —• ω. 
The types ω" —» ω for suitable η are "better than" all other types, as shown in the following 
Proposition. 
3.3.2. PROPOSITION. For all σ, there existí η luch that шп —» ω < σ. 
PROOF. By induction on the structure of a. 
σ = ш. Trivial. 
σ = σι —» σι. By induction hypothesis 3η.ωη —» ω < aj, hence шп+1 —> ω < σ, by Definition 
2.3.1.(ii.с), using σι < ω. 
σ =.σ\ Aaj. By induction hypothesis Ξη,.ωη' —» ω < σ< (i = 1,2). Let η = тах(пі,пз). Then 
ω
η
 —· ω < σ, since ω" —» ω < ω"' —»ω (» = 1,2) and σχ Λ σ3 is the meet of σι and σι. 
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σ Ξ σι V <7). Recall that σι Λ σ3 < σι V σ 3 ) and then proceed as in the previous case. α 
We need some properties of the < relation, whose proof requires a stratification of Type, to 
be compared with the stratification of Definition 2.S.2. 
3.3.3. DEFINITION. (Stratification of Type) 
Let us define three subsets To, Ti.Tj of Type recursively 
ω -» и € T0; 
ω € Τ,; 
«теТа.гбТ! =>σ — τ 6Т 0 ; 
η > 1, σι,..., σ„ 6 То =>• σι V ... V σ
η
 e Τ, ¡ 
η > 1, σι,..., σ
η
 6 Τι => σι Λ ... Λ σ
η
 6 Τ3. 
To rephrase the previous definition, we consider types in conjunctive normal form, that is 
conjunctions of disjunctions of arrows, ω being the empty conjunction. 
Taking η = 1 in the clauses above, one sees that T0 Ç Ti Ç Tj, and such inclusions are clearly 
proper. 
Over each of these sets we introduce a preorder. 
3.3.4. DEFINITION. <¿C Τ, Χ Τ, is the least preorder such that 
(<o) : σ < 0 τ Ο τ = αι-»ωθΓσ = σ'-» σ", τ = τ'->τ" and τ* < 3 σ' and σ" <ι τ"; 
( < ι ) : σ 1 ν . . . ν σ η < ι τ 1 ν . . . ν τ , η « Vi < η 3j < m. σ, < 0 τ,\ 
(<a) : σ <j τ *> τ = ω or σ = σι Λ ... Λ σ„, τ = η Λ ... Λ T
m
 and Vj < m Зі < η. σ, <ι τ,. 
Really, for each type in Type, we can find an equivalent type in T2; therefore we introduce a 
map which associates to each type its equivalent type in T
a
. 
3.3.5. DEFINITION. Let * : Type -» T
a
 be defined by 
ω' = ω 
ι
σ
 _,-)· = ƒ Λ,67(σ" - r«) i f r " Ξ Λ,€; τ-, and г* £ ω 
^ ' \ ω —» ω otherwise 
(
σ ν τ
) ·
 =
 ƒ Λ ,
ε
/ Λ ,
€
/ ( σ . ν τ ; ) ίΐσ'=/\ιασ„ σ ' ^ ω and г ' = Д , е / г ; , г ' ^ ω 
\ u> otherwise 
( σ· if г' = ω 
r* if σ* = ω 
σ' Λ τ* otherwise. 
As in previous chapter, the stratification and the mapping * can be used to prove the following 
properties of the pre-order on types. 
3.3.6. PROPOSITION. FOT all σ, r g Type 
(i) σ = σ·; 
(η) σ, τ 6 Τ,, σ <, τ => σ < τ for i = 0,1,2; 
(m) σ < τ => σ* <a τ". 
3.3.7. LEMMA. 
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(i) μ/\ν<σ—*τίίμφωίινφω^ 3τχ, TJ. τ = Τι A т^ к μ < σ -* Τχ к ν < σ —* т^; 
(") A¿£/(W -*Vi)<<r-* r & r / a i = > 3 J Ç / . σ< Д ,
е
, μ, к Д ,
€
і
 ", < т. 
3.3.1. REMARK. Notice that Lemma 3.3.7 cannot be trivially satisfied by choosing η = r
a
 = r. 
In fact in general μ Λ ν < σ —» τ does not imply μ < σ —• τ. For a counter-example take 
/i = (T = r = u - n i ) and t/ = <r —» т. 
A type σ is join irreducible or coprirne if and only if 
or <rV p?$ σ <τ or σ < ρ 
for any τ,ρ. Let CType be the set of coprirne types different from ω. Observe that, because 
of distributivity, coprirne types are closed under Λ. Being (Type, <) the free distributive lattice 
satisfying the arrow axioms, each type is the join of a finite number of coprirne types. To see 
this, it suffices to define the following mapping θ : Type —» V(CType) 
(ы) = {«} 
Θ(σ - t r ) = {σ -• τ } 
θ ( σ Λ τ ) = {σ' Λ τ7 | σ' 6 θ(σ) к τ' 6 θ(τ)} 
θ(σ V τ) = (с) U θ(τ). 
If Θ(σ) = {σι,. ..,<τ„}, it is easy to verify that a¡ is join irreducible for each i and σ = 
σ ι
ν · · · ν σ
η
. 
3.3.2. The Type Assignment System 
In this subsection we introduce our type assignment system C. We start with the notion of basis. 
We state that only coprirne types different from ω can be assumed for call-by-value variables. 
This restriction is justified by the correspondence between total values and coprirne types (see 
Theorem 3.3.12f»iJ). 
3.3.8. DEFINITION. A basis Γ : (Vn -» Type) η (Vv -f CType) is a mapping such that Γ(χ) = ω 
for all χ but a finite subset of Vn and Γ(ν) = ω —» ω for all υ but a finite subset of Vv. 
To each basis Γ we associate the finite set 
Dom(T) = {x £ Vn | T(x) φ ω} U {« € Vv | Γ(υ) j í u - u } . 
The notation Γ, χ : σ is a shorthand for the function Γ'(χ') = σ if χ' = χ, Γ(χ') otherwise. 
To meet a common practice we shall sometime identify Γ with the (finite) set of judgments 
{χ:σ | χ 6 Dom(T) к Τ(χ) = σ} and write χ:σ 6 Г. 
3.3.9. DEFINITION. The axioms and rules of the assignment system С are the following 
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(Αχ) Γ Ι - χ : Γ ( χ ) (ы) Г h M : ω 
Τ,χ:σ\- M :τ Γ, ν : g'h Af: τ V<y' £ Θ(σ) 
*~*
 n
' Γ h λχ.Αί : σ — τ ( u ) Γ h λυ.Λί : σ - . г 
ΓΗ Af : σ - > τ Γ h ДГ : σ 
^ ' Τ\-ΜΝ:τ 
,
 τ 4 ΓΙ-Λί:σ ΓΙ-Λί :τ . . Γ l· Af : σ σ<τ 
( Λ Ι ) Γ Η Λ ί : σ Λ τ <*> Γ г-Λί : г ~ 
ГЬ Af :σ Гг- ЛГ :т Г h Af : σ Τ\- Ν :τ 
*· ' ΓΙ-Af+ ΛΓ:σντ ™ > Γ h Af ||JV : σ Л г ' 
Г h Af : σ abbreviates "Γ h Af : σ is derivable in С. 
Rule (—» I
v
) models call-by-value abstractions. To give a hint for understanding it we consider 
the following example. Let W\, Wj be total values such that I- W,:a, (t = 1,2) for some coprirne 
types σι, »a. Clearly this implies hWi + W^ciVat by rule (+1). Consider (\v.M)(Wx + Wj): 
it reduces to Af[Wi/u] and Af[W
a
/v]. Therefore υ:σ, h Af:r for » = 1 , 2 suffices to assure that 
(Av.Af ) has type σ\4σι —» r. The real justification of this rule is that it implies the completeness 
of the type assignment (Theorem 3.4.11) and the full abstraction of the filter model (Theorem 
3.5.11). 
We shall write Γ < Γ' if V
x
. Γ(χ) < Γ(χ): in this case it is easy to verify that, if ΓΗ Af : σ, 
then Γ h Af : σ for any Af and σ. 
The system С enjoys structural properties which can be shown by simple inductions on 
derivations. 
3.3.10. THEOREM (Derivability properties of system C). 
(i) Г І -
Х
: г О Г ( х ) < г ; 
(ii) Γ l·- λχ.Αί : ρ Ο 
3η, σ ι , . . . , σ
η
, τ 1 ι . . . τ η . ( ν » < η . Γ h Αχ.Λί : σ, -» τ,) & ΛΓ=ι(<Γ' — Γ·) ^ Λ' 
(Hi) Γ h λζ.Αί : σ -• τ Ο Γ, χ : σ h Λί : τ; 
(iv) Γ h λυ.Λί :σ-*τίισ^ω Ο Υσ' 6 Θ(σ). Γ, υ : σ' h Af : τ; 
f«) Γ Ι- λυ.Αί : σ — » τ & σ = ω=>τ = ω; 
Μ Γ h Af JV : τ Ьтфиі Ο 3σ. Г h Ai : σ — τ íc Г h JV : σ; 
Cv«; Γ h Af + JV : σ <Ф Г I- Af : σ le Γ h JV : σ; 
(îmij Γ h Af \\N : τ Ο 3σ, σ'. Γ Ь Λί : σ & Γ h Ν : σ' & σ Λ σ' < τ. 
PROOF. We consider only the interesting cases. 
(ii) Given a derivation of Γ h λχ.Αί: ρ, let 
Γ h λχ.Αί:σ!-. η , . . . , Γ h λχ.Αί:σ
η
 — τ
η 
be all the statements in this deduction on which Г r- \χ.Μ:ρ depends and which are 
conclusions of rule (—» I
n
) or of rule (—» I
v
). Then 
(σ1-*η)Λ···Λ (σ„ -• rn) < p. 
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(ni) If r = ω it is trivial. Otherwise let σι σ
η ι
 TÍ, . . . , τ
η
 be as in the proof of (ii) where ρ 
has been replaced by a —» r. Then 
(σι -» τχ) Λ · · • Λ (σ
η
 - t r „ ) < f f - > T 
which implies, by Lemma З.ЗЛ(іі), 
3 7 ς { 1 , . . . , η } . σ < Д а , it /\τ,<τ. 
Moreover Γ, χ: σ, Ь Af : r, for 1 < » < η, во that one can conclude Γ, ζ: σ h- M : т. 
(iv) Let σχ,..., σ„, TÍ, . . . , τ„ be as in the proof of (ii) where ρ has been replaced by σ —• r. 
Similarly to case (iii) we have 
3JÇ{l,...,n}.a< l\a,L· Д τ, < r. 
Moreover Γ, υ:σ[ b Af : т< for all σ{ 6 Θ(ΟΊ) and for 1 < » < η. Now σ < σ, implies 
νσ* 6 θ(σ) 3σ'} 6 θ(σ,) such that σ1 < <rj by definition of coprimality. So we can 
conclude νσ' e θ(σ). Γ, χ: σ' Ι- Αί : т. 
(ν) We assume ad absurdum that τ φ ω. Then, if σι,..., σ
η ι
 Τχ,..., τ„ and J are as in (tv), 
we would have σ, = ω for all j € J, and this is impossible according to our definition of 
basis. 
(vii) Again, given a deduction of Γ h Af + JV: σ, let 
Γ I- Af + JV :
 σι
,..., Γ h Af + Ν : σ
η 
be all the statements in this deduction on which F l · Af + JV: σ depends and which are 
conclusions of rule (+1). Then σι Λ · · · Λ σ
η
 < σ and there are μ,, к, such that σ, = 
μ, V f„ Γ h Ai: μ,, ΓΗ Ν:ν„ for 1 < i < η. So we can deduce Γ 1- Αί:σ and Γ h Ν:σ 
using (Λ I) and (<). 
(viii) Finally, given a deduction of Γ Ι- M\\N: r, let 
ri-M||JV: f f l ΓΗΑί||ΛΓ:σ„ 
be all the statements in this deduction on which Γ r- Μ\\Ν:τ depends and which are 
conclusions of rule (||I). Then σι Λ •••Λσ
η
 < r and there are μ,,f, such that σ, = 
μϊ Λ ι/,, Γ h Ai: μ,, ΓΙ- JV": Ϊ/, , for 1 < i < η. Then we can choose σ = f\i<nß\, and 
σ' = Λ 1 < η νχ. In fact σ Λ σ' < τ and we can derive Γ h Af: σ and Γ h JV: σ' using (Λ I). О 
As immediate consequence of 3.3.10 (iv) we have the co-additivity of call-by-value abstraction 
(i.e. finite meets are preserved). 
3.3.11. COROLLARY. Г h λυ.Αί : (σ -• ρ) Λ (τ -» ρ) => ΓΙ- λυ.Λί :σ\/τ-*ρ. 
We show how types characterize partial аіиев and total values. 
3.3.12. THEOREM (Characterization of values). 
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(ι) V e Val => h V : ω -• ω; 
M W e TVal & Γ h W : σ => 3σ' e &(σ). Γ h W : σ'. 
PROOF, fty By induction on the definition of values. If V = υ g Vv then Γ(υ) = ω —» ω, since 
Оогп(Г) = 0, and the thesis follows by (Ax). If V Ξ λζ.Αί then Γ, χ : ω h M : ω is derivable, 
by rule (ω); hence the thesis using (—» I
n
). If V = Au.A/ we do the same as before but assuming 
ν : ω ->ω. The thesis follows using (-» I„) and (<). Finally if V = V'||Af or Af||V' the thesis 
follows by induction using (||) and (<). 
(it) By induction on the definition of total values. If W = ν then the thesis follows by 3.3.10/iJ 
and the definition of basis. If W = λχ.Αί then, noting that each arrow type is coprirne, the 
thesis follows from 3.ЗАО (it) and the closure of coprirne types under Λ. Finally if W = W\\W", 
by З.ЗЛО( т) there exist μ and и auch that Г h W' : μ, Γ r- W" : и and μ Л и < σ; now by 
induction there are μ' € θ(μ), и' e ©(ι/) such that Г г- W' : μ' and Γ h W" : ν'. Since coprirne 
types are closed under Λ, μ' Au' < σ implies that there ¡β σ' 6 θ(ο') such that μ' Αν' < σ'. Ο 
The following Lemma states the substitution properties of terms. 
3.3.13. LEMMA. 
(ι) Γ h M[N/x] : r ο 3σ. Τ, χ : σ h M : г & Г h- Ν : σ; 
(it) Γ h M[V/ii] : τ 4с V 6 Val => 3σ Va' € (<т). Γ,υ : σ'l· M : τ b Γ h V : σ; 
(in) Γ h M[W/x] : τ tí W € TVal O 3σ € СТуре. Γ,χ : σ h Jlf : τ «с Γ r- W : er. 
PROOF. (i) (^) . If г does not occur in M we can choose σ = ω. Otherwise let σ be the 
intersection of all predicates of statements with subject N which occur in a given deduction of 
Γ h M[N/x] : τ. The proof of <= is standard. 
('nj. If υ does not occur in M we can choose σ = ω —» ω. Otherwise let ρ be the intersection of 
all predicates of statements with subject V which occur in a given deduction of Γ h Af [V/v] : τ. 
If ρ φ ω we can choose σ = ρ, otherwise σ = ω —* ω. 
fmj(=>). If χ does not occur in Af we can choose σ = ω —· αι. Otherwise let ρ be the 
intersection of all predicates of statements with subject W which occur in a given deduction of 
Г Ь Af[W7x] : т. By 3.3.12M there is p' 6 (р) such that Г h W : ρ'. If ρ' ψ ω we can choose 
σ = ρ', otherwise σ = ω —+ ω. The proof of ·<= is standard. Ü 
Notice that in 3.3.13(4:j the "=>" cannot be replaced by "ft". An easy proof of this uses the 
characterization of divergent terms by types which will be given in 3.5.6(H). SO we will prove it 
in Corollary 3.5.7 (ty 
As an immediate consequence of 3.3.12 ('tij and 3.3.13futjthe following rule (V E) is admissible 
Va' 6 θ((τ) Γ, χ : σ' l· Μ : ρ Γ I- W : σ We TVal 
( V
 ' r\-M[W/x]:p 
Therefore, the restriction over the basis can be relaxed, allowing Γ(υ) to be any type different 
from ω. This would have the advantage of having a unique rule for abstraction, i.e. the standard 
one, avoiding (—» I
v
) which is a rule schema. Of course rule (vE) should be added in this case. 
The reason why we choose the present less elegant version is that it greatly simplifies proofs 
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3.3.3. The Logic Congruence Relation 
We introduce now the logical equivalence ~ £ ; thereafter we shall use the properties stated in 
Theorem 3.3.10 to establish the basic (in)-equalities holding under this notion of equivalence. 
The invariance of types with respect to tx and to the reduction relation studied in section 3.2 
will follow. 
3.3.14. DEFINITION. Let M, N e Л+ц, then 
(i) MÇ£JV O VI> . ΓΙ-Μ:σ=»ΓΙ-ΛΓ:σ; 
(ii) ~c = Oc η 3e. 
As a first step in the study of the relation ~ £ we fix some basic properties of it with respect 
to the various kinds of ^ -contraction present in our calculus. Theee can be easily proved using 
3.3.13. 
3.3.15. LEMMA. 
(i) (Xx.M)N ~ £ M[N/x]; 
(ii) M[V/v] Qc (Xv.M)V if Ve Val; 
(iii) {Xv.M)W ~c M[W/v] if We TVal. 
PROOF. The most interesting case is the inclusion from left to right of (Hi) when τ φ ω. 
Γ l· (Xv.M)W : τ 
=> 3σ. Τ\-Χν.Μ :σ->τ & ΓΗ W-.σ by З.ЗЛО( і) 
=> 3σ. Va' e Θ(σ). Γ,ν: σ'г Μ : т b Г h W : σ by З.ЗЛО(і ) 
=>· ЗУ e CType. Γ, υ : σ' \- M : τ 4: Γ h W : σ' by 3.3.12/uj віпсе W 6 TVal 
=> Γ h M[W/v] : τ by 3.3.13C»¿«X<=). G 
Notice that the opposite of Lemma 3.3Ab(ii)dots not hold. This will be proved in Corollary 
З.ЪЛ(іі), since it follows immediately from point (i) of the same Corollary. 
The following three lemmas are easy consequences of 3.3.10. The second and third lemmas 
state that non-deterministic choice and parallel composition are the meet and the join respec­
tively. Moreover they illustrate the behaviors of these operators with respect to application and 
abstraction. 
3.3.16. LEMMA. The relation ~c is a congruence over Л+ц. 
3.3.17. LEMMA. 
(i) M + N Qc M, N; 
(ii) LQC M,N =>LQC M + N; 
(Hi) (M + N)L ~c ML + NL; 
(iv) L(M + N) Ç £ LU + LN; 
(v) (Xv.M)(N + L) ~ c (Xv.M)N + (Xv.M)L; 
(vi) λχ.(Μ + JV) Qc Χχ.Μ + Χχ.Ν. 
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PROOF. All inclusions are immediate. The converse of (vi) does not hold. Indeed, let σ Ξ (ρ —» 
ρ) V (τ —» ω2 —» ω) where ρ = ω3 —» ω and τ = (ω —· α») —• ω3 —» ω. Then we have h I : ρ —» ρ 
and h Δ : г —щ1 —• ω, which imply l· I + Δ : σ, but Ι/ λχ.(ζ + ι ζ ) : σ. In fact, by Theorem 
З.ЗЛО(ііі) and fftij, if we could derive Az.(z + xx) : σ, then we would also have ζ : μ h χ : и 
and ζ : μ h xx : f for some μ, ι/ such that μ —» ν < σ. This implies either μ—>ν<ρ—»ροτ 
^—* <т-*ш>—»шЬу Deñnition 3.3.4 and Proposition 3.3.6. But it is easy to verify, using 
Theorem З.ЗЛО(і) and (vi), that χ : ρ \f xx : ρ and χ : τ \f ζ : ω1 —» ω. О 
3.3.18. LEMMA. 
(i) M, N \ZC M\\N; 
(xi) M, N Ç £ I => M||JV Ç £ I ; 
fi«; (М||ЛГ)І ~ £ MI||JVL; 
M ІМЦІЛГ Çc L(M||JV); 
(ν) Χχ.(Μ\\Ν) ~ £ Χχ.Μ\\λχ.Ν; 
(vi) (M + N)\\L~C M\\L + N\\L. 
The inequalities З.З.П(і )and 3.3.18('it)Jare proper, and this can be proved using the struc­
tural properties of deductions (Theorem 3.3.10). But an easier proof will be done in Corollary 
3.5.7(iii) and (iv) using 3.5.6(H). 
The following Theorem provides a first evidence of the matching between operational and 
logic semantics. 
3.3.19. THEOREM (Type invariance). 
(i) Г г- M : σ L· Μ κ Ν => Γ h Ν : σ; 
(ϋ) Τ\- Μ :σ k Μ—>'Ν => Γ h Ν : σ. 
PROOF, (i) is an easy consequence of Lemmas 3.3.15, 3.3.16, 3.3.17 and 3.3.18. 
(ii) If M—>'N then for some Ь e bar(M) it is the case that N € b. By 3.2.9 (ii) M > Σ{Μ' \ 
M' e 6}. Being t> Çtxi, by part (i) of the present theorem and З.ЗЛО( іі) we have Г Ь M' : σ 
for all M' G Ь, from which the thesis follows. D 
The subject expansion property fails for —•. For example h I : ω —» ω but, as we shall be 
able to derive from Corollary Э.Ъ.б(іі), \f I + Ω : ω —» ш. 
The main result of the present section is that convergence implies typability by ω —» ω. 
We will see in section 3.5 that also the converse is true. Therefore this type will completely 
characterize terms whose meaning is to be eventually a function, even if not a unique one. 
3.3.20. THEOREM. Let M be a doted term. 
P R O O F
· .Щ => r- M : ω - . ω. 
МЦ. => Э
 и
...,
 п
€\/а\. M >ЕГ=і » Ьу3.2.10( 
=> r-¿"=lV, :ω — ω by 3.3.12(ι) and rule (+1) 
=> h M : ω - · ω by 3.3.19(ι). D 
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3.4. Models and Completeness 
If we want to devise a domain equation for our concurrent Α-calculus, it ів natural to start from 
the equations in the literature for similar languages. 
Abramsky in [4] interprets the lazy Л-calculus by means of a Scott domain D solving the 
equation 
D = [D -» D]± 
where [D —» D] is the врасе of continuous functions and (-)j. is the lifting operator. 
Boudol in [22] gives the semantics of the Іаву, call-by-name and call-by-value A-calculus 
enriched with a parallel operator using the same equation, but in a different category. It is easy 
to see from the asynchronous reduction rules of Boudol's parallel operator (shown at page 48) 
that in a "may" perspective || can be interpreted using the lower powerdomain. Boudol recalls 
that each prime algebraic lattice D is isomorphic to the lower powerdomain of the pósete of the 
compact coprirne elements of D. Therefore it suffices to find a solution of Abramsky's equation 
in this category to have a domain suitable for Boudol'в language. Notice that Boudol interprets 
Af|jJV as the join of the interpretations of M and N. 
The reduction rules of the present parallel operator differ from those given in [22]. Really, 
our || is synchronous. But we are in a different perspective: we consider "must" convergence 
instead of "may" convergence. Therefore our parallel operator behaves exactly like Boudol's one 
from the viewpoint of convergence. In fact both operators converge whenever one of the two 
arguments does. This is clear when we think to the correspondence between asynchronicity in a 
"may" perspective and synchronicity in a "must" perspective. So we could have used АЬгатвку'в 
domain equation again, if we would not have to interpret also the non-deterministic choice. 
The reduction rules of + in a "must" perspective clearly suggests the upper powerdomain 
for its interpretation. The whole discussion leads us to the following domain equation 
where "P' is the upper powerdomain functor, in the category of prime algebraic lattices. 
It is well known that each prime algebraic lattice can be described by an information system 
([61]) and also by means of intersection types ([25]). Really we have developed in previous 
sections a system of intersection and union types; we will use this system now to build a model, 
which actually is the initial solution of our domain equation. 
Because of rules (ω), (<) and (Λ I), the eet of types assigned in С to any term is a filter over 
Type: let Τ be the set of all filters. We have that Τ is a distributive lattice under subset ordering 
(distributivity comes as a consequence of the distributivity of Type itself), with intersection as 
meet and 
FÙF' = Î {σ Λ τ Ι σ <E F, τ e F'} 
as join (î stands as usual for upper closure). The bottom and the top of this lattice are respec-
tively Τ ω and Type, where in general Τ σ is the principal filter generated by σ. The compact 
elements are the principal filters. Moreover this lattice is prime algebraic, since each filter is the 
join of the compact coprirne filters it dominates. Notice that a filter F £ Τ is compact coprirne 
if and only if it is a principal filter generated by a meet irreducible type 1. We refer to [7] for 
1A type σ i> meet irreducible or prime if and only if 
τ Λ ρ < σ = > τ < σ ο Γ ρ < σ 
for дпу τ, p. 
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the whole proof that Τ is the initial solution of our domain equation. 
Among filters assigned as meanings of terms, Theorem 3.3.12 i^tJ indicates that prime filters 
are the interpretations of terms that are total values. We recall that a filter F e Τ is prime if 
and only if for all σ and r 
aVreF=>aeF oi T&F. 
We write Tp to denote the set of prime filters. 
In any distributive lattice Ό the set Pi(D) of prime elementi is defined as follows 
d € Pi(D) О Vx, у 6 D. * Π y Ç d => χ Ç d or у С d. 
Τ χ Π ΡΓ(Γ>) for χ 6 D. Let us define, for any filter F the set 
Pr(F) = {P 6 Tp | F Ç Ρ] 
which is called the prime decomposition οϊ F. It is straightforward to вес that Pt(T) = Tp and 
consequently that the previous definition of Pr(F) is consistent with the notation Pr(x). 
From Priestley's Theorem we know that the structure of a distributive lattice is recoverable 
from its prime filters (or dually from its prime ideals). The following fact is at the basis of this 
result (see e.g. [29] Theorem 10.3) 
(DPI) Let D be a distributive lattice, F a filter and I an ideal in D, such that Fnl - 8. Then 
there exists a prime filter Ρ and a prime ideal J (actually J is the complement of Ρ in D) 
such that F Ç P, I Ç J ьпа Ρ П J = <ò. 
The principle (DPI) implies that each filter is completely determined by its prime decompo-
sition. 
3.4.1. LEMMA. 4F e T. F = fi/>isPr(F) p-
PROOF. The left to right inclusion is immediate. To see the inverse inclusion let us suppose 
to a contradiction that there exists some a € flpgPrfF) p s u c n 'hat о $_ F. This implies that 
Ι σ Π F = β, where {σ is the principal ideal generated by σ\ it follows by (DPI) that for some 
Ρ Efp we have F Ç Ρ and [σ П Ρ = 0. G 
The last Lemma is an instance of a more general fact: let С be a lattice, then X С D i s 
order generating if and only if for all χ € D, χ = Π(Τ χ П X) (see [39], Ch.l, Definition 3.8). If 
D is continuous (i.e. complete and each element is the sup of its way below elements) then it is 
distributive if and only if Pt(D) is order generating (see [39], Ch.l, Theorem 3.14). But Τ is a 
distributive lattice which is prime algebraic, so it is a fortiori continuous. Therefore Tp is order 
generating. 
To interprete functional application we turn Τ into an applicative structure as follows 
F • F' = {τ \ 3σ € F', σ - τ É F} U {Ϊω}. 
Observe that the definition of application is slightly different from that one given in [18]. Indeed 
we have to add explicitly the principal filter of ω since in our setting ω φ ω —• ω; otherwise 
Î ω • f ω would be the empty set, which is not a filter. 
We write Pr(x) 
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3.4.2. LEMMA. The operation of application over Τ i» monotonie in both iU arguments; moreover 
(FnF')GD(F-G)n (F' • G) and {FÙF') · G Ç (F · G)Ù(F' • G) 
for all F, F', G 6 T. 
The proof is straightforward. Just note that these inclusions are actually equalities, since 
the opposite inclusions follow from the monotonicity of the application. 
The properties of Τ which have been seen so far suggest the following definition 
3.4.3. DEFINITION. A pre-model of Л+ц ie a structure V = (D, Ε,-,Π,υ) where (D,C) is a 
distributive continuous lattice and • is a monotonie binary operation on D euch that, for all 
d,d',eeD 
(a) (dnd')-e3(<*-e)n(<i'-e); 
(b) (dUd')-eÇ(d-e)U(d'-e) . 
Total values are associated by system С to prime filters different from |αι. A call-by-value 
variable is a total value, hence a correct notion of environment for Τ is a mapping η : VnUVv —» Τ 
such that ч( ) Ç Tp — {Τω}. In general, given a pre-model V, if V = Pr(.D) — {J.}, we define 
Envp as the set of mappinge η : Vn U Vv —» D such that rj(Vv) Ç V. 
Now, for any environment η 6 Env? and for any basis Γ, we define 
Γ Ν ί Ο VXeVnUVv.r(X)€»j(x). 
We are now in place of defining the map [ · ] ' : Л+ц —» Envr —» Τ as follows 
[Μ]ζ = {σ Ι 3Γ. Γ \= η Ь Γ Ι- M : σ}. 
This definition is consistent with the logical inclusion, which is equivalent to subset inclusion of 
interpretations. 
3.4.4. PROPOSITION. For ail M, N e Л+ц 
M Çc N О Vi,. [Μ]ζ С [Ν\ζ . 
PROOF. (=>) Immediate. (·*=) Let us define, for any basis Γ, tyr(x) = ΪΓ(χ) for all variable χ; 
then ifr £ Envy since Γ(ν) is coprirne for all call-by-value variable v, hence | Г( ) is a prime 
filter. Now Γ [= 7j
r
 so that Γ г- M : σ implies σ 6 [Μ]ζ
Γ
· By hypothesis σ € [Ν]ζ
Γ
, hence 
Γ' h Ν : σ for some Γ' such that Γ' |= τ ·^. We conclude that Γ I- N : a since Γ' \=- Τ,Γ implies 
Γ < Γ'. α 
3.4.5. COROLLARY. For all M,N 6 А+ц and η e Env? 
[Μ + Ν]ζ = ΙΜ]ζηΐΝ]ζ and [Μ\\Ν]ζ = [Μ]ζυ[Ν]ζ . 
PROOF. Immediate from 3.4.4 and from Lemmas Ъ.З.П(і), (ii) and 3.3.18^, (ii). О 
Elaborating on the definition of λ-model, and also on the notion of λ-lattice proposed in [31], 
we fix the following. 
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3.4.6. DEFINITION. The structure (X>, [·]") is a model if V — (D, Ç, ·, Π, U) is a pre-model and 
[•]v : Л+|| —» EnvD -* D satisfies the following conditions 
β) Ы? = ч(х): 
(a) [Mff]? = [ " ] ? · № 
(iv) [Α, .Μ]?·«*={ π , , ρ ^ , ΐ Μ ] ^ . , ÍtÍerwte; 
Г»; (Ух e FV(Af). ч(х) = v'(x)) => [Μ]ξ = [Μ]ξ„ 
(vi) [λχ.Μ]? = [λχ'.Μ [x'/x]]? if χ' (ί FV(M) and either χ, χ' e Vn or χ, χ' e Vv; 
(„»; (Vá 6 D. [ A í l ^ o = [*]£_„]) ^ [Az.M]? = [λ..*!?; 
(viii) (Ve 6 Ρ. [ Λ ί ] ^ . , = [*]*[.„.,) => [λυ-Μ]? = Ιλν.Ν]?; 
(iz) [M + H]» = [M]? Π № 
CZÌ; iv e т аі => [w]f e ν 
where V = Pr(D) - {_L}. 
With respect to the classical definition of (syntactical) λ-models, the novelties are in clauses 
(iv) and (viii)-(x). Clause (zi) reflects the intended meaning of total values, which essentially are 
not sums. Clause (vüi) takes into account that by definition т)( ) Ç V. The last two clauses are 
suggested by Corollary 3.4.5. Clause (iv) is more demanding: indeed from Corollary 3.3.11 and 
Proposition 3.4.4 we can argue that a call-by-value abstraction defines a co-additive function, 
but this does not suffice to show that it is completely co-additive (i.e. preserving arbitrary 
meets). This is however true in the filter model, and finely fits into the fact that prime elements 
are order generating in continuous distributive lattices. To show this, or equivalently that the 
pre-model Τ can be turned into a model using [•]', we need a couple of Lemmas. 
3.4.7. LEMMA. For all Af, N 6 Λ+|| and τ; É Envp 
\ΜΝ]1=[Μ)ζ [Ν]*. 
]* [At le ta € [MNV PROOF. ТО prove [ΜΝ]ζ С [Μ ζ • [Ν]*, let σ Ε [ΜΝ]ζ and σ φ ω; then for some basis Γ 
we have Γ |= TJ and Γ Η MN : σ. By Theorem Z.Z.lO(vi), there exists some τ such that 
Tl· Μ :τ^σ hTl· Ν :T. 
It follows that r - n r e [Μ]ζ and τ 6 l ^ ] ^ , so that the thesis follows. 
To see that [Μ]ζ · [Ν]ζ Ç [ΜΝ]ζ we reason as in [18], namely if for some τ 6 [Ν\ζ it is 
the case that τ —• σ e [Af ]ζ, then there are two bases, Γο, Γι, such that Ti (= η for i = 0,1, and 
Го г- N : τ к Г
х
 l· M : τ — σ. 
Now taking Tj such that Tj(x) = Γο(χ) Λ Γχ(χ) for all χ, it is easy to see that 
Γιϊ=η ЬГ3\- N :т ЬГ3\- Μ :τ~> σ, 
from which we get Г
а
 h MN : σ, that is σ e [ΜΝ]ζ. О 
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3.4.8. LEMMA. Let E = {σ,}
ι
€
|γ бе a chain euch that for atli, σ, < σ,+ц and let F 6 Τ, then 
VP e Pr(F). P n E j í í ^ F n í y i í . 
PROOF. Let I be the downward closure of S; then 
Po, Pi & I =*· 3<x„ σ, e E. po < σ< & pi < σ, 
=> 3<τ„σ, € E. poVpi < σ , ν σ , = f f
m
„ { l i J ) € Σ 
=> />ο ν ρ! e / 
so that J is an ideal. If F П E = β, then F Л ƒ = β, being F an upward closed set. By (DPI) 
there exists Ρ £ Pr(F) such that Ρ Π / = { and consequently Ρ Π Σ = 0, so that the thesis 
follows by contraposition. О 
3.4.9. THEOREM. The ítructure ((^,C,-,n,Ü>,[·]^) is a model. 
PROOF. Because of Proposition 3.4.4 and Lemmas 3.3.15, 3.3.17, 3.3.18 and 3.4.7 the only 
relevant remaining point is to show that Τ satisfies clause (iv) of Definition 3.4.6. Recall that 
the bottom in 7 is \ω\ then this amounts to show that 
[Λυ.Μ], -F- I
 n p e p r ( F ) [ M ] ^ „ p ] otherwise. 
Now if F =]ω then 
σ € [λν.Μ]ζ· Τα» Ο ω -» σ € [Χν.Μ]ζ 
О 3Γ |= η. Γ h λι/.Μ : ω -» σ 
=> σ = ω by Lemma 3.3.lOfv/. 
If F ^Τω, let us suppose that σ φω (otherwise the thesis is trivial), then 
σ 6 [Χυ.Μ]ζ -F О 3 r 6 F . r - . a e [λυ.Λί]^ 
О Зт € F, ЗГ |= IJ. Г h Au.Af : τ — σ 
Ο 3 r € F, ЗГ μ Т). Vr* 6 (г). Т, :т'\-М :σ 
by 3.3.10ftu), since афш^тфшЪу 3.3.10fvJ. 
Now F = ripePr(F) P implies that, for all Ρ G Pr(F), r g f and hence τ' e Ρ for some г' e ©(г) 
by definition of prime filter (notice that r' depends on P). This implies Γ, ν : τ' \= η[υ ι-» Ρ] for 
some τ' e ©(τ), so that σ 6 I^jS.«™1 it follows that 
[Xv.Mtf-FÇ Π [ М ] ^
м Р ] . 
•PgPr(F) 
To see the opposite inclusion let G = [λυ.Μ]^; we first show that, if Ρ 6 Tp and Ρ φ]ω, then 
G · Ρ = [Λί14[„_,ρ]. Indeed, let ω e Vv - FK(M) and η g £ηυ^ be such that η(υι) - Ρ; then 
by Lemmas 3.4.7 and З.З.ІЪ(ііі), we have 
GP = [Χν.Μ\ζ · [ < = [(An.Jfcf ) < = lit[w/v]\* = ΐΜ]ζ[ν„ρ]. 
From F φ] ω it follows |ω 0 Pr(F), so that the equality above implies 
fl G-Ρ = Π М&-Ч-
PePr(F) PêPr(F) 
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Suppose that σ € QpePr(F) *-* ' P· ^ e t u s define 
Π = {χ 6 Type | ЭР 6 Pr(F). χ € Ρ L· χ -» σ EG}. 
This set is non-empty by hypothesis and it is countable being a subset of the ¿enumerable set 
Type. Let us suppose that an enumeration of Π has been fixed; then we put 
η 
Σ = {т„}
п
£|у| where τ„ = \J χ,. 
t=0 
By construction Σ is a chain such that VP € Pr(F). Ρ П Σ φ 0, so that by Lemma 3.4.8, there 
exiete an m such that r
m
 6 F. Since G is the interpretation of a call-by-value abstraction, a 
simple induction using 3.3.11 shows that τ„ —» σ 6 G for all π: we conclude that σ e G • F. О 
So far terms have been interpreted as collections of their properties, namely of their types. 
We now provide an interpretation of types as eubsets of the domains of models. The domains 
have an order whose meaning is "to be better behaved" and more defined. We do not want that 
more defined objects have less properties than their minors, hence the subsets interpreting types 
have to be upward closed; more precisely they will be filters of the domain itself. 
3.4.10. DEFINITION. Let V = (D, Ç, ·, Π, U) be a pre-model, and define for X, Y Ç D 
X=*Y = {d€D\d¿±tt4eC:X.deeY}, 
XÙY =î {dnd' \dex,d'eY}, 
where we overload Ü. Then a iype structure over Ρ is a sublattice Τ of the lattice of filters over 
V, such that D e Τ and Τ is closed under =>,D, and Ü. 
The map [ · ] τ : Type —» Τ is inductively defined as follows 
N M T = D; 
(ti) [σ-.τΓ = [σΓ=>[τ]'·
ΐ 
(ή)[σΛτ]Τ = ΙσΓη[τ]Τ; 
(г )[а т = [аГй[гГ. 
Finally, given a model (Ό, [•]I>) we define 
(v) Г Ир M : σ Ο (Vr, e EnvD. Г И η => [М\% £ [<т]т); 
(vi) Г t= M : σ О VX). Г t=p M : σ. 
In the definition of X =» Y we put the condition d φ X. since we are modeling a lazy calculus: 
this means that the bottom cannot be interpreted as a function. Consequently we exclude ± 
from Χ г» У, whose intended meaning is the set of representatives of functions which, when 
restricted to X, have ranges included in Y. Observe that X => Y is a. filter in D if both X and 
Y are. 
We end this section by stating and proving a completeness theorem. 
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3.4.11. THEOREM (Completeness). 
ThM-.σ ο ν^=Μ:σ. 
PROOF. (=>) By induction on derivations in С 
(<=) First define X„ = {F e Τ \ σ e F} as usual, so that it is easily checked that Τ = 
{Aff}»€Typ« is a type structure over T. More precisely Xu = T, Xa-.T = X„ => XT, Хелт = 
Jf„ Π ί
τ
 and JfBVT = ΧσΰΧτ· Thie implies, by a simple induction on types, that [ σ ] τ = Χσ. 
Suppose Τ \= M : σ, hence in particular Γ (=ƒ M : σ, since by Theorem 3.4.9, J7 is a model. 
Put »7r(x) =T r (x) · N o w r N ir implies [M]£. € Χ,, that is σ e ІАГ]£. It follows that, for 
some Г' such that Г' }= ητ we have Γ' r- Af : <r. We conclude that Γ h M : σ since Γ' =^ tj
r 
implies Γ < Γ'. • 
3.5. Full Abstraction 
In this section we will prove that the filter model exactly mirrors the operational semantics, i.e. 
that it is fully abstract. This means that 
• the filter model is adequate, that is it does not equate operationally distinct programs 
M Ç £ Ν => M Ç° N ; 
• the filter model reflects the operational distinctions 
Μ ςΡ Ν => м цс Ν. 
The key property on which the proof of full abstraction relies is that any compact element 
of T, which is of the shape ] σ, is Л-definable, since for all types σ there exists a characteristic 
(closed) term R„ such that 
\- R„ : τ *> σ < т 
thatis [RcV = ]σ. 
Such terms are constructed inductively together with test terms. To each type σ we associate 
a test term J„ such that for all dosed terms M : 
Т
а
МЦ -» r- M : σ. 
The definition of characteristic and test terms finely reflects the duality between || and +, as 
well as their correspondence with Λ and V, respectively. 
A further step in the full abstraction proof consists in giving a "realizability interpretation" 
of types as sets of closed terms. This is sound since each type is inhabited by some closed term 
(at least its characteristic term). 
The main result we obtain is the converse of 3.3.20, namely 
(+) r- M : ω -» ω => Μψ 
for all closed terms M. 
The full abstraction theorem then follows. Indeed adequacy is a consequence of (*) and 
of the fact that ~ £ is a congruence. For the converse it suffices to observe that test terms 
discriminate internally, that is with respect to the convergence predicate, terms having different 
interpretations in the filter model. 
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3.5.1. Characteristic Terms 
We define two families of terms {Я
а
}а£Тург and {Т„}„
е
т
 р е
 starting from Ω . We can replace 
safely Ω by any «insolvable of degree 0. 
3.5.1. DEFINITION. The characterittic terms R„ and the test terms T„ are defined by simulta­
neous induction on σ: 
R
u
 = Ω; Ί
ω
 = Ari; 
R„_T = Αχ.Τ,ι RT; T , _ T = λυ.Ττ(υ R„); 
R ^ T Ξ R„|| RT; Т.лт Ξ Ax.(T„ χ + T T x); 
R
aVr = R„ + RT. T f f V T = λυ.(Τβ υ || TT v) where σ V τ φ ω. 
Notice the different use of call-by-value variables in the definition of T„_T and Ύ„νΎ· Τ„_ τ 
must check that its argument has type σ —» r which, by (*) above, implies that it has to be 
convergent. On the other hand the argument of T
aVr may reduce to a sum Ρ + Q having type 
σ V τ because Ρ has type σ and Q has type r but neither σ nor r can be deduced for Ρ + Q. 
Therefore it is essential that it is evaluated before the application in parallel of T„ and TT. 
The types which can be deduced for R„ and T„ are meaningful for their operational behavior. 
In fact: 
• R„ has exactly the types greater than or equal to σ; 
• T„ has type τ —» ρ —» ρ only if τ < σ. 
This means that R„ is "the worst" term of type σ and that T„M reduces to a value if and only 
if we can deduce the type σ for M (and this value behaves like the identity combinator). 
3.5.2. LEMMA. 
(i) h R, : τ ο σ < τ; 
(ii) \- Tff : r —» y —» 6 <* r < σ к y < 6. 
PROOF. We prove (i) and (ii) simultaneously by induction on σ. We consider only the inter­
esting cases. 
σ = μ-
(i) RM_» Ξ λχ.(Τμχ) R* and assume h RM—„ : т. Then we proceed by a subordinate 
induction on the structure of r, the base case being r = a —» β since RM_V is an 
abstraction (see 3.3.10fttJ). Now by З.З.Ю/ш^ and (vi) we have χ : a h Τμ : y —• 
¿ —· /3, ζ : et Ь χ : 7, and ζ : α г- R» : ί, for some 7 and 6. By induction and З.ЗЛО(і) 
this implies 7 < μ, 6 < β, a < y and ι/ < é, that is α < μ and ν < β. We conclude 
that μ —· ι/ < α —• 0. 
When r Ξ Q V/3 the thesis follows from the subordinate induction hypothesis. In fact 
3.3.12fit^ implies that r Rh—V : α or h RM_„ : β, being RM_„ a total value. 
The case τ = or Λ β follows immediately from the subordinate induction hypothesis. 
(ii) Ttt_„ = A«.T„("Ri») a n c l suppose that r T u _ v : τ —• 7 —» Í. Then we have 
г*б (т). v:r'rT4vR?):y->6 by 3.3.10(iuj 
=> Vr' 6 θ(τ) 3α. υ : r1 t- T„ : о - . y -» ί 4: ν : τ'h νΗμ : a 
by З.ЗЛО( і) 
=> т' e Θ(τ) 3 ο . ο < ι / ί £ 7 < ί ί ί τ ' < μ - . ο 
by induction and 3.3.10(i), (vi) 
=> Vr' € β(τ). τ ' < μ - » ι / & 7 < ί 
=> r < μ —» и S¿ y < 6. 
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σ = μ V ν 
(ϋ) Τ
Μ
νκ = λυ.(Τμυ||Τκυ) and suppose that Ι- Τμν» : τ —» 7 —» 5. Then we have: 
Vr' G θ(τ). ν : τ'Ι- (Τμυ||Τ„υ) : γ — 6 by 3.3.10(™; 
=> т' 6 (г) 3pi,pj. υ : τ' h Τμ« : ρ\ L· ν : τ' h Τ„ : pa & 
Pi Λ pa < 7 -» ί by З.ЗЛО( ііі). 
We assume Pi φ ω and fa φ ω. Pi Λ pj < 7 —» Í implies by 3.3.7(i) that there are 
¿ι, ¿a such that 
6t Λ íj = Í it pi < 7 —» ¿i it pj < 7 —• i j . 
ν : τ' r- Τμυ : ρ» 
=>· 3α. υ:τ* h« : α & ΗΤμ : a - » p ! by З . З . Ю ^ 
=*• Ι-Τ,,ίτ'-^ρ! ЬуЗ.З.Ю^апгігиІе^) 
=» r- Τμ : τ' —» 7 —» ¿ι by above and rule (<) 
=> τ' < μ it 7 < ίι by induction. 
Analogously from υ : τ* f- T„« : pa we deduce τ' < ι> and 7 < ¿a- So we can conclude 
г < μ V ν and 7 < ¿ι Λ ij. 
The case in which one of pi (» = 1,2) is equal to ω is similar and simpler. In fact 
if pa = ω we have pi < 7 —• 6. This allows us to prove τ' < μ and 7 < Í from 
υ : τ' Ι- Τμυ : pi. So we can conclude once more τ < μ V ι/ and 7 < ί. 
D 
3.5.2. Readabil ity 
Aim of this subsection is to prove that 
h- M : w — ω =*· МЦ. 
for all closed terms M. As an immediate consequence we have that only types equivalent to w 
can be derived for divergent terms. 
The proof of this fact requires a double induction, on types and deductions. Following a 
standard methodology, we split this induction by introducing a "readability interpretation" of 
types as sets of dosed terms. 
3.5.3. DBriNITlON. We define the mapping [·] : Type -* 7>(Л° J by induction: 
(i) (α) [ω] = Λ°+|| ; 
(b) [σ - τ] = {Μ € Л°ц Ι ΜЦ. it VJV € [σ] => MN 6 [τ]}; 
(c) [σ Λ τ] = {M 6 Λ° ц Ι M 6 [σ] and Ai e [г]}; 
f<¿; [σντ] = {Μ ел°ц | M e M o r M É M o r 3 t f e [<r],ie [г], м ex jv +1}. 
(ttj If Af is open, let FV(M) = {хі,...,х
т
,Щ,---,
 п
}, and Γ(ζ,) = μ, (1 < t < m), Γ(υ,) = 
"j (1 < І < η), then 
Г|= г Αί:σθΜ[ΛΓ 1 /ι ι , . . . ,ΛΓ,„/χ„,Ι 1 /υ ι , . . . ,Ι η /υ η ]€[σ] 
for all JV, e [μ,] and I, € [1/,] (1 < i < m and 1 < j < n). 
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The correctness of this definition is due to the fact that all types are inhabited by some closed 
term; in fact 3.5.5 will imply that f=' R„ : σ for all types σ. 
The following Lemma states some key properties of our realizability interpretation. 
3.5.4. LEMMA. Let M,N,W 6 Л°ц, then: 
(i) M 6 [σ] L· M txj Ν => N e И ; 
(а) м e И => M\\N e И ; 
CÜÍ; м e И & Ν e И «• м + Ν e M, 
(iv) W € [σ V τ] & W € TVal =»· W 6 M or VT € [r], 
fty M 6 [σ] Ä£ σ < г => Af 6 [τ]; 
M M € [σ] к σ φ ω => Щ. 
PROOF. We prove points (i)-(Hi) of this lemma by induction on σ. The case σ = ω is always 
trivial. The cases σ = τ/\ρ and σ Ξ r V ρ with M 6 (τ] U [ρ] (.У 6 [τ] U [ρ]) immediately follow 
from the induction hypothesis. Therefore the proofs of these cases are omitted, (i) 
Case σ = τ —» p. We have that Αί ψ implies ΛΓψ by 3.2.12fttJ; moreover 
Aie И 
=> VI 6 [rj. M I 6 [ρ] by definition 
=> VI € [τ]. tf I € Ц by induction since A/I « JVI by 3.2.8f¿; 
=> N 6 [σ] by definition. 
Case σ = r V ρ and M cxi Ρ + Q , for some Ρ 6 [г] and Q 6 [p]. Therefore N tm Ρ + Q and 
we are done. 
Case σ = τ —> p. We have that A/4 implies Λ/||ΛΓψ; moreover 
M e И 
=> VI € [τ]. M I € [ρ] by definition 
=> VI e Μι ^  £ л ° ц· AÍ£||Wi 6 [ρ] by induction 
=>· VI 6 [г], ЛГ 6 Λ°
 (|. (M\\N)L € [ρ] by (ty since (Af||JV)£ > ML\\NL 
by rule ( | |
w
) ' 
=>• VNÇA°+rM\\N € И by definition. 
Case σ = т ρ and Af txi Ρ + Q , for some Ρ € [τ] and Q £ [p]. Now Μ ιχ Ρ + Q implies 
M\\N t«j (P + Q)||JV by 3.2.8ft| and (P + Q)||tf I> РЦЛГ + <?||JV by rule (+||) ' for all 
N 6 Л°ц. By induction P\\N 6 [τ] and Q||JV 6 |p], so we conclude that M\\N e [σ] for 
aUN eA°+r 
(Hi) (=>). 
Case σ = τ —* p. 
M.JV € И 
=> V i e [τ]. Ail, W i e [ρ] by definition 
=* VI e M- ML + NL £ W ЬУ induction 
=*· vi e Μ· ( м + ^ ) £ e W by Weince (M + ^ ) 1 > АІІ + лгі 
by rule (+α
Ρ
ρ)' 
=> Af + Ν € [σ| by definition. 
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Case ¡г = т ρ and M txi M 0 + Μι , Ν ιχ JV0 + JVi, for some Aio, No € [r] and Mi, Ni 6 [ρ]. 
From the induction hypothesis Mo + No 6 [r] and Af! + Ni € [ρ]; therefore 
M + Ν » (Mo + No) + (M, + Ni) e [τ V ρ]. 
Case σ Ξ τ —» ρ. 
Μ + Ν€[σ\ 
=>· V L e [ r ] . ( M + JV)Ie[p] by definition 
=> V I e [ r ] . M L + tf¿e[p] by ft/since (M + JV)I > ML + ATI 
by rule (+«pp)' 
=> VX e [r]. M£, NL € [ρ] by induction 
^ M, N e [σ] by definition. 
Case <x = г V ρ and M + tf txi Ρ + <?, for some Ρ 6 M and Q 6 [p]. If M txj Ρ and 
N tx¡ Q (or vice-versa) the thesis follows from ft/. Otherwise, by Lemma 3.2.8 ft ¿J there 
exist M0, Mi, N0, Ni such that M tx> M0 + Mi , N t* JV0 + JVj and Ρ tx M0 + W0 , 
Q ixi Mi + Ni. By induction Mo, .Vo € [τ] and Mi, Ni € [ρ]. So we conclude that 
M e [r V pi and N e [r V pj by definition. 
ftv/ It suffices to observe that W € TVal implies that W « M + N is impossible for any M, JV. 
ft/ By induction on the definition of <. In the case σ V σ < σ use (iii){=^). 
We consider the case (σ V τ) Λ ρ < [σ Λ ρ) V (τ Λ ρ) when Μ t« Ρ + Q, Ρ € [σ], Q e [τ] and 
Μ 6 [ρ]. Now Μ e [ρ] implies Ρ 6 [ρ] and Q £ [ρ] by ft/ and (iii)\-çz). Therefore we have 
Ρ £ [σ Λ ρ] and Q € [r Λ ρ], so we can conclude M e [(σ f\ p)V (τ /\ ρ)]. 
ftt/ By induction on σ, taking into account that σ = τ V ρ and σ φ ω imply τ φ ω and ρ φ ω. 
Ο 
As expected, readability coincides with derivability in h and this implies in turn that we 
can assure convergence for all closed terms typable by ω —» ω. 
3.5.5. THEOREM (Readability Theorem). 
νΓ,σ,Μ. [ Г | = г М : а О Г h M : σ]. 
PROOF. Let PV(M) = {xi, . . .,x
m
,vi,. . .,v
n
} and Γ = {ΐι:μι ι
π
: μ π , Vi'.Vi,.. .,ν
η
:ι/
η
}. 
Let us choose Νχ,. ..,N
m
 and Li,...,L
n
 as in Definition 3.5.3 fttj and put 
IT Ξ ^[ЛГі/ц JV
m
/s
m
, і,/щ,..., I „ K ] . 
It suffices to show that M* 6 [σ] iff Γ h M : σ. 
(• )^ The proof is by induction on deductions. We consider only the interesting cases. 
- Case (—» I„). Then Μ = Αν.Ρ for some Ρ, σ = τ —» ρ and Γ,ν : τ' h Ρ : ρ has been 
derived for all τ' e Θ(τ). Let I e [тТ for some τ' e Θ(τ). Now L 6 [r'J implies 
L Ц. by 3.5.4(1«; since τ' ,έ ω. Therefore, by Corollary 3.2.10, there are V
u
...,Vk e Val 
such that L > £ Î= i V, and (λιι.Ρ)Ι > Σ,*
=
ι(λυ.Ρ)ν,. Notice that by 3.5.4ft) and ftiij 
Vi < к. V, € [r']. 
From the induction hypothesis for all i < η P[V\/v]' G [ρ]; there is no loss of generality in 
supposing that и does not occur in Ni,..., N
m
, Lit..., Ln so that (P[V^/v])* = P'[Vt/v]. 
We have (\v.P)'Vt = (Xv.P')V%. Now (\v.P')Vx >Р'[ ,/ ] if V¿ e TVal and {Xv.P')V, > 
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E,h=i(p*[K/«]||(A«.P·)^'), where Щ „ 1) = {V/
 л
'}, otherwise. In both cases it 
follows (Xv.P)'Vt e [ρ] by 3.5.4f»J, (ii), (Hi). 
Vi < Jb. M'V, 6 [ρ] => £ *
= 1
 м
' > £ M ЬУ 3.5.4fu»; 
=> Μ Ι e И by 3.5.4C»; 
since Αί*Ι >Σ,*
= 1 Μ·ν; 
by construction. 
So we conclude M* G [σ] by the arbitrariness of the computable term L. 
Case (|| I). Then M = P\\Q for some P, Q, σ = r Λ ρ and , say, Γ h Ρ : τ and Γ f- Q : ρ 
have been derived. From the induction hypothesis P' 6 [τ] and Q' e [p], so that by 
Lemma 3.5.4(HJ, P'||<?· 6 [r] and P'\\Q' 6 [ρ], which imply by definition (P||Q)' 6 [tr]. 
(=>) By induction on σ. The only interesting case is when σ = τ —» p. 
Af* 6 И => VJV e [τ]. M'JV e [ρ] by definition 
=> M'RT = (MRT)* €[p] since RT € [r] by (4=) 
=» Γ h M RT : ρ by induction 
=> Г г - М : т - » р by 3.3.10(v»;and3.5.2fiJ. 
G 
The main result of this subsection is the characterization of convergent terms by the type 
ω —» ω (see also Theorem 3.3.20). 
3.5.6. COROLLARY. 
(i) VM e Л°ц. h M : ω — ω => МЦ. . 
(ii) VM € A°„. Mfr & r- M : σ => σ = ω. 
As already stated, the characterization of typee which can be deduced for divergent terms 
given in Corollary З.Ь.б(іі) allows us to prove that some inclusions in the model are proper. 
3.5.7. COROLLARY. 
(i) 3M € A+||, V e Val, σ such that [Va' G Θ(σ). υ : σ'\- M : τ] к h V : σ but \f M[V/v] : τ; 
(іі) ЗМ € Л+||, V e Val, τ such that h (Av.M)V : τ but \f M[V/v] : r; 
(iii) 31, M, JV 6 A+ii such that L(M + N) Cc LM + LN; 
(iv) 31, Μ, N € A+II íttcfc íAot XM||LJV cc I(M||JV). 
PROOF. 
(i) An example is M = υΙΔΔ||υΔΙΔ, V = Δ| |(Κ+0) and σ = σ\\/σι, where σ\ = ρ —» ω —» ρ, 
σ2 = ω —»ρ—»ρ, ρ = τ —» r and τ Ξ (ω' —» ω) —» ω —» ω. We can easily check that 
Ь I : ρ (1), h Δ : τ (2), h К : σχ (3), and h О : σ2 (4). From (1) and (2) we obtain 
ν : σχ г- νΙΔΔ : r (5) and υ : σ2 h υΔΙΔ : г (6), which imply respectively υ : σχ h M : г 
and υ : σ2 h M : т. Using (3) and (4) we derive г- К + О : σι V σ2, which implies 
h V : σχ V σ2. But type r cannot be deduced for M[V/v]. In fact, it is easy to verify that 
M[V/v] diverges, since it reduces to Ω||Ω||ΩΙΔ||Ω. Therefore by г.Ъ.б(н) M[V/v] has only 
types equivalent to ω. 
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(ii) Immediate from (i). 
(Hi) An example is L = Λ ζ . ( ζ Ι Δ Δ | | ζ Δ Ι Δ ) , Μ Ξ К and Ν = Ο. Analogously to (5) and (6) 
(in the proof of (i)) we have χ : <τι Ι- ζ Ι Δ Δ : τ (7) and ζ : o-j l· ζ Δ Ι Δ : τ (8), which imply 
1- L : σ
λ
 -• τ (9) and h I : σ 3 -» г (10). Then from (3), (4), (9), and (10) we conclude 
r- LU + LN : τ, but this type cannot be deduced for L(M + N). Really, L(K + O) reduces 
to Ω||Ω, which being divergent has only types equivalent to w. 
(iv) We choose L = λ ζ . ( ζ Ι Δ Δ + ζ Δ Ι Δ ) , M = К and Ν = Ο. Using (7) and (8) (from the 
proof of (Hi)) we have h L : σχ Λ σι —» г. (3) and (4) (from the proof of (i)) imply 
h K | | 0 : α! Λσι. Then I- L(M\\N) : r, but this type cannot be deduced for LM\\LN. The 
reason is again that this term diverges, since it reduces to Ω||Ω. • 
Notice that 3.5.7ft/ says that we cannot relax the condition on the premises of rule (V Б) 
(discussed at page 66), allowing W to be a partial value. This does not mean that our calculus 
distinguishes internally between partial and total values. In fact we do not have a type (and 
therefore a test term by the following Full Abstraction Theorem) that characterizes all total 
values, as type ω —» ω characterizes all convergent terms. The best we can do is the statement 
of Theorem 3 .3 .12(ü/ 
As suggested by one of the referees, some further remarks are in order about the theory of 
the model. In fact equivalence classes of terms wrt ~c build a distributive lattice in which + is 
the meet and || is the join. Moreover Ω and all divergent terms are the bottom, since only types 
equivalent to ω can be deduced for them. Finally, the lattice has a top, namely the equivalence 
class of the term (Azy.zz)(Azy.zz) (usually called the "ogre"). We recall that {Xxy.xx)(\xy.xx) 
is convertible to the fixed-point of K, i.e. to YK, using the standard /3-rule. Moreover it is 
unsolvable of infinite order, since it reduces to Azi.. .¿п.(\ху.хх){\ху.хх) for any η > 0 using 
the standard /î-rule. To prove that Type is the interpretation of YK, in the remaining part of 
this section we will show that I- (\xy.xx){\xy.xx) : σ for all types σ. 
Define for every η > 1, the following types 
σι = w _ η 
_ » T
n
 = 0*„ —» (ι/ —» Ы. 
σ
η + ι = τ„ Λ σ η 
3.5.8. LEMMA, (i) For every η > 1, h Хху.хх:т
п
. 
(ii) For every η > 1, h \xy.xx:a
n
. 
PROOF, (i) We distinguish two cases. 
Cote η = 1. 
h Xy.xx-.ω —»ω . . 
h Xxy.xx-.ω —» ω —• ω 
Case η > 1. 
ζ : ( Τ „ Η ζ . Γ
η
_ 1 Λ σ η _ 1 ζ:σ„ h ζ : τ η . ι Λσ η _ι 
χ:σ
η
\-χ:τ
η
-ι
 (
~' χ:σ
η
 h χ:σ
η
.ι \~' 
¡Ι πΤΪ ( - Ε ) 
ζ:σ„ г ζ ζ : ω —» ω . . 
χ:σ
η
\- \у.хх:шп - _ 
Ь Хху.хх:а
п
 —» ω" —» ω 
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(ti) T h e case η = 1 is trivial. If η > 1, then a
n
 = Д^Г, T¿, SO tha t the thesis follows immediately 
from (i). • 
3.5.9. T H E O R E M , (i) For every η > 1, h (Хху.хх){Хху.хх):шп —* ω. 
(ii) For all types σ, h (Xxy.xx)(Xxy.xx):c. 
P R O O F , (i) Just consider the derivations, for η > 1 
(by Lemma 3.5.8ft7) (by Lemma 3 . 5 . 8 ^ ) 
I- Xxy.xx-.Tn h Xxy.xx:c
n
 , 
h (Xxy.xx)(Xxy.xx):uin —* w 
since τ
η
 = σ
η
 — m " —• w. 
M Immediate from (i) and 3.3.2. О 
3.5.3. Full Abs t ract ion T h e o r e m 
To establish the main result of this chapter we use the discriminability power of test terms. 
3.5.10. T H E O R E M . Let M be a closed term. Then T
a
M\\- ο \- Μ :σ. 
PROOF. If T „ M 4 then, by 3.3.20, r- 1„M : ω -» ω. By 3.3.10fwJ it follows that T„ : ρ -» 
ω —» ω for some ρ such that h M : p. By 3.5.2f»'t,) it has to be true that ρ < σ, so that \- Μ : σ 
using rule ( < ) . vice-versa h Af : σ implies h T„Af : ω —» ω by 3.5.2^ïiJ, so we conclude TaMty 
by 3.5.6( . D 
3.5.11. THEOREM (Full Abstraction). 
M Цс No M Ç° Ν. 
P R O O F . (=>) (Adequacy) Since C £ is a precongruence, M Ç.c N implies that, for any context 
C[ ] dosing both M and N, if t- C[M] : ω -* ω then г- C[N] : ω - . ω. It follows that 
C[M\$ => h C[M] : ω — ω by 3.3.20 => I- C[N] :ω-*ω=> C[JV]4 by 3.5.6(t"). 
(<^) (Completeness) M g c N => ΞΓ,σ. Γ h M : σ & Γ \f Ν : σ. Let FV(MN) = {ХІ | 1 < 
* < n }t Γ = {x> : r i Ι 1 < * < η } a n d τ = τι —»···—» τ
η
 —» σ, then h λ χ ι . . .χ
η
.Μ : τ and 
¥ >Xi · · -Xn-W : τ by 3.3.10(ш,І, ( ιυ/ Therefore, choosing C[] = T T ( A X l . . . χ η . [ ]), we have by 
3.5.10 that С[М]Ц. and C[N]it, which imply M g ° JV. G 
A natural question, posed by one of the referees, is whether ~ £ on the sub-calculus without 
+ coincides with Boudol's equivalence [22]. The answer is negative, since our calculus is more 
discriminating also for pure Л-terms. For example, Boudol equates Xx.xx and its ^-expansion 
Xx.x{Xy.xy): this is proved in [87]. Instead, in our calculus with + , Xx.xx is strictly better than 
Xx.x{Xy.xy). This is shown by the fact that r- Xx.xx : σΛ (σ —» τ) —• r , while Хх.х(Ху.ху) does 
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not have this type, where σ = (μ-»ω—• μ) V (ω —• μ —»μ), τ = ω —»μ and μ Ξ ω —• ω. This 
can be checked by verifying that the test term corresponding to σ Λ (σ —· г) —» τ converges 
when applied to Xx.xx and diverges when applied to Xx.x(Xy.xy). Another way of showing this 
is to consider the application of these terms to Ρ + Q, where Ρ = λυ.υ(υθ) and Q = Хух.хП. 
In fact we have that (Xx.xx)[P + Q) converges, while (Az.z(Ay.xy))(P + Q) diverges. In figure 
3.3 we show the whole reduction tree of (\x.xx)(P + Q) and an infinite reduction path out of 
(Xx.x(Xy.xy))(P + Q). 
(Xx.xx){P + Q) (Xx.x(Xy.xy))(P + Q) 
i I 
(P + Q)(P + Q) {P + Q){*y.(P + Q)y) 
S \ I 
P(P + Q) Q(P + Q) P(*y.{P + Q)y) 
S \ l i 
PP PQ λ ι . χ Ω (Ay.(P + Q)3/)((Ay.(P + Q)y)0) 
i 1 1 
P(PO) Q(QO) (P + Q)((Xy.(P + Q)y)0) 
1 1 i 
P ( 0 ( 0 0 ) ) λχ.χΩ P((Ay.(P + Q)y)0) 
PI P{{P + Q)0) 
i i 
I(IO) P(QO) 
ΙΟ Ρ(λι.χΩ) 
1 1 
Ο (Αχ.χΩ)((λχ.χΩ)0) 
i 
(Αχ.χΩ)ΟΩ 1 
ΟΩΩ 
1 
Ω 
1 
(Ь) 
Figure 3.3: (a) The reduction tree of ( λ ι . χ ι ) ( Ρ + Q). (b) An infinite reduction path out of 
{Xx.x(Xy.xy))(P+Q). 
Really, we strongly conjecture that the restriction of ~ £ to the pure λ-calculus coincides with 
the equality of Lévy-Longo trees associated with λ-terms. This equivalence relation between λ-
terms, which we denote by ~ T , was defined in [66]. 
From one side, Sangiorgi in [87] proves that using a set of well-formed operators and com­
paring terms through bisimulation, one always obtains an equivalence relation (we call ~op) 
which includes ~ T . Indeed, we have that M czT N implies M ~ o v N for all λ-terms M, N. 
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Now our concurrent Α-calculus respects the conditions on well-formed operators of [87]. More­
over we compare terms through contexts, which equate in our case more than bisimulation. For 
example, we equate I + Ω and Ω, which are not bisimilar. Then we conclude that Μ ~T N 
implies M ~c N for all λ-terms Μ, N. , 
From the other side, given two different Lévy-Longo trees, we believe that there is always a 
type which can be deduced only for one of the corresponding terms. Note that we cannot use 
Sangiorgi result that the non-deterministic choice is sufficient to obtain the discriminating power 
of Lévy-Longo trees, since we compare te rms by means of contexts instead of using bisimulation. 
The coincidence of С and Τ would be a n o t h e r argument showing the robustness of the theory 
induced by ~ T . In fact the same theory is also induced by: 
• the encoding of Α-calculus into π-calculus [87]; 
• Plotkin-Scott-Engeler models [77]; 
• contexts with multiplicities [23]. 
Lastly we want to discuss the negative results of [90]. In that paper, Sieber considers a call-by-
value version of PCF enriched with a non-deterministic choice operator (he calls this language 
PCF
nv
). He proves that for this language t h e full abstraction of the Smyth powerdomain 
semantics fails in an irreparable way. Indeed, there is no extension of PCF
nv
 by computable 
operators, for which this semantics is fully abstract . 
Notice that PCF
nv
 is a typed language, while our concurrent Α-calculus is type free and we 
use types only to describe ita semantics. Indeed it is not surprising that an untyped calculus has 
a stronger power in discriminating internally between terms than a typed one. In particular, 
Böhm's theorem [17] (10.4) does not hold for the simply typed A-calculus. 
The same phenomenon happens here, since one can easily discriminate the terms which are 
at the basis of Sieber's proof. Omit t ing types, these terms are 
Mi = A/, if /(Ar.O) t h e n /(λχ.Ω) else Ω fi 
M3 = A/, if f{\x. 0) a n d f{\x. Ω) then 0 else Ω fi. 
where 0 is interpreted as "true" and all other integers as "false". We can encode this example in 
the pure Α-calculus with the ^-reduction rule using Church's numerals. Recall that О represents 
Church'e zero and that I is ^-convertible to Church's one. If we denote by ( )' this translation, 
it is easy to check that a correct choice is the following 
( i f - t h e n В e lse С fi)f = А * 0 ( К В * ) С ' (A andB) f = Л'ОВ' , 
since for Church's numerals it holds ( n 4- 1 ) 0 • O. Therefore we have 
M¡ = Α/ ./ (λ ί : .0 )0(Κ(/(λ ι .Ω)))Ω 
M¡ = λ / . / ( λ χ . Ο ) 0 ( / ( λ χ . Ω ) ) 0 ( Κ Ο ) Ω . 
Now the pure Α-calculus semi-separates easily these terms. It suffices to choose F = λχι... Xe-Xe, 
since M[F -^ -» О and Aí¿ F —^-» Ω. It is clear t h a t PCF
nv
 does not allow to define a well-typed 
operator which behaves like F. Really, F applied to any term returns A i ! . . .15.15, which does 
not have the type of integers. 
Chapter 4 
A Convex Powerdomain over 
Lattices 
4.1. Introduction 
Set theoretically a multifunction (or many-valued function) is a function with values in some 
powerset. If one takes domains and continuous functions as abstract counterparts of data types 
and computable functions, the problem of a theory of multifunctions reduces to the problem of 
a theory of powerdomains. Different constructions are possible, essentially because of different 
treatments of the undefined object. In the theory of powerdomains (see [82, 92, 50] and [43] 
for an elementary presentation) three main constructions have been devised (to know about 
other constructions, see e.g. [41, 42, 44]): the lower, upper and convex powerdomains. The 
first two could be grouped together as they are, though different, domains of total sets. Roughly 
speaking, the lower powerdomain identifies those sets which have the same defined objects, while 
the upper powerdomains identifies with the totally undefined set any set having the undefined 
object among its elements. The convex powerdomain, on the other hand, allows "partial" sets, 
which may contain the undefined object without either ignoring it or collapsing to the undefined 
set. 
It could be asked, however, what are the right powerdomains to model parallelism and non-
determinism respectively. There is a general agreement to consider the parallel composition of 
two functions as the beet behaved among them with respect to the partial ordering of their 
ranges. In case of functions this leads to the interpretation of the parallel operator as a join: in 
case of multifunctions the lower powerdomain is the right choice. Indeed any upper semilattice 
which has all directed joins is a complete lattice. On the other hand, any prime algebraic 
lattice is isomorphic to the lower powerdomain of its compact coprirne elements; in this case 
the continuous union operation of the powerdomain coincides with the join. This reinforces the 
intuition that lower powerdomains and lattices are natural models for such "parallel functions" 
(see e.g. [22] for an application to parallel extensions of both the lazy, call-by-name and call-by-
value lambda calculus). This is the choice done in previous chapters. 
Things are less clear when modeling non-determinism. In this case, if we want to keep it 
distinct from parallelism (see [65] for some reasons to do this), we are left either with a theory 
of total sets based on the upper powerdomain (as in chapters 2 and 3), or with some theory 
of partial sets. Unfortunately the category ALG of algebraic lattices is not closed under the 
convex powerdomain, which is a serious drawback if we wish to model a calculus in which both 
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non-determinism and parallelism are present (like in [78, 34]), by partial sets. 
To solve this problem we introduce a new powerdomain functor V such that the category of 
algebraic lattices is closed under V. Let D be an algebraic lattice; following a general pattern, 
we consider the set M(D) of finite non-empty sets of compacts in D, and define a preorder over 
this set by 
u -< ν О [Ve e υ 3d €ii. dÇ.e] к | J u Ç | J i i , (4.1) 
The quotient of M(D) under •< is a вир-semilattice. It follows that, if we take V(D) as its 
ideal completion, then we obtain a complete lattice, which is of course algebraic. Continuous 
singleton {]-[} and union til operations are defined in the standard way, and the action of Ρ over a 
continuous map ƒ : D —» E of algebraic latticee is then given by the unique continuous extension 
of the map 
/ , ( f ld 1 [}ö . . -öf ld n }) = .0/(d1)[}ö.-. | i){l/(<in)[ rö{/( |j i i i)[}. (4.2) 
It follows that V is a functor and that V(D) is actually a free construction, and indeed it is 
initial in the category of the 'P-algebras. The latter is the subcategory of ALG whose objects are 
endowed with a continuous binary operation * which is idempotent, commutative and associative, 
and which satisfies the law 
(<¿! * da) Ud3 = (di U d3) * (da U d3). 
Essentially * is the algebraic counter-part of the union operator. 
Morphisms of P-algebras are continuous maps satisfying the law 
f{d1*d2) = f(d1)*f(di)*f(d1Ud1). 
V(D) is a powerdomain of partial sets, and it is similar to the convex powerdomain. More 
precisely the closure operator associated to V has as fixed points exactly those subsets of D 
which are convex (X is convex ifXBxQyQzÇX implies y 6 X ) and closed under arbitrary 
join. 
Let us concentrate on the set of compact elements K(V(D)) of a lattice V(D). There are 
three kinds of objects: the bottom element, that is -L-p(o) = -fJJ-i?[}; total objects of the shape 
•fjdi,..., d„[} (an abbreviation for {¿ ι } и · · · И {«¿η[})ι where d\ φ X. for all i; finally objects of 
the shape -fldi,..., dn, _L[}, the partial objects. Two choices for the set of values seem to propose 
themselves. Either a value is any object which is different from -L-p(r>)i call this set Vfc; or the 
set of values coincides with the set of total objects, call this set V' (strictly speaking, these 
definitions concern just compact values, but they uniquely extend to the whole V(D)). 
To compare these two possibilities, let us consider the spaces of call-by-value functions that 
they determine. First of all these have to be strict functions, but in presence of partial objects 
one has to be careful. 
Let g : V(D) —» E be any continuous function; then its strict version is g± — \s ε 
V(D). if j φ _L then g(s) else ±. This has the counter-intuitive effect, however, of mapping 
a partial object -{]<ί, Χβ·, say, to a possibly total object ¡/({¡d, _L|}) 2 {1-L[}· A way out seems to 
consider, at least when E is a ^-algebra, strict morphisms of P-algebras. To be concrete, let 
E = V(E') and suppose that g' - V(f±), where f;D — E'\ then g'^d, ±|}) = {¡f[d), J_[}. 
We now relativize the above definition to a set V Ç V(D) of values. If ƒ : D —• E then it 
determines the call-by-value function fv : V(D) -» V(E), relative to V: 
fv = Xi € V(D). if s £ V then P(/±)(») else 1. (4.3) 
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It is easy to see that /k ({]d, _L[}) = flƒ(d), ±&, while ƒ' (fld, l } ) = 1 (where ƒ* = / v ' and ƒ' = 
/ v ' ) . Moreover, if both dt and da are different from 1 , then /k ({Jdb da[}) = fl/(di). /(da), f{diU 
d])[}. In general this says that, for any J , l€ 'P(-D), 
/ k ( jωt) e vk о /к(») e vk or f*{t) e v1 o /k(s u t ) e vk 
which implies that, at least with respect this notion of value, the union and the join collapse in 
V(D). On the other hand 
f*(3 bit) € V' *> ƒ'(*) e V' and / '( i) 6 V' 
ƒ' (i U t) e V' O f ' (β) 6 V' or ƒ·
ν
(ί) € V' 
Note that, if e.g. s = {¡ii,lfy and t = -{]da,-L[} then tUt= {¡dbda.djUdj, J.}. Since we want to 
preserve the distinction between multifunctions arising from non-determinism and those which 
model parallel computations, our choice has to be V = V'. 
We further investigate how our powerdomain can be endowed with an applicative structure, 
suitable to model some kind of type free Α-calculus. In case of the classical, type free A-calculus, 
terms denote objects which are at the same time functions and elements in the domain (and 
the range) of these functions. In our case they are also sets of functions. Moreover the Λ-
calculus we think of includes both call-by-name and call-by-value abstractions. Therefore, as 
all functions are basic values (that is the non-bottom elements of the domain D of which we 
shall take the powerdomain V(D)), the space of functions has to be lifted, во that even the 
everywhere undefined function will be different from the bottom (and hence from the singleton 
of the bottom). To make this precise, we consider the following system of domain equations: 
D = Ρ(Ν
λ
) 
N = [D — D]. (4.4) 
If we want to underline that the objects we are dealing with are "sets", then we have to solve 
the equation 
D = P([D^DU). (4.5) 
Otherwise, if the first class objects are functions, we get 
N = [V(NX)-+V(N±)]. (4.6) 
Both solutions exist, since V turns out to be locally continuous, so that they can be obtained as 
direct limits. 
Considering the equation (4.5), application is naturally defined (restricting again to the 
compacts) as follows: 
Г / i (d)t ì - . . t ì / m (d) if {Л fm}Ç[D^D] 
АЛ /тМ=< 
l. /i(d)W-..W/
m
_i(d)WX if {/ι f
m
-i} Ç [D - D] and fm = ±. 
(4.7) 
On the other hand, if we consider (4.6), we have a particular case of the construction in [74]. 
Indeed it turns out that the functor Τ = V ο (_)χ is a strong monad, and that the solution N is 
a call-by-name T-reflexive object. 
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Working inside the category of algebraic lattices, with Scott-continuous maps as morphisms, 
has also the technical advantage that the domain can be described using the simpler theory of 
Extended Abstract Type Structures (вес [24]) instead of the theory of Domain Prelocales (see 
[5]). EATS are isomorphic to the join-semilattice of compact elements of ω-algebraic lattices 
(there is no loss of generality as the initial solution of the equation (4.5) is the colimit of an u-
chain starting with the trivial one element domain, and therefore its compacts are denumerable). 
A minimal EATS is generated from a countable set of type constants, closing under a binary 
operator Л. Over types it is defined a preorder < such that, taking the quotient, σ Λ τ is the 
meet of a and т. Given an EATS, the whole domain is recovered from filters of types, ordered 
by subset inclusion. 
EATS'e are instances of Information Systems (see [89]), and represent several domain con­
structors. As usual, intersection represents join: no compatibility restriction is required since 
we work with lattices (for more details see [27]). The constructors involved in equation (4.5) 
are lifting, exponentiation and the powerdomain functor V. The lifting is easily represented by 
adding a constant ω for the top, so that the filter Î ω will be the newly added bottom of the 
domain of filters. The space of continuous functions is represented by arrow types σ —» τ, which 
are intrinsic to EATS'e. By the way we recall that the arrow type constructor is contravariant 
in its first argument and covenant in the second, and moreover that the following equality hold: 
σ -» (τ Λ ρ) = {σ -» г) Λ (σ -+ ρ). 
It follows that the principal filters of arrow types represent step functions. The only exception 
to the contravariance-covariance of the arrow is the inequality 
σ —» ω < ω —» ω. 
This has the consequence that the set of arrow types has a maximum, namely w —• ω, so that, 
the function space has a minimum: Ax. ±. It is then clear why we have to rule out the inequation 
ω < w —» ω (which is on the contrary included in the preorder of Chapter 2), since this would 
collapse the bottom of the space [D —» D] with the bottom of [D —» £>]±. 
We are left with the functor V. Therefore we need a type connective which is the EATS 
counter-part of the union. To this aim we introduce a binary operator Θ, and the axioms 
involving © derive directly from the characterization of the algebras of the powerdomain functor 
(that is, ultimately, from the definition of •< ). © is idempotent, commutative and associative 
and it satisfies the law: 
(σ © r ) Λ ρ = (σ Λ ρ) φ (г Λ ρ). 
This, together with the covariance of© in both its arguments, implies that the following equation 
holds: 
σ © τ = σ © τ © (σ Λ τ), 
which represents the property that "sets" in our powerdomain are closed under joins of their 
elements. We just remark that no special constructor is needed for the singleton operation, since 
all "singletons" will be represented exactly by those types that cannot be non-trivially equated 
to any type whose leftmost operator is ©. 
We can now face the problem of the representation of the initial solution of equation (4.5). 
Indeed, applying to the case of EATS the technique to solve domain equations using Information 
Systems (see [61]), we know that it suffices, for each domain D
n
 in the direct limit lim_ D
n
 (that 
gives the solution of (4.5)), to put into a single bag the types that represent its compacts, and 
then to take the space of filters. Now Do is the one element domain, hence no basic type constant 
but the constant и is needed, so that the representation of the domain D = V([D —> D]i) will 
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simply be the set Τ of all filters of types generated from ω closing under Λ, —» and ©, which axe 
(pre)-ordered as described above. 
Usually one begins with a syntax, that is a language and a notion of evaluation, and looks 
for a model and an interprétation equating equivalent terms. In our exposition we go in the 
opposite direction. First an abstract structure of objects has been devised, and then we look for 
a syntax which is expressive with respect to that structure. The criterion of expressibility, as we 
shall see in the next sections, is adequacy and completeness (full abstraction). 
To fix ideas, we start with the syntax of type free λ-calculus. We have to define both call-by­
name and call-by-value abstractions, and we choose to introduce two sorts of variables, namely 
i, y,... and v, w,... so that Xx.M and Xv.M are call-by-name and call-by-value abstractions, 
respectively. 
Then we enrich this syntax (see e.g. [78, 34]) by adding operators for set construction 
(implicitly representing the non-deterministic internal choice) and parallel evaluation: " + " and 
"||n respectively. The intended interpretation of these operators are the powerdomain union and 
the join of the lattice. 
Coming to the reduction relation, usually written —•, we consider rules (β), (μ) and (ι/) from 
the classical Λ-calculus (see [17]), but not rule ({). This is due to the fact that a A-abstraction 
always denotes a function (to be identified with the singleton of that function), then a total 
object, that is an element of V; so that it doesn't make sense to evaluate further its body (see 
[81])· 
To cope with commutativity, associativity and idempotency of + and || we introduce a 
congruence relation « such that e.g. M + N ss N -f M, and then put 
M « M', M' —>N', Ν' szN => M —• Ν. (4.8) 
Beside that, the reduction rules for + and || will be the same: first if M —> M', then both 
M + N —• M' + N and M\\N —> M'||W. Second, since anything can be applied to anything 
else, we have to add rules for reducing an application where the leftmost term is either a sum 
or a parallel composition. These are 
(M + N)L — . {ML) + (NL) and {M\\N)L — (ML)\\(NL). 
To understand theae rules we may think, for the leftmost one, at the semantic definition of 
application (4.7). The rightmost one is explained by the fact that the ordering of the function 
space ів the pointwise ordering, so that the join of two functions ƒ and g is the map Ax. /(г) U 
g(x). We account for the distributivity of the join over the union in the domain D by adding 
the rule 
(ЛЧЛГ)ЦІ—.(Ы||І) + ( В Д . (4.9) 
Although also union distributes over join, we do not have the rule 
{M\\N) + L — {M + L)||(JV + I), (4.10) 
essentially because, as it will appear clear, the calculus requires to bubble sums, and not to nest 
them. 
The point of having the same operational semantics for both + and || is that, as it is the case 
for the denotational semantics, we expect that they are discriminated by call-by-value functions. 
It is then crucial to give the definition of the set V of syntactical values and the corresponding 
rule of call-by-value /3-contraction. 
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Starting with the definition of V, we have the following grammar for the set V of syntactical 
values: 
V ::= ν | Xx.M | Xv.M | V + V | V\\M | M\\V. (4.11) 
Notice that a sum of values was not a value in chapter 3. 
Indeed a call-by-value variable is meant to range over V, hence it is a syntactical value. Abstrac­
tions, both call-by-name and call-by-value, are objects in [D —» D], and therefore, as elements 
of D, singletons of non-bottom elements. If V\ and Vj are values, hence sets of non bottom 
elements, their union is such, therefore V\ + Vj is a value. Finally it is not difficult to show 
that V is an upper closed set, hence V\\M and M\\V are values for any M. Any other term, 
that is something of the shape MN or of the shape M + N and M\\N but not generated by the 
grammar (4.11), is not immediately recognizable as a value (even if it possibly will evaluate to 
a value). 
We come to the definition of the call-by-value contraction. This rule takes usually the form 
(Au.Af)V —• M[V/v] if V 6 V. (4.12) 
In view of (4.3), however, this rule is sound just in case V is a syntactical value that denotes a 
singleton. Indeed, if V has the shape Vj + · · · + V
n
 (where each V, is a singleton value), then 
(4.3) and (4.2) show that the effect of reducing (Xv.M)V should be the following. First compute 
the "distribution" of the function denoted by Xv.M over the elements of the "set" V, including 
their join: 
(A„.M)(VX + .. . + V„) — · (λυ.Μ)^ + • · · + (Xv.M)Vn + (Х .М)( г\\ • --\\Vn) (4.13) 
and then apply (4.12). 
To put this to use, it is essential to discriminate among values in general and singleton values. 
Tentatively one just drops V + V from (4.11). Unfortunately this is not enough. Consider the 
term (M + N)\\V, where V represents a singleton. By (4.9) this evaluates to (M\\V) + {N\\V), 
which doesn't denote a singleton in general. Here the trouble ів that we cannot admit a semantics 
in which, if V -^ -> V', it is not the case that {Xv.M)V and (Xv.M)V' are equivalent (for the 
moment: denote the same object). 
Even worse, we could have to consider the term L\\V, where L is not a sum itself, but just 
reduces to a sum: something which cannot be effectively foretold. This says that we cannot hope 
in any simple syntactical definition (like a grammar) which discriminates between syntactical 
values denoting singletons and terms which do not have such a denotation. 
To approximate the solution we observe that this ів вітііаг to the general problem of recog­
nizing whether a term denotes a value or not in the classical call-by-value Л-calculus (see [81]). 
In that case to evaluate (Xv.M)N one reduces N until (eventually) a value is obtained, and then 
the contraction takes place. Here we do the same until a value is reached from N (if any), but 
then we have to distinguish among several cases. If V is a closed term in the subset W of V 
generated by the grammar 
W ::= ν | Xx.M | Xv.M | W\\W (4.14) 
then rule (4.12) can be safely applied, since V surely denotes a singleton value. We observe that 
in such a case V is irreducible. If V is in the subset U of V generated by the grammar 
U ::=W\U\\M\M\\U (4.15) 
but V g W, then V is not a normal form, even if it is always equivalent (up to distributivity of 
|| over +) to a term of the ehape ГЦЛЛ For a similar notion of value which is not irreducible 
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see [22, 34]. In this case we cannot simply substitute V for υ in M as in (4.12), since V could 
evaluate to a sum. Indeed, if V e U \ W, then V a W\\N for some W € W and N $ U. It 
is clear that W is not guaranteed to be the "best" among W and N, since N could evaluate 
to something which is better behaved than W, at least in some contexts. Therefore we replace 
υ by W and we put the result in parallel with (Xv.M)V', where V' is obtained from V by one 
step of reduction. 
(ATI.M)V—• M[W/v]\\(Xv.M)V' ìfVssW\\Nb W € W к N $V L· V —» V". (4.16) 
Finally, if V € V \ U (in such a case it is a proper sum), then rule (4.13) applies. 
The content of this chapter is essentially [8]. 
4.2. The Powerdomain Construction 
In order to meet the requirements illustrated in the introduction, we construct a new powerdo-
main functor, based on a preorder which coincides with Egli-Milner preorder on those (finite) 
Bets which contain a maximum. 
Next we study the solution of a domain equation which yields an applicative structure in 
which objects are "sets" of functions from objects to objects. 
We recall some standard definitions and notions. A complete lattice is a poeet (D, Ç), in 
which every subset X С D has a sup (U-^0 ant^i therefore, an inf (ПХ). An element с e D is 
compact if and only if с Ç \_\X implies с Ç \_\Y for some finite Y Ç X, where X is an arbitrary 
subset of D. As usual K(D) denotes the set of compact elements of D. For X Ç D, we write 
1 X = {d 6 D | 3d' e X. d Ç d'} and K{d) = K(D)n I {d}. A lattice is о^ебгаіс if it 
is complete, and for every d £ D K(d) is directed and d — \_\K(d). D is ω-algebraic if it is 
algebraic and such that the set K(D) is denumerable. 
Let M(D) be the set of all finite non-empty subsets of К(D). We introduce three preorders 
on M(D): Smyth's preorder (C s ), Egli-Milner preorder [CBM) and the new preorder ( X ). 
4.2.1. DEFINITION. Let u, ν e M(D): 
(ι) и C.s υ if and only if for all e € ν there is d Ç u such that d С e; 
(и) u ÇEM ν if and only if u Π.5 ν and for ail d 6 u there is e g υ such that dQe; 
fm^ u ^ «if and only if [Ju С |_|u and u Qs v; 
(iv) ~ 5 , ~EM and ~ are the equivalence over M(D) induced by C.s, ç.EM and 4 respectively. 
As an immediate consequence of the above definition we have the following properties of 4 . 
4.2.2. LEMMA. For allu,v 6 M(D): 
(ι) u ~ u U { U u } ; 
('iij u ^ υ <* uU{ |Ju} C E M tiU{|_|ti}. 
(M(£>), •< ) ів a sup semilattice. Indeed the join is given by 
UU» = {|J(u' U υ') I и' Ç fne u ic ν' СЫ ν}, 
where Ç a e is short for "is a finite non-empty subset of". The correctness of this definition 
relies on the closure of K(D) under finite join. By the way notice that и U υ is equivalent to 
{a U b | a £ u & ò e υ}. 
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A feature of this preorder is that set theoretic union distributes over Û and vice-versa, up 
to ~ , that is 
(uUv)Uui ~ (u(Jui)U(vUui) and (uUi) LI w ~ (uLlui) U (υ U ui). 
Recall that an ideai is a non-empty left-closed set, closed under upper-bounds of finite subsets. 
The ideal completion Idl(P, Ç) of the poset (P, Ç) is the set of all ideals ordered by subset 
inclusion. We now define our powerdomain constructor. 
4.2.3. DEFINITION. Let D be an algebraic lattice: 
(i) V{D) = ldl{M{D), X ); 
(ii) -0_r> : X? — V(D) is defined by: M = {« € M{D) | 3c e K{d) . ν •< {с}}; 
(Ui) tel : V(D) χ V(D) -> V(D) is defined by: a lift = | {uU υ \ u € a, vet]. 
It is easy to check that •{]-[}· and И are well defined. To shorten notation {di,..-,dn|} will 
abbreviate {]di|} Ö . . . Ö {)<*„[}. 
V(D) is naturally ordered by subset inclusion, and moreover it is a complete lattice 
\/ X = { u 6 M(D) \3n,Ui,...,une\JX. и 4 u iu ·•· Liu,,} for an arbitrary X CV(D). 
By construction, V(D) is algebraic, with basis K{P(D)) = {[u \ u e M(D)}. Therefore, if D is 
ω-algebraic, then V(D) is euch. 
The distributivity of join with respect to union in M(D) induces that of join over Ы in 'P(D), 
and vice-versa: 
(rV a) tít - (rtìt) V(jlUí) and (гИ a) Vi = (г V t) Ш (s V t). 
The powerdomain P(D) enjoys some set theoretical properties, among which the most inter­
esting is that the set of u-irreducible elements coincides with the set of "singletons". 
4.2.4. DEFINITION. Let D be an algebraic lattice, then: 
(i) the set C(V(D)) of ^-irreducible elements of V(D) is defined by: 
reC(V(D)) О V i . t e W i l u t Ç r ^ i V t Ç r i 
(ii) given a e V(D) define C(s) = {C Ç b e C(V(D)) Ц+|С € K(s)}. 
Notice that for all a and for all С e C(a), С Ç K(D) (otherwise a contradiction immediately 
arises to l+)Ce #(»))• 
4.2.5. LEMMA. Let D be on algebraic lattice, then: 
(i) the iet C(V(D)) is the image of D under the mapping {|-[},' 
(ii) for all s 6 K(V{D)), if's φ J_ then there exists С Ç fae C(V{D)) such that s = \+)C; 
(Hi) for all s e V(D), з = Vili) С \ С € С(з)}. 
Proof. 
(i) For any d e D and s, t € T'(O), we show that if s И г Ç {d[}, then j V t C {]d[}. Notice that 
by Definition 4.2.1 u X {c} iff |Ju С с. Given any w e a V t there are u, ti € M(D) such 
that и 6 a, υ 6 t and u> ^ u LI v. This implies that 
| J u , ç | J ( u u v ) = U(uUv), 
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where the joins are taken in D. By the definition of flcí}, j t ì r C {]d[} implies that there 
exists с e üC(d) euch that uU» X {с}, and also that U(uUv) С с Therefore Цяк С с, so 
we conclude ui € {d[}. This shows that j V i C {¡d}, by the arbitrariness of w. 
Vice-versa suppose that« € "P{D)i if u € *andu = { e i , . . . , e n } then {|ei[}ttl·· -tì{]en[} Ç a. 
If л is ö-irreducible, this implies -fjei|)- v · " V{]en[} = АЦ<„е«[}· Ç *. 
Given an й-irreducible a, let S = |J{u | u € <}, and d = \JS. We show that 5 is directed. 
If c,d 6 S then there are u, ti € s such that с £ ti,с' e ti. Since л is an ideal with respect 
to •< , u LI ν 6 a. Moreover с U c* € u LI ti, and therefore с U c' 6 S. 
Now on one hand we have 
u e » = > u ç s = > | J u € K{d) => u e Щ. 
On the other hand, using the Ы-irreducibility of a, we have 
vi e M => See K(d). w X {c} 
=>· 3c' 6 5. w :< {c'} 
=> 3ti€ a,d € u. ω Ч {с'} 
=> Зибв.сі ί „ ε Α ( β ) . u = { c i , . . . , c
n
} t t « e - D | j i < n c | } 
=> « e β , 
where the second implication follows from the facts that с is compact and S directed. We 
conclude that a = {d}. 
(it) If a G X('P(D))1 then it is in the image of M(D) under the natural embedding of M(D) 
into V(D). Therefore, for some ex, . . . ,e
m
 € K(D), a = -flei,.. . , e m } . Now the statement 
follows from (i). 
(iii) Immediate from (ii) and the algebraicity of V(D). О 
4.2.6. COROLLARY. Let r be α compact and \s)-irreducibie element ofV(D), then r = 5tt)t, where 
a and t are compacta, impliea r = a = t. 
а 
In order to get a domain suitable to our purposes we look for the initial solution, D", of the 
domain equation 
D = V([D-*D]j.). (4.17) 
The existence of the domain D° is assured by general results on fixpoint domain equations, 
provided that we can prove that V is locally continuous. This last result is easily proved. 
Consider in fact any chain f
n
:D—E with ƒ„ Ç fn+l. Let ƒ = |_]„£Ν /η- T h e n ^(f) i s t h e 
unique continuous extension of 
fldl <U} ~ fl/(dl) ƒ(*»),ƒ№ U...Ud„,)l· 
Since 
fl/№).· ·-.ƒ(«*»),/(¿i u...ud„)& = flU,6N/»(¿0 U . A ( U U L t N W № u - u a 
= \JnMH№i),---,fn(d
m
),f
n
(d1U...Udm)b, 
we have that 'P(/) extends 
fldl.·· •.*»!> -» U„eN(ÍA(dO.---./n('Ím)./n(<ÍlU...U<ím)[}, 
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hence V is locally continuous. 
Because of the continuity of V, the direct limit technique to compute the initial solution 
D" of equation (4.17) carries over (being (_)i locally continuous as well). It is the colimit of 
the ω-chain (A>c»),
e
|\|. where Do = { ! } , A»+i = f{[D
n
 —· D
n
]x). The embedding e0 is 
just \x. ±. To construct e
n
+i suppose c„ : D
n
 —» D
n + i be given; then r n + i = V(hx) where 
h = λ ƒ 6 [£>„ —» D
n
] . f
n
o / o T „ and x„ is the projection from Д , + і to Dn determined by e n . 
As in the case of the simpler equation modeling lazy λ-calculus, this is a non-trivial solution 
because of the lifting functor. 
4.2.7. DEFINITION. We call * the isomorphism D" ~ V([D° -» D"]±), but we shall often identify 
elements of both domains without explicitly mentioning it. 
Because of Φ we have a "union" operation over D°, formally defined by 
dtele = *- l (*(d)lD*(e)). 
Compact elements of domains constructed by direct limit are images of compact elements of 
the approximating domains, so that, up to the embedding-projection of each D
n
 into D", we 
have K(D°) = (J„£ W K(Dn). They are inductively characterized by the following lemma. 
4.2.8. LEMMA. 
fi) K(D0) = {±}; 
(ii) K{D
n+l) = {fl/x,..., /m[} | 1 < m, fu..., fm e K([Dn - . JDn]j.)}; 
(Hi) K([D
n+1 - . A, + i ]±) = {Ui<t(e< => d.) | 1 < fc, d,,e, € K(Dn)} U { ! } , 
where (e => d)(x) is the step function: if e < χ ikend else _L. 
Proof. Immediate by the construction of D
n
 • Π 
Note that we drop the usual consistency condition in taking finite joins of step functions. 
This is sound since we work inside lattices. 
We give an explicit definition of the application over D". 
4.2.9. DEFINITION. Define the map · : V([D" -» D°]
x
) χ D" -> D° as the unique continuous 
extension of the map from K(V([D° -» Г>°Ц) χ D') = K(V([D° - . D°]L)) χ K(D') to K{D°) 
defined by 
f h(d)tí---tífm(d) i fVi<m. ƒ , / ! 
{ h(d) И · · • И f
m
-i{d) Ö _L if Vi < m - 1. ƒ, : # 1 and fm = 1 . 
We finally include the definition of an operator Ц which roughly computes the join of the 
elements of a set. 
4.2.10. DEFINITION. Define Ц : D° —» Da as the unique continuous extension of 
U(J-) = i 
ll(H.-".4»lr) = ^ у . - . у ^ о . 
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4.3. The Filter Model 
Logical presentations are euitable took for defining and studying models [5]. We use intersection 
types, which provide simple descriptions of ω-algebraic lattices. Types are formed starting 
with the universal type ω and closing under the arrow, to describe the function space, under 
the intersection, corresponding to the semantic join, as in [22, 33, 34], and under a new type 
constructor Θ, which is intended to model the semantic operation * on compacts. 
In determining the structure of the space of filters, i.e. the structure of the domain of the 
model, the choice of the ordering over types is crucial. We describe the order and its properties 
in subsection 4.3.1. Subsection 4.3.2 gives the isomorphism between the space of filters and the 
initial solution of our powerdomain equation. 
4.3.1. The Set of Types 
The set Type of types is defined by adding the type constructor "sum" φ to the intersection 
types [18, 24] 
σ ::= ω \σ —»τ|ο-Λτ|σ©τ. 
In writing types we assume that Λ and ® take precedence over —». For its relevance and because 
of frequent usage, ω —t ω will be abbreviated by ωχ. 
We look for a partial order over types which corresponde in a natural way to the (quotient 
of the) preorder ·< defined on M(D) in section 4.2. This will be clarified by the properties we 
will show of this order. 
4.3.1. DEFINITION (Preorder on Types). Let σ < τ be the least preorder over Type such that: 
(i) σ < ω; 
(ii) σ —*u < ω —»OF; 
(Hi) σ < σ Λ σ; 
(iv) σ Λ r < σ, σ Λτ <τ; 
(ν) σ < σ7, τ<τ' => σ Λ τ <σ' Λ τ'; 
(vi) σ < σ φ σ < σ; 
(vii) σ © τ < τ © σ; 
(viti) σ φ (τ © τ') < (σ © τ) φ τ'; 
(ix) σ < σ', τ < τ' => σ φ τ < σ' φ τ'; 
(ζ) (σ φ σ') Λ τ < (σ Λ τ) φ (σ' Λ τ ) ; 
(гі) (σ -• τ) Λ (σ -» τ') < σ -» (г Λ τ'); 
(гіі) σ' < σ, τ < τ1 =>· σ —• τ < σ* —» τ'; 
Let σ = r be defined as V < τ and τ < σ". Then the quotient structure {Type¡=, </ = ) is a 
topped inf-semilattice, where the top is [ω] and [σ] Л/_ [г] = [σ Λ τ]. As usual we identify Type 
with Type/
=
 and < with </=. 
We write σ < r if and only if σ < τ and σ φ т. 
4.3.2. PROPOSITION. The axiomatic presentation of 4.3.1 is consistent, and therefore (Type, <) 
is a non-trivial structure. In particular: 
ω ¿ ω —» ω. 
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Proof. Let ƒ : Type —» {±, T} be the following map into the two points lattice, ordered by 
1 Ç T : 
/И = τ 
Л»-г) = ± 
/(σΛτ) = / ( σ θ τ ) = Д<7)пДт). 
Checking through Definition 4.3.1 we see that 
ο < r => /(σ) Ç /(r), 
for all σ and r (actually ƒ is a meet-semilattice morphism). Now 
/(ω) = Τ g 1 = /(ω -» ω) 
implies the statement by contraposition. D 
Notation. Because of its relevance and frequent occurrences in the technical development, we 
abbreviate ω —» ω by ω ι. 
We have the distributivity of Λ with respect to © and the vice-versa. 
4.3.3. LEMMA. For αΙΙσ,σ',τ,τ' e Type: 
(i) (σ θ σ') Λ τ = (<τ Λ τ) φ (σ' Λ τ ) ; 
(ti) (σ Λ σ') φ τ = (σ φ τ) Λ (σ' φ r ) . 
Ргоо/. 
^ Because of 4.3.1^, it suffices to show that (σΛτ)θ (σ' Λ τ) < (σ © σ') Λ τ. This follows 
from (σ Λ τ) φ (<τ' Λ τ) < σ φ σ', by 4.3.1fïvJ and fo/, and from (σ Л г) φ (σ' Λ τ) < τ © τ < τ, 
by 4.3.1 Μ , («J and («;. 
(ti) (σ Λ σ') φ τ < (σ φ τ) Λ (σ' © τ) follows, by І.ЗЛ( ) , from (σ Λ σ') © r < σ φ r and 
(σ Λ σ') φ r < σ' φ r, which in turn hold by 4 . 3 . 1 ^ and (it). 
For the opposite inclusion, using (i) of the present Lemma, we have: 
(σ © r) Λ (σ' φ τ) = (σ Λ {σ' φ τ)) φ (τ Λ (σ' φ τ)) 
= (σ Λ σ') © (σ Λ τ) © (σ' Λ τ) φ (τ Λ τ) 
< ( σ Λ σ ' ) φ τ φ τ φ τ 
= (σ Λ σ') φ τ. D 
Notation. Let I, J, Η, К,... be finite sets of indexes. Since Л and φ are commutative and 
associative, we will freely use the following notations: 
Λ.<η
σ
«. Λ,6/σ·. θ,<„σ ·. .е/*.. 
with obvious meanings. 
A key equation, derivable from the above axioms, is σ © r = σ © r © [σ Л r). This can be 
generalized as follows: 
4.3.4. PROPOSITION. 
(PO) 0*. = 0σ,©Λσ.· 
»<n »<n »<n 
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Proof. By induction on n. 
θ,<„+1 σ> © Λ.<η+1 σ · = . ^ П ^ . Ф ^ П + І СЛ^П^ЛЕГП+І) 
= ( .<п »· © ση+ι Φ Λ.<η <Μ Λ (θ,<η σ · Φ σ„+ι θ σ
η + 1 ) 
by distributivity 
= (Θ,<η*.© σ Μ-ι) Λ (θ ,<„° · .©*η+ι) 
by induction and idempotency of θ 
= Θ,<
η +ι
σ
-
 α 
The following definition of irreducible types is analogously to that of coprirne types (see page 
3.3.1). 
4.3.5. DEFINITION. A type σ is irreducible if and only if 
Vr, ρ 6 Type. σ = τ®ρ^σ = τ = ρ. 
IType is the set of irreducible types different from ω. 
The exclusion of ω from IType is motivated by the fact that ω itself ів irreducible (see 4.3.9 
(i) below), and because irreducible types different from ω play a central role in the semantical 
construction. We first prove that any type is equivalent to a finite sum of irreducible types 
(possibly including ω), and that the restriction of the inequality relation to irreducible types 
characterizes the relation itself over the whole eet Type. 
It is useful to introduce a map θ which drops external φ; we will see that θ returns finite 
sets of irreducible types. 
4.3.6. DEFINITION. Let Θ : Type —» p(Type) be defined as follows: 
(i) (ы) = {*} 
(ii) θ(σ - . г) = {σ - . τ } 
(iti) θ(σ ® τ) = θ(σ) U θ(τ) 
!
{σ> <Ξ 0(<τ) | Μ € θ(τ)} U 
{ τ ' e (г) Ι ω € θ(σ)} U 
{σ' Λ τ'\ σ',τ' £ ω к σ> € θ(σ) к τ' e (г)}. 
4.3.7. EXAMPLE. 
θ ( ( ω - + ω ) Λ ω ) = {ω—»ω}, 
Θ((ω —»ω) φ ω) = {ω—»ω, ω}, 
θ((ω —• ω) Λ ((ω —»ω —» ω) φ ω)) = {(ω —»ω) Λ (ω —»ω —» ω), ω —»ω} 
= Θ(((ω —• ω) Λ (ω —» ω —» ω)) © ((ω —• ω) Λ οι)). 
4.3.8. PROPOSITION. For all σ, τ e Type: 
Μ σ < r if and only if Λ,'
€
θ
(σ) σ' < Λ
τ
·
ε Θ
(τ) ^ and Ver' € Θ(σ) Зт' £ Θ(τ). σ' < г'; 
fm^ σ is irreducible if and only if Va' € Θ(σ). σ = σ'; 
ftvj IType and IType U {ω} are closed under intersection; 
M for all /,σ,,τ, we have Λιε/(σ« ~~* T 0 € /Type; 
(tu,) σ' 6 Θ(σ) implies either that σ' = ω or σ' = Д ,
€ / ( А —» τ,) for some ρ,, τ, and ƒ; 
(vii) Θ(σ) С /Type U {ω}. 
Ргоо/. 
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(i) By easy induction on the definition of Θ using the distiibutivity of ® over Λ. 
(ii) (=>). By induction on the presentation of <. 
(<=). Let Θ(σ) = {σ, | i 6 1} and θ ( τ ) = {τ, \ j £ J}. By hypothesis for all t 6 I there exists 
j , e J such that σ, < r]t and Д і £ / σ, < f\]i} T¡. Now 
* = 8 .
€
/^©(A,e i f f 0 by С»; and (PO) 
< <£/ T j. θ ( Л ,
е
/ Tj ) by hypothesis 
— ®i e J тз У^ monotonicity and idempotency of ffi 
= т. 
(Hi) (=>) follows by definition of IType and by (i). To see (<=), let σ = г θ p¡ in this case 
θ ( σ ) = (т) U (р). Then the hypothesis implies σ = г' and a = p' for all r' € (г) and 
p' £ ®{p)· By ft/ and the idempotency of ffi we get σ = τ and σ — p. 
(iv) Immediate by (Hi) and by definition of θ ( σ Л τ). 
(ν) It is easy to verify that ( Д
і
£ / ( а , —» τ,)) = {Λι6/(σ» ~~* Ti)}> e o w e a r e done by (»i)· 
(vi) By a straightforward induction on the definition of . 
(vii) Immediate by (v) and (vi). О 
4.3.1. REMARK. The key point in Proposition 4.3.8 is (ii). Comparing this statement with the 
definition of the (pre)order 4 over M(D) it is apparent that < and 4 are dual each other. A 
stronger correspondence is property ( P 2 ) in Lemma 4.3.10. 
Point (vi) clearly gives a characterization of irreducible types, while (i) assures that the 
function θ is the right tool to compute type inequalities. 
4.3.9. COROLLARY. 
(i) ω is irreducible; 
(ii) u>i < oil © ω < ω; 
(Hi) σ < ц>і о о і ^ ®{<г) <* σ φ σ ©ω 
(iv) σ — σ ©ω L· σφω=>σ<ω\@ω and ω € Θ(σ). 
Proof. 
(i) For any σ, г 6 Type, 
ω<σ@τ => ш</\
а
,
еЩа)а'А/\т,іе(т)т' by А.З.И(ІІ) 
=>· Va' e Θ(σ) Vr' e θ(τ ) . ω < σ' к ω < τ' 
=*· и = σ = τ by 1.3.6(i). 
(ii) By 4.3.1ft), (vi) and (ix) we prove 
ω ι = ωχ©ω\ <ωι@ω < ui © οι = ω. 
u>i φ οι ¿ α/ι and ui ¿ uii ffi ui are consequences of 4.3.8(xi) using the fact that ω ¿ u>i, by 4.3.2. 
ftu^ By 4.3.8ft) and fit) we know that σ φ σ ffi οι if and only if ui £ Θ(σ). This implies by 
A.Z.b(vi) that all σ' € Θ(σ) have the shape Л і е Л л — · r«)i *°г s o m c Ι,Ρι,Ά- By this, 4.3.1ft), 
4.3.lfttj, А.ЗЛ(гіі) 4.3.8ft) and 4.3.1ft«), the statement follows. 
(iv) 
σ-σ@ω ii σ φ ω => σ = ®„,
ΐβ{σ) „,¿u σ' © ω 
=> σ < oil ffiui 
using 4.3.8ft), Л.З.Ь( і) and point (iti) of this Corollary. 
u> e Θ(σ 0 οι) by definition, so ω 6 Θ(<τ) by 4.3.8fttJ. G 
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The main properties of the relation < are given in the following two lemmas. Notice that 
property (P4) implies the property stated in 3.3.7(ii). 
4.3.10. LEMMA. 
(PI ) σffi r < ρ implies that for some μ > σ one has ρ = μ® ρ; 
(P2) Let σ„ τ, be irreducible types for i £ J, j £ J. Φ ,
€
Ι
 σ, < ®j€j τ, iff Д
і £ / σ, < Д ; 6 / τ, 
and, for all i£ I, there is j ζ J such that σ, < τ, ; 
(РЗ) ,
е
, σ, Θ ω = (Λ.·£ι σ.) Θ ш; 
(Ρ4) Λ.£/(σ· ~~* r») ί Λ,ε/ί/1; ~* "}) '/ α η < ' ο η ' ϊ *Λ ίοτ β " J ë J iucA tAat ν
:
 φ ω, there is 
I, CI such that μ, < Д ,
€
^ «г, and A,
€Jj ΤΪ < ι/,; 
Proof. 
( P I ) Let θ(σ) = {σ, \ i £ 1} and θ(ρ) = {pk \ h £ Я}, for some I,a„H,ph. By 4.3.8('i¿; we 
know that 
σ ® τ < ρ =» V» 6 / 3 A, € Я. «τ, < рл,. 
Set μ = ©,
€
/Ря,: then σ < μ by construction and ρ = μ θ ρ by the idempotency, 
commutativity and associativity of ®. 
(P2) It follows easily from 4.3.8(H), considering that by definition θ(φ,
€
Χ
ο·, ) = U i e / ® ^ ) · 
and that &[@}ij τ,) = \Jjçj Щтг)· Moreover σ, = σ( for all σ[ £ Θ(σ,) and τ} = г;' for 
all τ' € Θ(τ,) by 4.3.8fui), since σ, and τ, are irreducible by hypothesis. 
(P3) Immediate from (P2). 
(P4) Define the map Θ: Type -> p(IType) as follows: 
(t) 9(ш) = β; 
(m) β(σ θ r) = 0(σ Λ τ) = β(σ) υ 0(τ). 
Let θ(α) = {σ, —» r, | i € 1} and б(/3) = {μ ; —» i/j | j G J} for some (possibly empty) I, J. 
We will ehow the following more general statement: 
a<ß e> 
[θ(β) = β] or [(0(α) φ β) and (Vj e J. >/, φ ω => 3/j С /. μ, < Д σ, & Д τ, < ι/,)]. 
»ei, «e/, 
The proof is by induction on the definition of <. All cases are immediate but transitivity. 
Suppose that a < β because of α < γ < β for some 7. Let 6(7) = {ín —» Рл [ h £ Я}. If 
б(/3) φ 0 then by induction 6(7) φ 0. The induction hypothesis gives us: 
ЛеЯ. ph5ew => ЗІкСІ.а</\ха^,Ь A,eí(l τ, <p M (4.18) 
4j€j.u,ïü, => э я , ς я . μ, < д « *, & & Л„<=я, Р * < "J · ( 4 · 1 9 ) 
For any ν, φ ω set Η' = {h £ Η} \ Ph Φ ω}, which is nonempty as a consequence of (4.19). 
Then 
Ih ^ Λ « « ; Í* and Дьея; Ρκ<ν,. (4.20) 
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By (4.18) we know that 
ь e я ; => α < A.6/k°> ь A.6Uη <Ρ*. (4·2 1) 
therefore 
μ, < л
л е
я - ί» < h^n· (Л.6/а * ) ьу «.«у and r-í-sj; 
Л„
€
я; (Л.
е
/
а
 τ
· ) < /W'irj Λ £ ν> Ь ft·«; a n d W·*^ 
so that we set /; = UikeJ/' '*· D 
Property (P2) explicitly relates < with the ordering in the powerdomain constructed in 
Section 2. More precisely the ordering < on types is dual to the preorder •< on M(D), when 
we interpret φ as union operator (tí) and Λ as join ( Ü ). In fact, in Section 4.6 we will see that 
the quotient of types under = gives the dual of a op-lattice. 
Property (P4) assures the representability of continuous functions. Let us assume that 
σ,τ,μ,ν correspond to the domain elements J,t,m,n (possibly with indexes). If we regard 
σ —· τ as corresponding to the step function j =>• i, we can rewrite (P4) as the following 
standard implication: 
|_J(i, => U) ^ |_|("b => nj) if and only if 
*ei je: 
Vi e I. 3J' С J. [J m, •< s, к tt •< [J η,, 
which implies the representability of continuous functions as joins of step functions as usual (see 
also the proof of 4.3.14 and [24, 27] ). 
4.3.2. REMARK. The hypothesis v} φ ω cannot be dropped in (P4). Indeed, by 4.3,l(ujand 
(ni) we have, for any a, 
a —» ω — ω —» ω. 
This implies that, for any choice of μ, υ and σ, 
μ —» ι/ < ω —» ω = σ —»ω. 
So that (Ρ4) would be false as soon as σ ¿ μ. 
4.3.11. LEMMA. Suppose that ρΛ( < ® ,
€ / ( σ -» τ,), tAen: 
(Ρ5) if ρ,ζ < u/1 í^en (Aere exist {μ ; | j £ J} and {i/j | / ε L} such that 
Ρ < ,
е
> - * * · * ) . f < Θ ι
€
Λ
σ
 - "'). ™d ( Θ
ί Ε
7 « > ) Λ ( θ ΐ 6
Λ
^ ) ί θ . 6 / τ . . · 
(P6) ι/ ρ < α»ι ana ξ = ( θ ω ^ ω then there exist {μ, \ j ξ. J} and {v¡ | í 6 L} ÍUCA tAat 
Ρ < @^Λσ - M,). í < ®i6Ji(» - И) θ w, ana ( 0 j e J μ ;) Л ( ф | е £ > „, θ «) < 0 l 6 , т.. 
/ƒ :ruíead ρ Л ( < ф ,
€
, ( σ —» г,) © ω, iAen; 
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(P7) i/ρ,ξ^ω then, there exist {μ, \ j 6 J} and {vt 11 e L] such that 
Ρ < φ ( σ - > Μ
ί
) © ω , ( < φ ( σ — ί/|)Θω and 
[( « , )Л(фи)] и . < 0 г . иі. 
J6.Í l € ¿ «Ê/ 
Proof. 
(P5) Let θ(ρ) = {ρ* | /ι 6 Я} and θ(ί ) = ft* | к e Κ}. Αβ ρ,( < ш
и
 ω $ (р) υ 0 ( 0 by 
4.3.9^1»;. Therefore θ(ρΛ() = {p fcA{t | h 6 Я, Jfc € К}. Moreover let ph = Лгея а ( а ~* 
βκ,τ) and ft = A.es»(Tt,i -• **,«)· Define R'h = {r | σ < α»,,,} and S¿ = {* [ σ < yki,}. 
Clearly R'h Ç Rh, S'k Ç S» and some of them may be empty. We set intersections indexed 
by the empty set to ω. 
рАе<ф,
е /(а-»Ті) => VheH,k€K. 3/(Μ)€/.Ρ),Λ& < * - * т / ( м ) Ь у ( Р 2 ) 
=> 4heH,keK.3f(h,k)ei. 
Л,
е Д
^А.гЛЛ.
€
5;**,. < г д м ) by(P4). (4.22) 
ρ Λ ί < 0 ,
€ / ( σ - τ . ) =» Ль
б Я
,»б і г(Р* л Л)<Л,
е
/(»-*п) b y ( P 2 ) 
=»
 v
» e J. Л
Ле
Я,*€К(Лг€Л; А.Г л Д . « ; **,.) < η by (Ρ4) 
=* ЛкЕЯ.к£х(Лг
Е
л^ Α. '
 Л
 Л.е5і «*..) < ,
е
/ П. (4.23) 
Therefore we can put J = H,L = K,p,= ДГЕЯ' Α , Ί а п <* "' = AJÉS' *!,»> where j 6 J 
and I € X (always equating intersections on the empty set to ω). 
Now (4.22) and (4.23) can be rewritten respectively as: 
vj e J, ι e L. 3fU, <) e ι.μ, ли,< т
ІЫ), (4.24) 
Л , е Л і « ( « л , " ) < ,б/П· ( 4 · 2 5 ) 
It is easy to verify that ρ, <ο·—*μ} and (ι < σ —• ι/|. This implies ρ < φ , € / ( σ —» /ij) 
and ξ < ф|
е
^(о" —· ι/|). Moreover we have: 
( ,
Ё
^ ) л ( ф ,
€
і
і / , ) = S j e W ^ " ' ) 
= ,б^іеіі(«іА , '«) (Л,е/.іеіі('Ьл^)) ЬУ ( p o ) 
< ,еліелт/Ь.О© . 6 /
т
. by (4.24) and (4.25) 
=
 Φι€/ Τ · · 
(P6) By 4.3.8C¿; and ( P 3 ) ( = (Afeetf) Í') © ω . wh» c h implies ρ Λ f = (ρ Λ / у
е е ( ( ) С') θ Ρ· 
L e t
 Λί'εβ(0^' = Л*ек(т* -» ¿ t ) . if' = {* | σ < 7fc}. and pH,Rh be as in the proof of 
(P5). 
ρ Λ { < φ ,
ε
, ( σ - » τ , ) => V/i e Я.59(/і) e ƒ. Ph < σ -> T,W by (P2) 
=> Vfc б Я.Зд(Л) 6 /. Л,
е
я! А.г < r,(h) by (P4) (4.26) 
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and 
Л^я(Лг 6 я; A.r) л Ліех-Ä* £ θ , € / η- (4.27) 
We choose J, μ}, L as in the proof of (P5), v\ = 6¡ if / 6 if', f| = ui otherwise; then (4.26) 
and (4.27) can be rewritten as follows: 
4jeJ3g(j)eI. μ,<τ
ί{])ι (4.28) 
Д,еЛ1Ел(^ л и)<8.е/ г · · (4.29) 
It is easy to verify that ρ < φ .
€
^ ( σ —» μ,) and { < ©^¿(σ —· l'i) Θ ω. We conclude 
observing that: 
( 8 j 6 J M , ) A [ e i e L " i © 4 = I0j€j,ie*(iff Л И)) Θ [©,£,*»,] 
= K B j í W f t Λ Ι/,)] Θ [ 0 j e J μ,] Θ [Д, e / l i€ L( / i , Л ι/,)] 
by (PO) 
by (4.28), (4.29) 
=
 Фіе/Т»-
(P7) Notice that рЛ{ < 0 ,
e / ( c -»τ,)©ω implies (ρ Λ {) θ ω < φ , ε / ( σ - > τ,)0ω. Now, let 
Л,'е (,)' ' = Л»
е
я(«А - A ) , " d Леев«)? = Лк=к(т» - «»)• ВУ ( р з ) a n d ( Р 2 ) 
( ρ Λ θ θ ω < φ ( σ - * τ , ) Θ ω = > Д ( a k - / 9 k ) A Д (7* - ík) < Д(<т -» г,). 
ι£/ лед *ек ie/ 
Let again Я' = {h | σ < α/,}, Jf' = {Jb | α <
 7*}· We get, by (Ρ4), 
Д (e f c - , А ) Л Д (т. - Ä») < Д(<т - . r.) => 
ДАЛ Л « * < Д Г , . 
ЛЕЯ' te*' ·ε/ 
Therefore we can choose J = Я, £ = Κ, μ1 = /3, if j 6 Я', μ; = ω otherwise, f| = it if 
i G К', щ—ы otherwise. In fact we have: 
P< Λ ( σ — μ,) θ ω, ί < Д(<г->і/|) и. 
j e / ie¿ 
Finally 
[( ^ ) Л ( "')]©Ш< Г. ". je/ iet »e/ 
since Ajtj Mj Л Л ,
е і
 »Ί < Л.е/ T - D 
4.3.2. Isomorphism between D" and Τ 
We claim that the set Τ of filters over Type, ordered by subset inclusion, is isomorphic to D° 
as ^-algebra. We first show that they are isomorphic as ω-algebraic lattices. 
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4.3.12. PROPOSITION. The poeet (F, Ç) is an ω-algebraic lattice where the meet is the intersec­
tion and the join is the least filter including the union, i.e. F OF' = î {σ Λ τ | σ 6 F,T 6 F'}. 
The compact elements of (T, Ç) are the principal filters ]σ =DJ {τ 6 Type \ σ < τ}. 
Proof. Standard. D 
By this proposition the isomorphism Τ ~ D" inside the category ALG is established if 
there is a one-to-one order preserving map between compact elements of these domains. This 
is equivalent to have a Burjective map ( ) + : Type —» K(D) such that σ < τ if and only if 
(r)+ Ç (σ)+, for all types σ, т. 
4.3.13. DEFINITION. (t) The map ( )+ : Type -* K(D") is defined by: 
C")+ = -L; 
( σ - τ ) + = fl(«r)+=» (r)+|h 
(σΛτ)+ = (σ)+ν(τ)+; 
( σ θ τ ) + = (σ)+ω(τ)+. 
fíij Φ : Τ —» D' is the unique continuous extension of the map ( ) + , that is: 
*(*,) = |_Ι«σ)+ΐσ€ ί'}· 
The map is well defined by Lemma 4.2.8 and by the fact that the join of compact elements 
is compact. 
4.3.14. THEOREM. The map ( ) + is Burjective and Bitch that (σ)+ Ç (r)+ if and only if'τ < σ. 
Therefore Φ « an isomorphism in the category ALG. 
Proof. To see that ( ) + is surjective we show that for all n, K(D
n
) Ç {Type)+ by induction on 
n. 
In fact {(ω)+} = K(Do) = {-L} which establishes the thesis when η = 0. 
Let e = -fl/i,...,/„И ІГ(Г»„+і). Then for all » < m, either ƒ, = U,ej.( e i° => ^ ° ) . w h e r e 
J, is a finite set of indexes and ey',dy' 6 K(Dn) for all j € J,, or ƒ, = _L. In the latter case, by 
the idempotency of It), we can freely suppose that there is just one » < m such that ƒ, = X. By 
induction there are types μ} 0 , v\%) such that (μ<°)+ = e<° and (i/j'V = dj0. Then, if ƒ. ?t J. 
for all i, we have 
otherwise let f
m
 = ±, then 
We are left to show that 
fíe л4°—f'W 
\\,<m-l ,tJ. } ) 
σ<τ О (r)+ Ç(ff)+. 
The (=*) part can be easily proved by induction on <. The proof of the (·*=) part is by structural 
induction on σ and т. The more interesting case is when 
'=θ Λ (ώ0 - Λ0) -nd r = 0 л (p(tJ) - tf >), 
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for suitable finite sets of indexes and types. Then, if (μ
Λ
'
, ) + = e(h'\ (ι/[°)+ = df¿\ (p^)+ = г^, 
and(^ j ) )+ =»i , ) ,wehave: 
И
+
 = "0 [J ( 4 ° => «4°) I i e /[} and (r)+ = Í [J (r<'> =» ,<") | j € Jfr. 
ЛеЯ. *€Я, 
Now flLW,^' => .£>) ЦеЦ Ç А І Л е я . ^ 0 => 4 ° ) l· € / } if an only if: 
U t U № => -^)] e Ui U № => 4°>i <4·3°) 
j€/ »ея, te/ лея. 
v¿ e I3j e j у (
Γ
ω =»
а
<») ç | J («w => 4'»). (4.зі) 
teífj лея. 
Inequation (4.30) implies that 
vj e JXk e к,жe ізщ с щ. | J ( [J «£·>) ç
 Р
ь)
 & ,ω ç |_|( Ц ¿м,. 
•e/ лея; «e/ лея; 
Notice that some Я,' may be empty, in which case the corresponding sup is equated to ±. By 
induction we have 
VJ e J.vfc e KjM e ізн[ с н(. ,<'> < Д( Д μ « ) t Д( Д *<·>) < ( ω 
»e/ лея; »e/ лея; 
therefore by (P4) we get 
At Л ("л° - "i°)l < ΛΙ Л № - ^)}- (4.32) 
»е/ лея, je/ *ея, 
Inequation (4.31) implies that 
Vi € / .3j e J.Vfc € К,.ЭЯ,' ς Я<. | J e*,0 Ç г ^ te 4 J ) ç [J 4 ° . 
лея; лея; 
By induction we have 
Vi e J.3j e J.v* e if, эя; ς я,. p£> < Д μί» & Д ·,<*> < Í<J), 
лея; лея; 
therefore by (Р4) it follows that 
Vi e 15¿ e л Д (μ1*> - ^ ) < Д ( ^ - ί<"). (4.зз) 
лея. te íf, 
Now (4.32) and (4.33) imply, by (P2), that 
te/ \лея, / \j£j kíK, I 
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that is σ < т. ü 
The isomorphism Φ and the union operation tí over D" induce on Τ a continuous binary 
map * : Τ χ Τ —» T. Indeed, since Φ(|σ) = (σ)+, we immediately have from Definition 4.3.13 
Φ(ΐσ) W Φ(Ττ-) = (σ)+ tí (r)+ = (σ © τ)+ = Φ(Τ(<τ e г)). 
This extends by continuity to 
F • F' = Φ _ 1 (Φ(ί) tí Φ(ί")) = ΐ { σ θ τ | σ ε Γ ί ι τ Ε F'}. 
Therefore Τ is turned into a 'P-algebra by Φ and we conclude: 
4.3.15. COROLLARY. Let * : 7 χ Τ -» J be defined by: 
F*F' = î {<7 © τ | σ € F it τ € F'}. 
Then the structures ( ƒ", •, Ç) and (D°, tí, Ç) are uomorpnie in A. 
We say that a filter F is ©-complete if and only if σ ffi τ € F implies σ /\τ £ F. Let ^ с be 
the set of φ-complete filters. Clearly ©-complete filters are related to W-irreducible elements of 
D". Define 
C{D') = *- l(C(P([D° - D°]x))), 
where Ψ and C( ) are respectively defined in 4.2.7 and 4.2A(\i). 
4.3.16. PROPOSITION. C(D0) = Φ(/σ). therefore 5"
c
 is the set of "singletons" in T. 
Proof. It is straightforward to show that 
GtTc «· VF, F' e 7. F * F' С G => F ÜF' Ç G. 
Now the statement follows from Definition 4.2A(i) , since Φ, Ψ are isomorphisms. О 
As a consequence, we immediately have that 9~1[C*{Dt)r\K{D")) is the set of the principal 
filters îcr such that σ £ IType. Indeed, if μ φ ν € ΐσ and σ is irreducible, then 
σ = σ Λ (μ φ г ) = (σ Λ μ) φ (σ Λ ι/), 
which implies, by irreducibility, σ — σ Λ μ = σ Ли, that is σ < μ Λ ν. 
Lastly we examine the application between filters induced by the application in D°. 
4.3.17. LEMMA. (X) The functional application over D° induces, via the isomorphism, απ 
application operation over 7. More precisely, for all F, F' € Τ, if F- F' is defined as Φ - ι (Φ(^) · 
Φ(ί")) then we have: 
FF' = { θ ,
ε / τ , | 3 σ 6 ί " . Θ , 6 ι ( » - Ό € ί } υ 
и { 8 . е / т « © и ' 1 3 ' т е * " · ©,£ƒ(*-» η) θω € F} UîtD. 
Moreover the application distributes to the left over the "union" operation *, that is for any 
F, F', G € Τ, we have: 
(F*F')-G=(F-G)* {F' • G). 
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(li) Let U : D° -> D' be defined аз in 4-2.9. If \}{F) = Ф"»( Ц * ( f )) " ">e induced 
operation over T, then 
J J ( F ) = î { a A r | a © T € F } . 
Proof. 
(i) Once the main formula has been established, the left distributivity is shown by straight-
forward calculations. 
To prove the main formula it suffices to consider F and F' to be principal filters. 
Let Θ(σ) = {σι,.. .,a
m
}. We consider two cases, according to whether θ(σ) contains ω or not. 
If ω £ θ(σ), then by 4.3.8(4»; and 4.3.8(v¿¿; σ, = Λ , ε Λ ^ 0 — ",(0) for some Λ,μ) ' ' ,^ 0 . 
Therefore Φ(|σ) = { ƒ , , . . . . Λ 4 , where ƒ, = (σ,)+ = ( A , £ A ( M J ° - ",(°))+· 
Let Ф(Тг) = d, Φ(ΪμΜ) = ej*>, Ф(Т^(,)) = g\l). 
*(Τσ)·Φ(Ττ) = (b) .<m*(T».))-«(îr) 
= Ы,<
т
Ф(Л,
е
^
(,)) 
= *(î&<m(/W:",w)) 
where J,' = {j £ J. I е<*> Ç d} = Ü € J, | τ <
 μ Μ } . 
Define u. = Л.
с
 г- μί'\ "г = Л.
с
 г- «Л
(,)
 and u = Л.*_ Л- Then i μ, Ajer ) ν
χ ; е /; ") ' μ , < т
< e.<
m
(/w(M),)-·',^) 
< ,<
т
(Л,
еЛ
.(м-",(,))) 
= .<т(М-»^)· 
Hence we conclude 
Τ» • Τ*" = ΐ< φ * I Змe Tr. φ ( μ - к) e îo-1. 
1 t<m ι<τη I 
If ω £ θ(σ), say ff
m
 = и, then Φ(|σ) = {|/i,...,/
m
-ii-L|} and Ϊσ · Tr becomes 
ΐ | 0 ι / , Θ ω | 3 μ 6 Τ τ . φ ( μ - ι / , ) 8 ω € Τ σ Ι . 
I i<m »<m I 
Finally, if σ = ω, then Φ(Ϊσ) = 1 = {]±[} so that \σ · ]τ has to be ]ω. Since in any other case 
ω is in the set ]σ · fr, we conclude that in the general case the formula stated in this Lemma is 
valid. 
fi»; Easy. D 
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4.4. A Calculus of Multivalued Functions 
In this section we introduce a calculus expressing parallel and non-deterministic constructors 
on higher-order functions. As explained in the Introduction, the semantic operators are the 
guidelines for this definition. We extend the syntax of λ-calculus with a parallel operator ||, a 
non-deterministic choice operator +, and a may-must operator ¡J. The operator || corresponds to 
the semantic join and therefore to the intersection type constructor. The operator + corresponds 
to the semantic operator * and therefore to the type constructor ®. Finally the unary operator 
Ц corresponds to the semantic operator which applied to a set gives the join of its elements. 
We use two sorts of variables, namely the set Vn of call-by-name variables ranged over by χ 
and the set Vv of call-by-value variables ranged over by v. The symbol χ will range over the set 
Vn U Vv. « 
M ::= χ | υ \ Χχ.Μ | (MM) \ (M\\M) | (M + M) | ( Ц M). 
We call Л+ц the set of terms; A\ is the set of closed terms. For any M € Л+ц, we denote 
the set of free variables of M by FV(M). 
We shall write M = N for syntactical equality up to α-congruence, that is up to renaming of 
bound variables (of course any bound variable will be renamed by a variable of the same sort). 
By Μ[Ν/χ] is meant the result of substituting in M all free occurrences of χ by N, renaming 
bound variables of M that occur free in N. 
We assume the following precedence between operators: application, abstraction, ¡J, ||, +. 
4.4.1. Values and Reduction 
The abstractions \x.M and Xv.M express in our formalism non-strict and strict functions re-
spectively, using a notion of value which was discussed in the introduction and is specified in 
the following definition. 
4.4.1. DEFINITION (Values). We define the sets W Ç U Ç V C Л+ц as follows: 
(i) W is the set of terms generated by the following grammar: 
W :—v \\x.M \\v.M \W\\W 
(ii) U is the set of terme generated by the following grammar: 
U ::= W | U\\M \ M\\U 
(Hi) V is the set of terms generated by the following grammar: 
V ::= U | V + V. 
W° = W Π Л°ц, and similarly for U° and Vo. 
Let us introduce the congruence relation ~ which accounts for the idempotency, commuta-
tivity and associativity of || and +. 
4.4.2. DEFINITION. The binary relation » is the minimal congruence over Л+ц such that: 
M + MssAf М\\МкМ 
M + N xN + M M\\N»N\\M 
M + (N + L)*(M + N) + L Af||(JV||£) « M\\(N\\L). 
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Since the reduction and conversion relations that we are going to define are up to ss, we 
shall abstract away from the bracketing of sums or parallels, and we shall freely make use of the 
following abbreviations: 
£ М . Ξ .»ƒ! + ..· + *ƒ„ and II.eiM.HMJI-.-IIM,, 
where I = {Ι , . , . ,η} . 
The following map extracts from a term in U the maximal subterm belonging to W. 
4.4.3. DEFINITION. The map m : U - + W i i defined as follows 
• m(W) = W if W e W; 
• m(U\\U') = m(U)\\m{U') if V, U' e U; 
• m(U\\M) = m(M\\V) = m(U) if U 6 U and M ( U. 
4.4.1. REMARK. m(U) is either U itself, when U € W, or there exist W ζ W and M g U such 
that U ss W\\M and m(U) = W. 
AAA. DEFINITION (Reduction and Conversion Relations). 
(i) The reduction relation —> is the least binary relation over Λ°,, such that: 
(β) (\X.M)N-~M[N/X) (μ) *-**„, Π M ^ M ' MN —• Μ Ν' ν ' MN —• Μ'Ν 
tg ) w * w iß и) U — V U e V 
κμν
' (Xv.M)W—>M[W/v] κμυ][' (Xv.M)U — M[m(U)/v]\\(Xv.M)V 
v
*E>
e
iU> V*€J g, £ U 
(Xv.U)V — £
ι(=,((λυ.Μ)ίΛ) + (Xv.M)(\U,U,) 
(llw) (M\\N)L — (ML)\\(NL) ( + . „ ) (3/ + iV)I — (Mi) + (ΛΓ£) 
(+11) (M+N)\\L—>(U\\L) + {N\\L) (») tf—.JV 
M —> M' M —>M' 
( | | β )
 Af[|JV —• Af'IIJV l + e ) M + JV — . М' + ЛГ 
Ш+) Ш * + * ) — Ш w)||(U Ν) (LI,,) U(M||iv) — (U м)\ш Ν) 
w e w м —> JV 
(Ііт ) И Ш , T;Ï7 Шг«*) 
ц w —» w 4L,r,ií' y M —. ц iv. 
fit^  -^ -» is the reflexive and transitive closure of —>, = is the symmetric closure of • 
4.4.2. REMARK. 
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(i) M g Л* и ie a normal form with respect to —> if and only if M g W. Therefore (closed) 
values in V - W are reducible. By inspection of the rules of reduction, it is easily Been that the 
set V is closed under —>. For similar notions of reducible values (that is further refinable) in 
presence of parallel operators see e.g. [22] and chapter 3. 
(ii) The relation —• is not Church-Rosser. A simple counter-example is 
Ay.(Az.z)(Az.z) <— (Azy.z)((Az.z)(Az.z)) —• Xy.(Xx.x), 
which is due to the presence of rule (μ) and the absence of rule (() of the classical A-calculus, 
allowing to reduce under abstraction. The problem, however, is not remedied by adding this last 
rule, as shown by a second counter-example. Let К = Xxy.x, О = Xxy.y and I = Az.z, then 
(Auz.v)(K||(I + 0) ) — . (Az.K)||(A«z.«)(K||I+K||0) by (All) 
-1+ (Az.K)||Az.(K||I) + (Az.K)||Az.(K||0) 
+(λζ.Κ)||λζ.(Κ||Ι| |0) 
but also 
(Avz.i>)(K||(I + O)) —» (Ara.«)(K||I + K||0) by (μ) and (+| |) 
-^ -» Az.(K||I) + Az.(K||0) + Az.(K||I||0). 
4.4.2. May and Must Convergence 
To compare the operational semantics with the denotational semantics and hence to check 
whether the expressibility criterion has been satisfied or not, we introduce a (pre)-congruence 
among terms which is based on the notion of convergence that the previous definition of —> 
naturally induces. Let the predicate Μ ψ""1", to be read as "M must converge", be as follows: 
M f " " о 3V g V. M -1+ V. (4.34) 
At a first glance this looks like a may convergence predicate. Indeed "musi converge" should be 
reserved to those terms such that any reduction out of them reaches a value. However, a notion 
of must convergence related to considering all possible reductions of a term is problematic, since, 
as it has been shown in Remark 4.4.2, our reduction relation is not Church-Rosser. 
However there are two relevant facts: first we shall prove that, if M J¿muJ' and M —» Ν, 
then N 4 m u " \ which is a strong property especially because of lack of confluence. Second our 
values are sets, representing all possible outputs of a non-deterministic computation; but they 
are also, as values, total objects, hence the convergence notion they induce is a must convergence 
predicate. 
At the same time we introduce a may convergence predicate, which is motivated by the 
possible choice of Vk as the set of values. Its definition is (without changing the definition of 
syntactical values) 
M f » o 3V 6 V, N. M - U V + N. 
Note that if MiTu,t then M\Tay- indeed if M -U V for some V 6 V, then it is also the case 
that M - ^ V + V, thanks to и. 
We shall study the theory induced by the predicate JJ.mu>< for the same reason we choosed 
V' instead of Vk as our semantical notion of value. Indeed with the second choice union and join 
collapse; similarly, choosing ii-m"y as our convergence predicate, + and || collapse. 
4.4.5. DEFINITION (Convergence). Let M g Л°.. and V g V П А\ , then: 
по 
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(i) MJT""' if and only if 3V' e пЛ°ц. Μ - í - V'; 
(ü) MIT** V if and only if 3N. M -^- V + Ν; 
(iti) МІГ'У if and only if M JT"» V' for some value V' € V П Λ°
 |(; 
Μ M f t m u " if and only if -,МІГа*; 
(υ) Aíftma» if and only if -.Μψ™"'. 
For the above definition to make sense we have to assure that the convergence predicates 
are preserved under reduction (and hence by conversion, since they are trivially preserved by 
expansion). As observed, the reduction relation is not confluent, so that the following is a non 
trivial result. 
4.4.6. PROPOSITION. Let ψ be either ψ™"' or ψ"1·». Then for any closed M and N: 
МЦ. and M—>N imply ΛΓψ. 
We do not prove this Proposition here, since it is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
4.5.θ and Corollaries 4.5.7, 4.7.7. Of course, to avoid circularity, Proposition 4.4.6 will not be 
used anywhere in the proofs of the subsequent statements. 
4.4.3. REMARK. 
(i) A typical divergent term, both with respect to JJ.mu" and to •ir"*» is Ω = ΔΔ, where 
Δ = Αι.гг. The same is true for any term of the shape ΩΑίΊ • · • M
n
 or (λν.ΛΓ)ΩΛίι · · ·Μ
η
. 
(xi) Although + represents the non-deterministic choice, the rule 
(+) M + N —» M, 
which was considered in previous chapters, would invalidate Proposition 4.4.6. As an example 
consider Ω + I and •И""». 
(Hi) The classical call-by-value /3-rule is unsound in the present context with respect to the 
JT"4" predicate. Let Μ = Αυ.(υΔΙΔ||νΙΔΔ), then 
Λί(Δ||(Κ + 0) ) - ^ Μ(Δ||Κ + Δ | |0 ) by (μ) and (+||) 
-Î-. Ω | | Δ € ν 
but also, by an unconstrained (Д,) rule, since Δ||(Κ + О) € V, 
Af (Δ||(Κ + О)) — (Δ||(Κ + 0))ΔΙΔ| |(Δ| |(Κ-Ι-0))ΙΔΔ 
-Í-. ΩΙΔ||Ω + ΩΙΔ||Δ + Ω||Δ 
which neither is a value nor is reducible to a value at all. 
(iti) We cannot get rid of the mapping m in the rule (Д, ||) because of the Ц operator and of 
the rule (μ). Indeed suppose that we have instead 
( А | |у U ^ V U e V 
^ "
;
 (\v.M)U — . M[U/v]\\{\v.M)V 
as in chapter 3. Then consider the term Ν Ξ А .((Ц ν)ΙΩΩ + (JJ υ)ΩΙΩ); take further Ρ = 
Ххуг.х, Q = Aiyz.y and Я = Xxyx.z, which are all in W. Then 
ЛГ((Р||Д) + (Q\\R)) — . N(P\\R) + N(Q\\R) + N{P\\Q\\R) 
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eince P\\R + Q\\R € V - U. Now 
ЩР№ — (ІІСІІЛ))тп + (іі(Р||Л))піп 
- ^ (Ρ||Λ)ΙΩΩ + (Ρ||Α)ΩΙΩ 
- ^ (ΡΙΩΩ||ΛΙΩΩ) + (ΡΩΙΩ||ΛΩΙΩ) 
-І* (Ι||Ω) + (Ω||Ω)*(Ι||Ω) + Ω. 
Similarly one checks that N(Q\\R) - ^ (Ι||Ω) + Ω. Finally 
JV(P||Q||Ä) — (Π(Ρ||ί?||Α))ΙΩΩ + (υ(Ρ||«||Α))ΩΙΩ 
- ^ (Ρ||ς||Α)ΙΩΩ + (Ρ||<?||Α)ΩΙΩ, 
where 
(Ρ||ς||Λ)ΙΩΩ -Î-. ΡΙΩΩ||(?ΙΩΩ||ΛΙΩΩ -Î-» Ι||Ω||Ω « Ι||Ω 
and 
(Ρ||<?||Α)ΩΙΩ -Î-» ΡΩΙΩ||ςΩΙΩ||ΛΩΙΩ -І-. Ω||Ι||Ω « Ι||Ω, 
во that we conclude 
N(P\\R + Q\\R) -^ Ι||Ω + Ω + Ι||Ω + Ω + Ι||Ω « Ι||Ω + Ω. 
On the other hand, using rule (Д,||)' and observing that (P + Q)\\R 6 U - W, we have 
JV((P + Q)\\R) — ((U((P + <?)||*))ΙΩΩ + (U((P + <3)||Я))П1П)||*((Р||Я) + (QU Д)) 
-U ((PIIQII Λ)ΙΩΩ + (PIIQII Α)ΩΙΩ)||ΛΓ((Ρ|| Д) + (Q|| Д)) 
- ^ (І||П + Ι||Ω)||(Ι||Ω + Ω) * Ι||Ω||(Ι||Ω + Ω) 
— (Ι||Ω)||(Ι||Ω) + (Ι||Ω)||Ω*Ι||Ω. 
To sum up, we have found that N({P + Q)\\R) ¡Tu" but N((P\\R) + (Q\\R)) IT"", and of 
course, by rule (μ), JV((P + <?)||Д) —• #((Р| |Д) + (Q||Ä))· Therefore the rule (&||)' is not 
good. 
The next Proposition states some characteristic properties of term constructors with respect 
to the may and must convergence predicates. Proofs are immediate by definition. 
4.4.7. PROPOSITION. Let M,N e Л°ц, then: 
(i) (M + JVJJT""' if and only if Μ ψ"""· and JVJT""«. 
(ii) (M\\N)iru,t if and only if M¡Tu,t or JVjpu"· 
(Hi) (M + JV)^roe* if and only if M Ц.тау or NiT*"-
(iv) (M\\N)lTav if and only if МЦ.тлу or NiT'*-
(v) l\}M)iTu,t if and only if МІГлу. 
Based on the convergence predicate the following definition adapts to the present setting the 
notion of contextual theories. This notion stems from [75] and is widely used, e.g. in [17] for 
the classical theory of solvability, in [6], [22], and [76], where it is shown to be equivalent to 
applicative bisimulation. The idea is that two terms are operationally equivalent if and only if 
in all contexts they exhibit the same behaviour with respect to some observable properties. Here 
the only observable is convergence. Now Proposition 4.4.7 shows that "may" convergence does 
not distinguish between the behavior of " + " and "||", while "must" convergence does, hence we 
put: 
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4.4.8. DEFINITION (Operational Preorder). Let M,N e Л+ц. Then: 
(i) MCP N iff for all C [ ] : C[M]\TU" implies C [ J V ] ^ m u " . 
(li) ~° = Ç? Π 3°. 
It should be noted that M = N implies M ~° JV, but the opposite does not hold. 
4.5. The Type Assignment System 
Subsection 4.5.1 presents the typing rules, which make the relation between type constructors 
and syntactic operators explicit. The types which can be deduced for a term turn out to be 
strictly connected to the syntactic structure of the term itself (Theorem 4.5.3). In Subsection 
4.5.2 we prove some properties of values. 
The main results are contained in Subsection 4.5.3, where we will prove that: 
- types are preserved under conversion of terms; 
- must convergent terms are exactly those which can be typed by ω —• ui, 
- may convergent terms are exactly those which can be typed by (ω —» ω) φ ω. 
4 .5 .1 . T y p i n g R u l e s 
As it is clear from the definition of the reduction relation, a call-by-value variable can be sub­
stituted only by a (closed) term in W. This explains way we put ν € W and the choice, made 
below, to assume that call-by-value variables are assigned, by the bases, to irreducible types 
different from u>. 
4.5.1. DEFINITION. A basis is a mapping Γ : (Vn и Vv —» Type) such that: 
(ι) Γ(ι ) = ω for all χ but a finite subset of Vn; 
(ii) Г( ) Ç IType, and Γ(υ) = ωι for all ν but a finite subset of Vv. 
The notation Γ, χ : σ is a shorthand for the function Γ'(χ') = σ if χ' = χ, Γ(χ') otherwise. 
4.5.2. DEFINITION (The Type Assignment System). The axioms and rules of the type assign­
ment system are the following: 
(Ax) Tl·χ•.T{χ) (ω) Tl· Μ: ω 
Γ, χ : σ h Λί : r Γ, ν: σ, h M : η i e I 
( - I - ) 
Γ Ι - λ χ . Μ : σ — τ 
r H f : e . 6 , ( g ^ r , ) T M W 
(
 *' Tl·MN•.@
ιeIτt
 {
 *"' 
Τ\-Μ:σ@τ 
( Л І
Ш Τ\-\ΐΜ:σΛτ 
, ,
 ν
 Tl· Μ : σ Гг-ЛГ:г 
(ΘΙ+) 
(<) 
Tl· Μ + Ν :σ®τ 
Tl· Μ :σ σ < τ 
'
ν
' Tl·Xυ.M•.φ
ιeI 
Tl· Μ 
И«) 
(Λ Ι) 
: .
е
і (» - η 
ΓΗ ΜΝ:φ 
Tl· Μ :σ 
Tl· Μ\\Ν 
Tl· Μ :σ 
Tl· Μ : 
σ
' - ®га τ · 
) © ω Tl· Ν :σ 
,
€
ί
τ · , θ ω 
T h J V : T 
: σ Λ τ 
Tl· Μ :τ 
σ Λ г 
Tl· Μ :τ 
From now on Γ l· M : σ abbreviates " Γ l· M : σ is derivable using previous axioms and rules". 
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A few comments are in order. Axiom (ω) is standard for the universal type ω. For call-by­
name variables, we have the usual arrow introduction rule (—* I
n
) . 
The rule (—» I«) for call-by-value variables can be explained by considering the reduction 
rule (Д.+), which is the syntactical tool making call-by-value abstractions into morphisms of 
"P-algebras. Indeed, thanks to the equality (PO), we have: 
0 * - $τ, = [(φσ,) Θ (Л'.И-К *) θ (Л*)1-
te/ te/ tei >ς/ ie/ »e/ 
Moreover in our system Γ, « : σ, h M : τ, for all i € 7 implies Γ, υ : Д
і
€ / σ
χ
 Ь M : Ліе/ T« ( s e e 
also 4.5.5). This is why we do not put explicitly the intersections Д ,
€ / σ, and Ate/ T« ' n r u ' e 
(- . I.). 
For example, assume that W\, W2 are in W, of types σχ,σι respectively, and that M[Wi/v], 
M[Wj/v] have types 14, TJ respectively. It follows that М[І і||ИЪ/і»] will have type TÍ A T J . In 
this case we expect (Xv.M)(Wi + W2) to have type TÍ © τ2, since 
(Xv.M)(Wi + W2) — (Xv.M)W1 + (Xv.M)W2 + (Xv.M)Wl\\W2 
— MlWi/v] + M [W2/v] + MlWtWWt/v]. 
As Wi + Wi has type σι © σ2, a suitable type for Xv.M turns out to be σ\ φ σ2 —· τ\ © τ 2. 
RuleB (—» Б) and (—» Εω) take care of the fact that a term may correspond to a sum of 
functions, instead of a single function. The involved reduction rule is (+0pp), which makes the 
sum distribute with respect to application. 
For example if Mi, M2 have types σ —> τχ, σ -* r2 and І has type σ, we expect (Mi + M2)N 
to have type TJ φ τ2, since (Mj + M2)N — • MiN + M2N. Instead, if Mi has type σ —» τ, M2 
has type ω, and ΛΓ has type σ, using (—» Eo») we can deduce the type τ φ ω for (Μχ + M2)N, 
which reduces to MiN + M2N. 
The typing rule (Λίτ τ) reflects the reduction rules ( Ц . ) and ( Ц
Г
у ). For example if W\, W2 G 
W have types σ, τ, respectively, then W\ + W2 will have type σ φ τ and IJ(Wi + W2) (which 
reduces to Wi||W
a
) will have type σ Л т. 
Rule (Л I) is standard in intersection type systems. Lastly ( < ) is the subsumption rule which 
includes in the system the preorder relation on types defined in the previous section. 
One can easily show that the following rules are admissible, therefore we will freely use them 
in the following proofs. 
(+1) 
(Hi) 
(ΛΕ) 
Г Ь Μ + Ν:σ 
Τ\-Μ:σ Τ\-Ν:σ 
TbM\\N:a ΓΗΜ||ΛΓ:σ 
ΓΗ Μ:σΛτ Γ Ι - Λ ί : σ Λ τ 
ΓΗ Μ:σ ΓΗ Μ:τ 
ν,χ:σ\-Μ·.τ σ'<σ 
^-
l)
 Γ , ι : σ ' Η Μ : τ 
r h U A Í : A , e / f f t 
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In particular, to see that (Θ Л Ц) is derivable, consider that for all ι 6 I we have: 
Γ Γ - Μ : 0 | £ / σ , 
Γ Κ Π Μ : σ , Λ 0 , 6 ; σ , LI 
ГЬ [J Μ:σ, l - } 
from which, by repeated applications of (ЛІ), we derive Γ r- JJ M: [\xí¡ σ,-
Our assignment system enjoys structural properties which show how the types deducible for 
a term depend on the syntactic structure of the term itself. 
4.5.3. THEOREM (Derivability properties). 
(i)T\-X:rif and only if Γ(χ) < τ; 
(it) Г l· Χχ.Μ : ρ if and only if exist η, σ,, r, (ι < n) лисп ίΛαί 
Γ h Χχ.Μ : σ, -» τ,, and Д (σ, -» τ,) < ρ; 
ι < η 
і^й^ Γ h Χχ.Μ : σ —» τ if and only if Γ,χ : al· M : τ; 
(iv) Γ h Au.Af : σ —» τ, and σ <ω\ if and only if exist m, μι, vi (I < m) such that 
Γ, ν : μι l· M : ι/,, φ μι = σ and φ ι / | = τ; 
(<m 1<т 
(ν) Γ l· Λυ.Λί : σ —» r and σ ¿ α»ι »ƒ and only t/τ = ω; 
(vi) Tl· MN : τ and τ <ω\ if and only if exist η, τ, (t < n), a such that 
Γ h M : φ ( σ - τ,), Π-ΛΤ:σ and ф г , = т ; 
ft/ii^  Γ h Μ Af :τ,τ = τ®ωφωχ{ and only if егЫ n, r, (t < η), σ ÍHCA tAat 
ΓΗ Λί : φ ( σ - » τ , ) θ ω , Γ h W : σ and 0 r , e « = r¡ 
¿ < n 1<П 
(viii) Tl· M + Ν : τ if and only ιfTl·M·.σlTl·N·.σ'andσ®σ'<τ,for some σ, σ'; 
(ιχ) Γ h M\\N : τ if and only if Γ Ι- M : а, Γ l· N : a' and σ Λ σ' < r, /or jome σ, σ'; 
W Γ h Ц Λί : r >ƒ and only ifΓl·M·. φ
ι < η τ, and Λι<η
 τ
· —
 r> / 0 Γ ' o m e η ι r« ( l < n ) · 
Proof. All (-fc) follow immediately from the typing rules. For (=>) we consider only the 
interesting cases. 
(ii) Given a derivation of Γ h Χχ.Μ: ρ, let 
Γ l· Χχ.Μ-.σι -» т
и
 . ..,Γ h Χχ.Μ:σ
η
 - . r
n 
be all the statements in this deduction on which Γ l· Χχ.Μ-.τ depends and which are 
conclusions of rule (—» l
n
) or of rule (—• I„). Then, observing that the only rules that 
leave the subject unchanged are (Λ I) and (<), we conclude that 
Д(а,^г,)<р. 
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(iii) Let σι,..., σ
η
, τχ,..., τ
η
 be as in the proof of (ii) where ρ is replaced by σ —» т. Then 
Д (<т, -» r.) < σ — τ 
which implies, by (P4), 
3JC{l,-..,n}.a< f\a,L· Д r, < r. 
Moreover, by looking at the premises of inferences by which the judgments Γ h λχ.Μ : 
σχ —• r, are derived, we know that Γ, z:<r< h M : TJ for 1 < i < π, so that we conclude that 
Γ, χ: σ b Μ: τ by (<¿), (л I) and (<). 
(iv) Let σ\,..., σ„, τχ,..., τ
η
 be as in the proof of (ii) where ρ is replaced by σ —* т. Similarly 
to case (iii) we have 
3J ς { 1 , · · · , η } . σ < Д а , к f\T,<T. 
Let θ(σ) = { M г < ρ}. 
By construction 
r,W04,fcl- M:¿ i |h (4.35) 
for some a,¡h,Si>tl such that σ, = © h £ W i o¿,A and r< = © Ь 6 Я > 6,,*. By (P2) 
σ< Д а , implies Д Í, < Д ( Д a,,h) (4.36) 
ν ί € / , Α 6 ^ . Γ , « : α
ί ι Λ
Η Μ : ί , . Λ => Vj e J,Λ £ Я,. Г,υ: A,<pír H M:6,,h 
by С .^5б; and rule ( < L ) 
=> Γ · υ : Λ,<
Ρ
 ír Ь Λί: Л,
е
ЛЛлея, Äj.fc) 
by rule (Л I) 
=> Г, : Л , <
р
І г Ь М : Л ,
€
/ Г , 
by rule (<) since 
Лн
е
я,
 6),h < лея, ¿j,fc = т) 
=> Т, :/\
г
^Іг\-М:т (4.37) 
by rule (<). 
If σ < σ, for all j 6 J then, by (P2), 
Vj e / Vr < ρ 3/Ü,г) € Я,. Í, < aJ>/(,,r). (4.38) 
Set G = {s : J - (J , Я, | Vj € J.ff(j) G Я,}. 
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Л,£ І τι < τ => Л ,
€
Л л
€
я,
 63,h) < τ 
=>
 г е
с ( Л ,
е
/ *,,,(,)) < τ by distributivity 
τ -τ® ν, by (PI ) 
=*• Vr < ρ Ξι/,. Aje/ *j,/(j.r) < v
r
 к τ = г Θ fr (4.39) 
choosing s(j) = ƒ(;', r) 
in the above statement. 
From (4.35) we have Г, v. A ,
e J Cj./O.') ·" M- A , € j *;./0,г) by rules ( < t ) , and (ЛІ). There­
fore by (4.38) and (4.39) we deduce Vr < p. Γ,υ:{, h Af:!/
r
. Taking into account (4.37), 
we choose m = ρ + 1, μ
χ
=ξχ,..., ßp=t,, βρ+ι = Л,<
р
£г a™1 "p+i = r · 
(ν) Let σχ,..., σ
η
, τ\,..., τ
η
, J be as in the proof of (iv). By definition of basis we have σ, < u>i 
for all » 6 I, therefore σ < Л»е7°» implies σ < ωχ. This is a contradiction. Therefore 
Γ h Μ:σ —> r can only be obtained by rule (<) stating г = ω. 
(vi) Given a deduction of Γ h MN: τ, let 
TbMN-.pi ThMN:p
m 
be all the statements in this deduction on which Γ l· ΜΝ:τ depends, and which are 
conclusions of rule (—» E) or of rule (—» Εω). Let Η — {h < τη | Γ h MN-.p^ is con­
clusion of rule (—» E)} and К = {к < m \ Г h MN:pk is conclusion of rule (—» Εω)}, 
(Η U К = {1, · · ·, m}). Clearly for all к ζ К we have pk = Рк ω. 
If τ < ωχ, since Aj<m Pi ^ Ti w e m U B t have p, < ω
χ
 for some j < τη. So Η is non-empty, 
while Jf can be empty. 
For all A 6 Я exist L^, μ^, c^j, where / € Ія, such that: 
Γ h M: ф,
€
і я
(мл — »Чі), Г h # : μ
Η
, and © ,
e U i/k,i = рл. Similarly, V* € K3Lk^k, uki¡, 
where I 6 Lk, such that: 
ri-M:® l e L j <(M t ->«Ί,ι)θω, Γ h ΛΓ:μ4 and ®,eLk vk,i θ ω = p t. 
Let σ = Ді <mrV We can deduce Γ Ι- ΛΓ:σ using (л I). Since σ < μ1 for all j £ J, we 
have 
[ 0 (Wk - "М)1 Λ [ φ (μ* - »υ) θ «] = 
l€i.j> * € U 
= [ ( φ ( Μ » - · Ή . ΐ ) ) Λ ( φ ( μ * - ^ . ΐ ) ) ] θ [ Θ ( Γ « » - « ' Μ ) ] 
ie ¿к *Е£Ь lei». 
< Κ φ ( » - Μ ) ) Α ( φ ( σ - ·/».!))] © [ Λ (» - "».Ol 
i€¿k. ie¿i. іеь«. 
= [ φ (»-«'11.іЛі'*1І.)]©[ («'-«'*.і)]· 
ІЕ£к,'Ει» iet» 
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Now let G = {g : J -» Ц
€ / L¡ \ 4j 6 J. g(j) £ ¿j }· Because of 
Λ,<™Ιθι
Ε
*,(σ-*>.')] = ,
е
вІА,5™(»-»»«»,і(і))] 
by distributivity 
by (PO) 
= θ , € σ ( σ - Л,<т"».»0)) ® ( f f - A,<m,le¿, M 
we deduce the last type for Af using (л I) and (<). Therefore we deduce 
Γ I- MN : ,
е 0 ( Л , < т ",.,(,)) © (Л,<т,,ех„ «0,0 by rule (-. E). 
N,<mPi<T => Λ , ^ ί θ ι ^ , Μ ^ 7 · 
=> ,
€
с ( Л , < т ^ ( ; ) ) < г 
by distributivity 
=> Vff € G. ЭТ,. Д,<т*0.іО) < Г, ІС Τ = Τ, e Г 
by ( P I ) 
=> Ф ,
€
С
( Л , < т «0,,(J)) © (Л,<т.Іеі, "j.O < Ф,еС Г, θ Г = г. 
So we conclude Г I- MN : τ by rule (<). 
(vii) Given a deduction of Γ h Μ Ν: τ = τ © ω, let 
ThMNi/ц ThMN-.pn, 
H,LK, μ^, vh, Κ, ßk, ft,&,G be as in the proof of (vi). Now H or К can be empty, but 
not both. Since 0,
€Lk(Md -» » v ) < і е і
к
( ^ -» •Ъ.і)©'». w e bave Ллея[ »еі»0«* -* 
^.ι)ίΑ/КкекШсьМ* - » M © И < Л ; < т [ і££,(^ -* Ό,Ο © "Ί· As in the proof of 
previous point we have: 
Λ ίφΟ*-» "•>.«)©«] < φ ( » - Λ "j.»(j)) e(«• — Л "м)©«. 
a n d
 φ ( Λ vJ.#(j)) © ( Λ "ι.») ©«<»•• 
f е е j<m j<">,ie£, 
So we can deduce the type © j € C ( f f - • A,<m"j.i(j)) © (σ -» h,<m,¡eL, «0.0 θ ω for AÍ 
and by ( - Εω) the type Ф,
€
с(Л,<т^.#(1 ) )©(Л,<т,1€Л, «0,0©« f o r M N · w « conclude 
using (<) . 
(via) Again, given a deduction of Γ h M + Ν: τ, let 
Ti- Μ + Ν:η ΓΗ Μ + Ν:τ
η 
be all the statements in this deduction on which Γ h M + Ν:τ depends and which are 
conclusions of rule (©I+). Then Λι<η r ' ^ T a n c ' there a r e σ\ισ[ s u c h that Г h Μ: σ,, Γ h 
Ν:σ[ and τ, = σ, φ σ | for 1 < г < η. So we can choose σ = f\%<n<Ji,a' = Λ ι < η σ ί s > n c e 
σ φ σ' < τ, for all » < η and we can deduce Τ l· Μ:σ ,T l· Ν: σ'"using (Λ I). 
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(ix) Given a deduction of Γ h Μ\\Ν:τ, let 
Г І - М | | Л Г : Т І Π-Μ||ΛΓ:τ„ 
be all the statements in this deduction on which Γ h Μ\\Ν:τ depends and which are 
conclusions of rule (ЛІц). Then Λ»<ητ« < τ and there are σ „ σ ( such that Γ r-£ Μ:σ,,ΓΗ 
Ν: σ[ and τ, = «τ, Λ σ[ for 1 < i < η. So we can proceed as in previous case. 
(x) Finally, given a deduction of Г г- Ц M : τ, let 
Γ\-\[Μ:σ1,...,Τ\-1[Μ:στη 
be all the statements in this deduction on which Γ l· Ц М : г depende and which are 
conclusions of rule (Altτ). Then /\
ί<τη<Ί < τ and there are AiPi+m ouch that Г h 
M: fa φ Ρι+τη a n d о, = pi Л Pi+m for 1 < i < m. So we can choose η = 2m. We have 
Γ h M: 0 , < J m p , · We are done since Л , < э т A ^
 τ
· 
The previous Lemma shows that the types which can be deduced for a given term respect 
its formation. In other words, all rules obtainable by reversing the structural rules of our type 
assignment system are admissible. 
4.5.2. P r o p e r t i e s of Values 
Inside the set of terms, values play surely a special role, thank to their syntactic form. We 
prove in this section some properties of the types which can be deduced for values and for terms 
containing them. 
4.5.4. THEOREM. 
(i) V € V implies Ь V : иц 
(ii) W 6 W and Г h W : φ < € , σ, imply Γ h W : Λ , € / σ„· 
(iti) Γ h WM : τ and W e W imply Γ r- W : σ -» τ and Γ h M : σ, for some σ; 
(ιν) Γ, χ : σ h WX : τ and W € W ° imply h W : σ -> τ; 
(ν) Γ, ν : σ h υΜ : τ ітрііез σ < ρ - » τ ond Γ \- Μ : ρ, for some ρ; 
(vi) Γ h m(V) : τ implies Γl·V :τ. 
Proof, (i). By induction on the definition of values. If V = υ 6 Vv then Γ(υ) = ωι, since 
Dom(r) = β, and the statement follows by (Ax). If V = Xz.M then Γ,ι : ω h M : ω is 
derivable, by rule (ω); hence the statement follows using (—» I„). If V = Xv.M we do the same 
as before but assuming υ : ωχ. The statement follows using (—» Ι
υ
) and ( < ) . If V = U\\M for 
U £ U, the statement follows by the induction hypothesis using (Л/ц). Finally if V = V' + V" 
the statement follows by the induction hypothesis and (+1). 
(ii). By induction on W. If W = ν then by definition of basis and by 4.5.3(4) W is typeable 
by an irreducible type σ less than φ
ι £ ί σ Ί · If W Ξ λχ.Μ then by Л.Ь.З(іі) W is typeable by 
an irreducible type σ less than ф
і е
/ ^ , , since an intersection of arrows is in IType by 4.3.8fv). 
It follows that σ < <τ, for all i € / by (P2 ) . If VV = W'||W", by 4.5.3fu:J there exist p' and p" 
such that Γ h W' : ρ', Γ Ь И"' : ρ" and ρ' Λ ρ" < φ
ι £ ; σχ. By the induction hypothesis it is 
not restrictive to assume that p' and p" are themselves irreducible, so that ρ' Λ ρ" £ IType by 
4.3.8( ,¿DJ and the statement follows. 
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(m). The case τ = ω is trivial. Let τ ^ τ φ ω. 
Γ h WM: г => 3J,T„<7. Г r-W : φ
ι £ / ( σ - » т.) & 
Γ Ι - Μ : σ & ф ,
е / г , = г by 4.5.3ft;»; 
=> 3Ι,τ
ί
,σ.Γϊ\ν:^
Ι
{σ-*τ>) by Η 
=> Γ h W : σ -» τ by (<) since Д ,
€ / г, < т. 
If г = г φ ω the proof is similar using 4.5.3(vti) instead of 4.5.3/vi/ 
(iv). Immediate from (tu) and 4.S.3(i). 
(v). Immediate from (\\\) and 4.Ъ.З(і). 
(m). By induction on the definition of values using rule (||I). Q 
From 4.5 A(u) we obtain a restricted form of © elimination. More precisely, the following 
rule (® Б) turns out to be admissible: 
- . Γ,χ:<τ,ΗΜ:τ, Vi e Ι Γ HW ; φ . 6 / σ . W 6 W 
{
 ' Γ Κ Μ [ ^ / χ ] : 0 ,
€ / τ , 
In fact Γ h W : Ф ,
е / σ, implies Γ h W : Λι£/
 σ
»· From this and Γ, χ : σ, l· M : τ, it is easy to 
find a derivation of Г h M [W/χ] : τ, for all i 6 I. By the way, notice that one can also deduce 
Гг-Л#[ИУх]:Л,«г,. 
Among values in W, call-by-value abstractions set up a subset whose types satisfy particu­
lar properties. More specifically, the following Proposition ehows the linearity of call-by-value 
abstractions with respect to the non-deterministic choice operator. 
4.5.5. PROPOSITION. 
(ι) Г h Av.Af : σ —» τ implies either σ < ω\ or τ = ω; 
(\\) If Γ Η- λυ.Αί : σ —» τ, σ < ωι and θ(σ) = {σ, \ t ζ 1} then Γ, ν : Д
і £ j σΧ V Μ : τ and for 
all ι б I there is τ, such that Γ,υ : σ, h M : r,, and r = ( φ , 6 / τ,) 0 τ; 
fu«; Γ h λυ.Αί : σ —• τ, σ < ωι, and Γ h Au.Μ : μ —» ν, μ < ωχ imply Γ Ι- λυ.Αί : σ μ —» 
τ ©ν; 
ƒ»; Γ 1- λυ.Αί : σ θ τ —* ρ implies that there are ρι,ρ? such that Γ h λυ.Αί : σ —» ρχ, 
Γ h Av.M : τ —» pa, and ρ = pi ® pj Φ p. 
Proo/. 
(i) Immediate from 4.b.3(iv) and 4.5.3/vJ. 
(ii). By 4.5.3fivJ Γ I- At).M : Í - » T implies 
3Ι,μ,,ιτ,.σ=φμ, íc τ = φ ι / , Ь Vj e J. Γ,» : μ, f-Af : >/,. (4 40) 
Notice that each μ; ζ IType by deñnition of basis. 
By A3i(i) σ = Φ
ι
€ / σ , and each σ, is irreducible by 4.3.8/vtiJ. Therefore by (P2) 
Д
і
€/«г, = Ліеу Í*JI 8 0 w e c a n deduce from (4.40) that Γ,ν : Λι£/ σ · ·" Af : τ using (<¿), 
(л I) and (<). Again by (P2) we have Vt 6 I3f(i) € J. σ, < /*/(,)· So we can choose 
r, = u
m
. 
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(iii). By 4.5.3ftt;^ Γ H Av.Af : σ —» τ implies 
3/,σ„ г.. σ = φ σ , & τ = φ τ , к Vi 6 /. Γ,υ : σ, h Μ : г,. (4.41) 
і б / i e / 
In the same way Г h λυ.Λί : μ —» ν implies 
3J,ß,,u}. μ = φ μ, & ι/ = φ ι / , к Vj 6 J. Γ,ν : μ. Ι- Μ : и,. (4.42) 
Applying rule (—» I„) to (4.41) and (4.42) we can derive the desired statement. 
(iv). The case ρ = ω is trivial. Otherwise let θ(σ) = {σ, | i < η}, θ(τ) = {τ, | ; < m}. This 
implies Θ(σ ® τ) = θ(σ) U (г). 
Гг-λυ.Αί : σ 0 τ - . ρ => 3μ
γ
 μ „ + „ . ρ = ( φ , < η + τ η μ ι ) ® Ρ & 
Vi < π. Γ > : <τ, Ι- Μ : μ, & 
Vj < m. Γ, υ : τ, h μ „ + ; by (ii) 
=> Γ г- λν.Λί : σ -» ©
ι < η μ, к 
Γ h λυ.Μ : г - © , ;
т
^ + , Ь у ( - Ι,). 
Therefore we can choose pi = ©,<„ μ, and pj = ф , < т μη+,. О 
4.5.3. Convergence implies Typabi l i ty 
The following statement is the type invariance theorem, which gives a first evidence of the 
matching between operational and logical semantics. The proof is a rather tedious but straight­
forward consequence of the properties of the preorder on types and of the structural properties 
of deductions. 
4.5.6. THEOREM (Type Invariance). Г r- M : τ and M - N imply Γ h Ν : τ. 
Proof. First we claim that 
M « ЛГ & Γ h M : τ => Γ h Ν : τ. 
The claim is easily established by induction on M using 4.5.3 and the properties of θ and Λ 
with respect to the relation <. 
To prove the theorem it suffices to prove the statement when M —> N or N —• M. We 
consider only the interesting cases. 
M —> N by rule (A,||). In this case we have M = (\v.L)U for some U e U and N = 
L[m{U)/v]\\(Xv.L)V under the hypothesis V —• V. Clearly by induction M and (Xv.L)V 
have the same types, so it suffices to prove that Γ l· L[m(U)/v] : τ implies Γ h M : τ. 
Fix a derivation V of Γ h L[m(U)/v] : τ . Let σ be the intersection of all the types assigned 
to m(U) in V. The case σ — ω 'is trivial. Otherwise, let Θ(σ) = {σ, | i £ I}. We have by 
Л.ЪА(й) that Г h m(í/) : Д ,
е
/ °"„ being τη(ΙΓ) € W. By A.SA (vi) this implies 
Г г - Г / : Д г , . (4.43) 
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Moreover from V we can build a derivation of 
Г , « : Д і , h Ι : τ (4.44) 
ta 
using (<¿). Therefore from (4.43) and (4.44) by (-» I„) and (-• E) we conclude Γ h Af : т. 
M —• N by rule (Д,+). In this case we have M « (λυ .Ι ) (Σ, < η Г/,) for Uu..., Un € U, and 
ff = Σ^η^νν* + (Av.L)(ü,||.. .\\ün) for some η. " 
Γ r- Af : τ => 3(7. Γ h λυ.Ι : σ — τ 
by 4.5.4(mJ 
(4.45) 
We assume that σ < ωχ, since otherwise we have r = ω by 4.5.3f«). 
Г Ь Σ,<„ С : σ =» 3σ,. Γ h ΙΑ, : σ, & φ , <
η
 σ, < σ (4.46) 
by 4.5.3 (Wij 
Γ Ι- Xv.L : σ -• τ => Γ Ι - λ ν . Ι ι φ , ^ σ , - + τ (4.47) 
by rule (<) 
=> Зр,. Γ h λυ.Ι : <τ, - . ρ , fc φ , < „
Α
θ τ = τ (4.48) 
by 4.5.5(4«;. 
(4.49) 
Then we can derive Γ I- (Xv.L)U, : p,, (from (4.48) and (4.46)), and Γ h {Xv.L){Ui\\... \\U
n
) : 
τ, from (4.47), since Γ r- I7i||... \\U
n
 :σι@...®σ
η
. Therefore we have 
Γ I" E,<„(^-b)tf. + (λ«.Ι)(Ι4| . . . | |0») : ,<„ А Вт by (0І+), and we are done. 
Vice-versa suppoee that Г I- JV : r; then 
Г h ЛГ : τ =» 3ι/„ ι/. Γ h (λυ.Ι)ϋ, : ι/, & 
Γ Ι- (A«.£)(«7t||.. - |[LT„) : ι* «с 8 . < „ « * © " < ι · 
by 4.5.3(νιύ) 
Γ h (Xv.L)U, :u
x
 =>· 3μ,. Γ l· Xv.L : μ, -• ι/, к (4.50) 
Γ Ι- Ό
χ
 : μ, by 4.5.4(mj(4.51) 
T\-{Xv.L){U1\\...\\ün):u =>· 3 σ . Π - λ υ . Ι : σ - » ι / £ Π - Ι Μ | . . . | | Ι Τ
η
: σ (4.52) 
by 4.5.4/Чп; 
Γ Η ϋΊ|]...1|17„ :<τ => 3σ,.ΓΙ-1/, :», fc Л,<„*.<»Ьу4.5.3Си; (4 53) 
Let ρ, = /χ, Λ σ, Λ ω\ and ρ = Λ,<η Λ· ^ 1 0 1 1 1 (4-50), and (4.52) we can deduce using (<) 
that Γ h Au L : ρ, —» ι/, and Γ г- Àu.L : ρ —• ι/. Notice that ρ, < wi, therefore by 4.5.5fm) 
Γ h Xv.L : 0 P , θ ρ -» 0 f , v. 
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(4.53), (4.51), and А.ЪА(г) imply Γ h U, : /ч, so by ( І+) and (<) we have 
since, by (PO), © , < n Pt®P= ф,<„ Λ· So we conclude 
AÍ —• N by rule (||«pp). In this case we have M = (P\\Q)L and N = PL\\QL for some P, Q, L. 
We distinguish two cases, according to whether r < U] or τ = г <и / ω (the case of 
r = ω being trivial). 
Case τ < ωχ: by 4.5.3f»i^ 
ΒΙ,τ,,σ. Γ h P\\Q : φ ( σ -, г.) к Г h £ : σ к τ = ф г , . 
By 4.5.3(Ί; 
Г г- PIIQ : 0 ( σ - г.) =» 3μ, v. Г f- Ρ : μ Л ΓΙ-<?:ι/ΛμΛι/< ф(<т - . г.). 
·€/ «e/ 
It follows that μ Λ ι/ < οΐχ, so that at least one type among μ and t/ is less than ωι (notice 
that μ = μ ©ω and ι/ = ι/ © ω imply μΛι/ = (μΛι/)©μφί/@αΐ5ί ωι). Assume μ < «ι; 
then we distinguish among three subcases 
Subcase и < wj: 
37,Ι,μ;,«/,. Γ h Ρ : φ , ^ ( σ - μ ; ) Ь 
Π - < ? : Θ
Ι Ε Λ
( » - » Ί ) * 
( , е 7 « і ) л ( і б Ь і ) < .е/ г · Ьу(Р5) (4.54) 
=> 3J,I,M„i/,. Γ Ι - Ρ Ι : ©
ί
€ / μ , A: 
Γ г- <?¿ : Ф
І 6 І l'i by (-. E) 
=> r i - P b | | Q ¿ : ( e ,
€
j M , ) A ( e i e u H ) Ьу(ліц) 
=> Ty-PL\\QL-.T by (4.54) and (<). 
Subcase i> = ν Qu) φ ω: 
3J, L, μ„ ι/,. Г h Ρ : © j e > - . μ,) к 
r i - Q : © l e t ( < 7 - i / , ) © ü ; & 
( ® , 6 j / f i ) A [ ( © i
€
L , ' i ) e « ] < e , e , T , Ьу(Р6) (4.55) 
3·Α,Ι,μ,,ί/,. Г h PL : 0 j £ J μ, & 
Γ h QI : © ,
€ L ι/, ® ω by (-> E) and (-» Εω) 
Γ h PL||C?L : ( 0 ,
е У
 M,) Л [ ( © f e t и) θ ω] by (Ліц) 
Г h PL\\QL : r by (4.55) and (<). 
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Subcase ν — ω: immediate since then μ Au — μ во that Г h PL : r and the statement 
follows by (Л I||) віпсе trivially Г h QL : ω. 
Case τ = τ@ω: 
Т\-(Р\\0)Ь:т®ш => Э/,τ,,σ. Γ h J»||Q : 0
і е
,(<т - r.) Θ ω & 
Γ Ι - Ι : σ & τ = φ
ί £ / τ ί θ ω by 4.5.3^«^ 
Γ Ι - Ρ | | ς : φ
ι
€ / ( σ - . τ < ) ® ω 
=> 3μ, ι/. Tl· P^L· ThQ-.vk 
β Λ ι/ < φ , ·
€
Ι
( σ -» τ<) e « by 4.5.3(Ί; 
=> 3J,L,p„i/|. Г І - Р : © ; . 6 і ( а - » м , ) ыЬ 
r i - Q : © ,
e L ( < r - » « l ) © w t 
[ ( © ^ W ) A ( 0 i 6 L ^ ) ] ® « < 9 < 6 / 4 © w Ьу(Р7) (4.56) 
=* 3J,Ι,μ,,ί/|. Γ h PL : QjçJμ; θ ω & 
Г Ь ( ? І : ф ,
Е І
и « Ьу(-Ео-) 
=>· Г Н Р І | | С І : ( е ; е ^ , и»)л(е,€ і»'«®«) by (ЛІ„) 
=> Γ h PL[\QL : г by (4.56) and (<). D 
The main result of the present section is that must convergence implies typability by ω ι and 
may convergence implies typability by u>\ ®ш. We will see in section 4.7 that also the converse 
is true, so that these types will completely characterize convergence properties of terms. 
4.5.7. COROLLARY. 
(i) M 4 m u " implies l· M : иц 
(ii) M¡Tay V and h V : σ imply h M : σ θ ω; 
(iti) МЦта* implies h M : ω
χ
 ®ω. 
Proof. 
(i)-
Μ ¡Γ"'* => Э е . M-^V by 4.4.5fr) 
=> r- M : uii by 4.5.4C») and 4.5.6. 
Aí^me» V 4: h V : σ =ί> M = V οι 3Ν. M = V + Ν by 4.4.5(uj 
=> Ι- Αί : σ ® ω by 4.5.6 using (<) if M - V, 
and (ω), (e/+)if M = V + N. 
(iii). Immediate from (ii) and 4.SA(i). • 
4.6. The Interpretation 
Now we define formally how to interpret our language Л+ц in D". The correct notion of en­
vironment should send the call-by-value variables into til-irreducible elements different from _1_. 
Call-by-name A-abstractiona are interpreted as functions in the usual way. For call-by-value 
λ-abstractions, we must take into account the set of W-irreducible elements whose til is less than 
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or equal to the current d, i.e. the set C{d) = *_ 1(C(*(d))), where C{ ) is defined in 4.2.4 (ii). 
The interpretation of the syntactic operators is the expected one. This justifies the following 
definition. 
4.6.1. DEFINITION. An environment is a map η : VnuVv -• D" such that JJ(VV) Ç C(D°)-{L}. 
Call EnvD the set of environments over D°. Then the interpretation map [ · ]" : EnvD° χ 
Λ+|| —» D° is defined as follows (writing [·] for []D° and omitting Ф): 
[*), = Ij(l) 
M» = li*) 
μ
χ
.Μ]
η
 = $хаеіг\м]
ЧІЛ
,
я]ъ 
[ΜΝ]
η
 = [Μ]
η
 [Ν]
η 
[МЦЛГ1, = [AÍ],U[JV], 
[Μ + ΛΓ], = [Μ]
η
*[Ν]
η 
Ш*Ь = LIM,, 
where (Af, rç, С) = if J. g С then *
ε
€
σ
 [Aí]4[c/»] else _L. 
This is a good definition, as the functions Ad 6 D° .[Μ]
η
μ/
Ζ
] and Ad £ D° .\J
c
.
c
,(iJ(M, η, С)) 
are both in [D° —» D°], being defined in terms of continuous operators. This can be shown by 
an easy induction on M, which we omit. 
We show how the interpretation [-]D agrees with the type assignment system. It is clear 
that both definitions of environments and of the interpretation map apply to Τ via Φ. Then 
EnvT will be the set of mappings sending variables into filters such that Vv is sent to Тс~{\ш}. 
In fact we have 
jj € Envr «· Φ ο η e EnvD° 
If the previous definition is rephrased using the corresponding operators over J-, we get a notion 
of interpretation []ζ such that for all M 6 Л+ц 
[Μ]ζ € Τ and Φ([Μ]ζ) = [M]?.",. 
4.6.2. THEOREM. For η € Envr and any basis Γ, define: 
г И т , о
 х
е пи .г(
х
)б»г(х). 
TAen for all M 6 Л+ц ; 
\Μ\ζ = {σ Ι аГ. Γ (= η к Γ h M : σ}. 
Proof. By induction on M. The case in which M is a variable is trivial. 
M = Xx.L: let F = [Xx.Ltf and ƒ = Ad e £>°.*(j£J;^_1(<1)/l )). Then 
*(F) = [λχ.Ι]Ε„ = {]Ad 6 ir.lL\f£
e4Wx]u = Ш · 
σ e F if and only if Τ o- Ç F, i.e. by the isomorphism between Τ and D°, if and only 
if (er)+ 6 K ( M ) · If (σ)+ € X({1/|}), then (σ)+ = |_|,
e
/(e. => * ) for I finite and 
e,,d, € A^D0). By 4.3.14, there are σ,,τ, such that e, = (σ,)+ and d, = (τ,)+, so that we 
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deduce that, for all σ, Ф~1(д) = \σ Ç F if and only if σ = Λιε/σ« ~* T« f° r some / and 
σ,,τ, such that /((σ,)+) 3 {ъ)+. 
Since /((σ.)+) = Φ ( [ Ι ] ^
Β ] ) , we have ƒ((*.)+) D (r.)+ if and only if í n С [ 1 ] ^ , , . , , 
which implies r, 6 I¿J^[Te,/«]· 
By induction hypothesis τ, € [-ЧГгт» /«] ^ а п <* °ПІУ ^ *Ьеге ів Г, such that Г, |= 7j[f σ,/χ] 
and Γ, h X : τ,. Consider the equivalences: 
ЭГ,. Tl^η[]σ,/г]L·Γl^-L•.τl о ЭГ|. Г; |= rj fc Г;,х : σ, r-Χ : г, 
<* зг;. г; (= ι» t г; h λχ.χ : <т, — η 
using 4.5.3ОД. Then, defining Γ as Γ(χ) = Д ,
€
/ Γ((χ), we have Γ \= η and Γ h Ax.Χ : 
Д
і е / σ, —» τ, = σ, so that we conclude, as desired, 
σ 6 F «• ЭГ. Г (= τ? & Г h Ax.X : σ. 
M = Xv.L: let F = [A„.Xtf,
 s
 = Ас e С»(і?«).Ф([І]^. 1 ( е ) / ]) and ƒ = Ad € ß° .U C e C . ( J ) 
(if _L g С then *c£Cff(c) else J.). Then Ф(Г) = { ƒ } . 
Let σ,ε,,ίί,,σ,,τ, be as in previous case. For all t € ƒ we have again the condition d, Ç 
Л
е
») = Uc€C°(e.)( >f-L £ *7 then »etc fl(c) else ±). As this is a directed join and d, is 
compact, we know that for all i £ / there exists C'1' € C°(e,) such that d, С *
e6c<')ff(c) 
or d, Ç Χ. 
Let ± $ CÍ*>. Suppose that C<*> = { с ^ , . . , , ^ ' } . Then for each j < Jfc, there exists 
μ'ι) € /Type such that cj'' = ^ J ' V - T h i e implies that »^t.ej^ Ç e, if and only if 
σ, < θ,^,μ) '*- It follows that 
ο з„м...,,м. /< *,. „<·> 6 [ i ] ^ , ) / v ] & e,<t.",(,) < n. 
By induction hypothesis, for all j < Jfe, we have 
ЭГМ.ГМИЧІТММ/КІЛГМГ-І;:^», 
which is equivalent to 
ЗГ«. Г " И ч fc Г*1»,· : ^ · ϊ I- i : i/<m>. 
This implies that, for all i € / , 
ЭГ(').
 Γ
(·) |= τ, к Vj < *,. rW, ν : μ<'> h Χ : ι>\ι). 
which, since Vj < к3.иу' < ω\, is equivalent by A.b.Z(iv) to 
3Γ<·>. Г«'» И τ, & Γ " h λυ.Χ : 0 μ<° - 0 t/j*'. 
The case 1 G C<') is easier. In fact we have ƒ = -(]1|} => fl.L[}, i.e. F = î {ω -» ω}, and 
h Xv.L : ω —»ω. 
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M = LN: then, using the fact that Φ ¡s a morphism of applicative structures, we have 
= «-'(ME.· mz:j 
= юг re 
where · is defined in 4.3.17ft,). The statement follows by the induction hypothesis, 4.5 3(vi) 
and A.b.Z(vu). 
M = L + N: reasoning as in the previous cases, we have that 
where * is defined in 4.3.15. The statement follows by the induction hypothesis and 
4.5.3fOT·»;. 
M = L\\N: 
щкх = Ф-чшмг;,) 
= ΜζΟΐΝ]ζ 
where Cl is defined in 4.3.12. The statement follows by the induction hypothesis and 
4.5 2(ÌX). 
Μ Ξ Ц L: again we have 
[I№ = IIK. 
where JJ is defined in 4.2.Π(ιι). The statement follows by the induction hypothesis, and 
4.5.3fzJ D 
The interpretation of the parallel and non-deterministic features of our language is clarified 
by the following equalities, which are shown in the proof of previous Theorem. 
[I||JV]f = [I t f Ü [Ν]ζ. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.6.2 we have the completeness of our type assignment 
system, i.e. that 
Γ h M : σ if and only if Γ |= Μ : σ 
where Γ f= M : σ is defined in the standard way. 
4 6.3. COROLLARY. The structure Τ ~ D° is a model of the equivalence defined m 4 4 4 over 
Λ?,, MO the interpretations [ J ' (or [ ] β ) , ι е. 
VM, N e Λ° ι,. M = Ν => [ Μ ] τ = [ЛГ]^ 
where the environment« are omitted since they do not affect the meaning of closed terms 
Proof. Immediate by 4.5.6 and 4.6.2. О 
Being Τ ordered by subset inclusion, a partial order c ' (hence an equivalence ~r) is induced 
over Λ+||, namely 
J f Ç f N о У:? 6 Env*. [Μ]ζ Ç [Ν]ζ. 
In the following section we will prove that \Zr coincides with the operational preorder 
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4.7. Adequacy and Completeness 
In this section we will prove that the filter model exactly mirrors the operational semantics, i.e. 
that it is fully abstract. This means that: 
• the filter model is adequate, that is it does not equate operationally distinct programs: 
M Çr N implies M Ç° Ν ; 
• the filter model is complete, that is it reflecte the operational distinctions: 
M Ç° N implies Af С* Ν. 
Key to this result is the converse of 4.5.7 (i), i.e. 
Ι- Μ : ωι implies Ai 1 P U " . (4.57) 
4.7.1. Characteristic Terms 
As in previous chapter, the key property on which the proof of full abstraction relies is that any 
compact element of T, which is of the shape to', is Λ-defìnable, since for all types σ there exists 
a characteristic (closed) term R„ such that 
r- R„ : τ if and only if σ < τ, (4.58) 
that is [Ro]^ =T o. Such terms are constructed inductively together with test terms: to each 
type σ we associate a test term T„ such that for all closed terms M: 
т„м\у if and only if h Af : σ. (4.59) 
The definition of characteristic terms and test terms finely reflects the duality between || and 
+, and their correspondence with Λ and 8, respectively. It is interesting to compare them with 
the characteristic terms of subsection 3.5.4.5.3 in chapter 3. 
Let Ω be any unsolvable of degree 0 (typically Ω = (λζ.ζζ)(λζ.ζζ)) and I
v
 = Av.v the call-
by-value identity combinator. Then we define two families of terms {R»},^»»!· and {Т
в
}„
€
т »>« 
as follows. 
4.7.1. DEFINITION. The characteristic terms R„ and the test terms Τ„ are defined by induction 
on the number of symbols of σ. 
Re 
T, = 
Ω 
λχ.(Τμχ) R„ 
RJR, 
Σσ'εβ(α) R« 
Xx.l 
λζ.Ι
ν
((λυ.Τ 
λζ.Ι
ν
(Τ
Μ
 ζ 
λ*·ΜΣ,.
€ 
if©(a) = 
ιΐθ(σ) = 
if θ(σ) = 
= М 
••{μ-* 
= {μΛ 
• otherwise. 
,{νημ))ζ) 
fT„z) 
(<г)Т»'(ІІ = 0) 
"} 
"} 
ΪΓΘ(σ) = {ω} 
if θ(σ) = {μ -» ν) 
if θ(σ) = {μ Λ «/} 
if ω € θ ( σ ) φ {ω} 
λζ.Ι
ν
((Αυ.||1,.ε θ ( <,)Τσ.ν)ζ-|-Σ;<,1 £ θ ( β )Τ<,.(υζ)) otherwise. 
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To see that this inductive definition is correct, let |σ| be the number of symbols occurring in 
σ. A simple induction on σ shows that, if σ' £ θ(σ) then \σ'\ < \σ\, and that, if the cardinality 
of θ(σ) is greater than 1, then this inequality is strict. 
In all cases but σ = ω, J
a
 has the shape Xx.lvM, for some M: so, for any N, either 1„N 
must converge or it must diverge (i e. it cannot be both may divergent and may convergent). 
Ύμ-,
ν
 has an internal call-by-value abstraction besides that one in Iy- Indeed, in view of 
(4.57) and (4.59), if the argument of Τμ_„ has an arrow type, then it has also type ωι, so that 
it is expected to be must convergent. 
Concerning the definition of Tff when θ(σ) has more than one element, observe that, if ζ 
has type σ, then Ц ζ has type Л<г'е (<г)σ '• ^ 0 *°r e x a mpl*i it σ = μ®ι/®ω and μ, ν are arrow 
types, we have 
TMa„e„(RM + R, + R-) -^ Iv(TM(RM||R„||Ru) + T„(RM||R„||R«) + T„(RM||R„||R„)), 
which is a convergent term assuming (4.58) and (4.59). Now let us consider σ = (μ Λ ν) © τ, 
where μ, и, τ are arrow types. In this case we have 
"
Γ(μΛι-)θτ((ΚμΙ|Κΐ')+ RT) ' 
IV(TMA»(RMI|R»)I|TT(RMI|RO + TMA,RT||TTRT + TílA,(Ríl||R,||RT)||TT(RM||R,||RT)+ 
+T„A1 ,(R ( , | |R»||RT) + TT(R,||R,||RT)), 
which also converges. To understand the use of the subterm (λν.||
ν
·£θ(«)Τν'ν)ζι consider that 
by dropping it we would obtain: 
Τ(μΛ,)βτ^μ + R " + R T ) - ^ Μ Τ μ Λ , ^ μ Ι ^ Ι ^ τ ) + TT(RM||R„ || RT)), 
which converges, in spite of the fact that RM + RK + RT does not have in general the type (μΑν)θτ. 
Lastly, to justify the subterms with the coproduct, notice that 
(Au.n>||T,v))(RM + R„) - U T^RM||TlrRJI, 
which converges, while RM + Κμ cannot be typed by μ θ ν whenever μ ¿ υ. 
For the following proof it is useful to consider the sets of types of I and Iy- Let us define 1 
as the least filter including all types of the shape a —• σ. 
4.7.2. PROPOSITION. 
(ι) \- I : r if and only if г g X: 
(η) σ, τ € I if and only if σ © τ € I; 
(m) σ —• τ G I if and only if σ < τ; 
(ιυ) h Iy : о —» r and τ jt ω imply σ < τ Λ « ι ; 
(ν) Γ h Iy M : τ and τ φ ω imply Γ h M : τ Л u>\. 
Proof. 
(i) follows from 4.5.3^. 
(ii). (=>). Notice that σ Л r < σ r (<=) follows from ft) and А.ЬА(н). 
(iii). Easy. 
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(iv) follows from 4.5.5ft) and 4.5.3(i). 
(v). By A.bA(iii) \-\y :σ —* τ and h Af : σ for some σ. So we are done by (iv) and rule (<). 
D 
4.7.3. LEMMA. 
(i) h T„ : r —» ρ © ω, ani ρ < ы\ imply h 1
σ
 : τ —» ρ φ ω\; 
(xi) h R„ : τ ί/ ani only if' σ < τ; 
(Hi) for all τ 6 Type, У- Τ , : tr -» τ —» τ ; 
^иі^  H T , : г —» ρ, and ρ < а»і imply τ < σ, ani ρ 6 1 . 
froo/. (i) U σ = ω then Т
ы
 = λζ.Ι, which has type τ —» ρ φ ω if and only if h I : ρ φ ω by 
A.5.3(iii). This implies that h I : ρ by A.SA(ii). By hypothesis ρ < ь>і, so that ρ < ρ φ ωχ, and 
the statement follows. 
In all other cases, using the fact that T„ has the shape Xx.lyM, we have 
Ь T„ : τ —»ρ® ω => ζ : г I- IvAf ·· ρ® ω by 4.5.3 (iti) 
=» ζ : τ\- M : (ρ ©ω) Λωι by АЛ.2( ) and ρ < ωι 
^ ζ : τ Ι - Μ : ρ φ ω ι by (<) 
=> Ι - Τ
σ
: τ - » ρ φ ω ι by (-> Ε) and (-» I
n
) , 
since I- Iy : ρ © Wi —• ρ φ ωχ. 
We prove (ii)-(iv) by a simultaneous induction on σ. Notice that all test terme are terms 
in W°. Therefore we will freely use the properties stated in 4.5.4. We consider only the most 
interesting cases. 
Θ(σ) = μ -n/. 
• (ii) RM_„ = λζ.(Τ μ ζ) R„ and suppose h RM_„ : т. Then we proceed by a subordinate 
induction on the structure of r, the base case being that r Ξ α —» β, since Rjj-,κ is an 
abstraction (see А.Ъ.Ъ(іі)). 
We consider two cases, β-φ β® ω and β — β®ω. 
\ΐβφβ®ω then 
r- Αζ.(Τ μ ζ) R„ : α -• β 
г :al· (Τμζ)R„ : β by 4.5.3 (Hi) 
=> 3 / , Α , ί . ζ : α Ι - Τ μ ζ : 0 ι £ / ( ί - Α ) 
к \- R„ : ¿ к β = ® ,
e / f t by 4.5.3fv¿; 
=> (-Τμ : α - » © i £ / ( í - » f t ) ic ν < í by induction and 4 . 5 . 4 ^ 
=> J - T „ : a - . e , e / ( i / - . A ) by(<) 
=> a < μ Je ©.g/C'' —* ft) 6 I by induction 
=>· tt</iíiVi£Í.i/-.fteí by A.7.2(ii) 
=> a < μ te Vi e /. ν < ft by 4.7.2(iii; 
=> Q < M i c t / < / J since/3 = ®
і
€
, Д 
=> μ -» ν < a -» /3. 
When β — β φ ω we have 
3/,Α,ί. ζ : α Κ Τ μ ζ : φ , € ί ( ί - » Α ) φ ω & h R„ : Ä & /3 = © , e / f t φ ω by А.Ъ.Ъ(шг) 
=> h Τ μ : α —» φ , ε / ( ί —»ft) θ ω i t í / < í a s above 
=> Η Τ μ : о - 0 , e / ( i / - ft) ® (y - ω) by (i) and (<), 
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and then the proof proceeds as in the previous case. 
When τ = a Aß or α® β the statement follows using the subordinate induction hypothesis 
and, in the last case, using 4.5.4ftt; which implies both t- RM_„ : a and r- RM_,, : β, being 
R ^ „ € W . 
• (iii) Being τ —* τ £ IType, we have that for all τ 
Ы : (г - . τ) - (г - г). (4 60) 
By induction hypothesis, h T„ : f —» τ —» τ and h RM : μ; therefore, being μ —» ν e IType, 
ν : μ—* ν\- ν : μ —* и ν : μ —» f h RM : μ 
υ : μ —» ι/ h Τ„ : ι/ —»τ—»τ « : μ - · ι Ή ι^ μ : ν 
« : μ - · ι Ί - T„(t>RM) : τ -• τ 
(—U) 
Η Ε) 
г- Λν.Τ,,(ι^μ) : (μ —» ν) —» τ —» г 
By this and rule (—» E) we have χ : μ —» ν h (Àv.T„(vRM))x : r —» τ, and the statement 
follows by (4.60), rule (-» E) and rule (-• I
n
). 
• (iv) Τ μ _„ = λζ.Ιν((λυ.Τ„(υΡ μ ) )χ ) and suppose that Ι- Τ μ _„ : r —» ρ, ρ < ш\ . Then we 
have 
χ : τ h I
v
((Av.T„(tiRM))e) : ρ 
=» χ : τ r- (At>.T„(»R,0)x : ρ by АЛЛ( ) 
=> h A«.T„(irR,,) : τ - . ρ by А.ЪА(і ) 
=> 31, τ,,ρ,. Vi 6 ƒ. υ : τ, h T„(«RM) : ρ, & 
τ
 = іе/ η it ρ = φ
ι £ 7 A by 4.5.3Η 
^ Vi £ /,Ξα,. h Τ» : α, —» Α & υ : τ ι Ι~ " Κ μ : Q» by 4.5A(iñ) 
=> Vi £ /.3α,. α, < и к τ, < μ —» α, к Α € I by induction and А.ЬА( ) 
=> Vi € / . τ, < μ — ι/ & ρ € I by 4.7.2ft«; as ρ = © t € / A 
=> τ < μ - » ί / < £ ρ € ΐ since г = ф
і е / т , . 
Θ(σ) = {μΛί/}. 
• (iv) ΤμΑ„ Ξ λ χ . Ι ν ( Τ μ χ + Τ„χ) and suppose that Η Τ μ Α „ : r —» ρ, ρ < wj. Then we have 
χ : г Ь Ι
ν
( Τ μ χ + Τ„χ) : ρ by 4.5.3fmj 
=> χ : τ h Τ μ χ + Τ„χ : ρ by 4Л.2( ) 
=> Зalß.χ•.τl·Ίμχ•.atίχ•.τ\-Ίvг•.ßka®ß<p by 4.5.3 (vili) (4.61) 
=> 3 Q , / 3 . h Τ μ : τ -» α к h Т„ : τ - . /3 by 4.5.4ft«; 
^ 3Q,/3. τ < μ & τ < ι / & α,/Э 6 Γ by induction 
=> τ <μΛν к p€l by (4.61) and 4.7.2fu;. 
ω ε θ(σ) ^ {ω}. 
• (iii) By derivability of rule (© Λ JJ) we know that χ : σ h Ц χ : σ' for all σ' € ©(σ); 
therefore 
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ind. hyp. 
ζ : σ Ь T„< : σ' -» r -» r ζ : σ h [ ] ζ : er* W e Θ(σ) 
« : ^ Т , . ( Ц » ) : г ^ т ν σ ' 6 θ ( σ ) (-Β) 
So we conclude using (4-60), (—» E), and (—» I
n
). 
• (iv) Let θ(σ) = {σ, | i e J}. 
Ь Т „ : г - . р => x:rHv(Y;,
a
T0.(Ux)):p Ъу А.Ь.З(ІІІ) 
=* E : г I- £ ) i e j T„. (U ι ) : Ρ by 4.7.2 (ν) since ρ < ω! 
=> ν » € / 3 μ , . ι : τ Ι - Τ
σ
. ( υ χ ) : μ , & 
© ,
ε / μ . < Ρ Ьу A.&.3(viii) 
=>• і б J3/^,i/¿. s : r h Τ„. : ι/, -+μ, Α; 
ζ : τ h Ц ι : ι/, by 4.5.4fiiiJ 
=> Vi e Ι .ι/, < σ. SÍ μ, e Γ by induction 
=> і € і . г : т г - Ц г : а , & p 6 l by 4.7.2fii,l. 
Now ζ : τ l· JJ ζ : σ, implies by 4.5.3 fzj that there are J,, ту1' such that 
т = 0 т * > and Λ Γ ; ( < ) ^ σ - ( 4 · 6 2 ) 
j е л j€J. 
Observe that ω e Θ(σ) implies that σ = σ Θ ω, so that 
τ
 - І € / ( © ; € Л Г / ) 
< ( Λ .
€
ί » . ) θ » by (4.62) 
= <r by (РЗ). 
ω $ θ(σ). 
• (iii) Because of ω 0 Θ(σ), for all σ' e Θ(σ), ν : σ' is a basis. Hence 
ind. hyp. 
χ : σ, « : σ' h Τ„> : σ' —> г —» г ν : </ h υ : σ' . 
(ΑΙ||),(<) 
(-U) 
Η Ε) 
ζ 
ζ : 
χ : σ,ν : σ'Υ- Τ
σ
>ν : 
:σ,ν:σ' h ||„.
€
θ(«)Τ0 
a h А .Ц,,.^,,)"!",,.« : 
г —» τ 
,ιυ : г — 
: σ —» τ 
<т' 
• г 
—• τ 
e θ(σ) ν 
Va' 6 θ(σ) 
ζ : σ h ζ : σ 
ζ : σ h (λυ.||„.6θ(β)Τ„.«)ΐ! : τ — г 
Moreover we сап derive χ : cl· Σσ'ζβ(σ) Τ"'(LI ζ) : τ —• τ as in previous case. Now the 
statement follows applying rules ( І+), (—• E), (—» I„), and using (4.60). 
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• (iv) Let θ(σ) = {σ, | t € / } . As in the proof of previous case we get 
χ : τ h (A*4
€
;T.. v)x + £Т„. (Ц *)) : p. 
tei 
By 4.5.3 f tinij, this judgment implies that there exist μ and μ, such that 
χ : г h (Xv.\\tÎlla.v)x : μ (4.63) 
Vie/. і : т Н Т „ . ( Ц * ) :
Л
 (4.64) 
μ θ φ μ , < ί > . (4.65) 
As above from (4.64) we have μ, € X and (4.62). Moreover we get 
(4.63) => h λυ. | | , £ / Τ σ .υ:τ-»μ by 1.5A(iv) 
=>> ЗЯ, TA, i/h.T = 0 л е я η, & μ = ® h e / f i^fc (4.66) 
V/i 6 Η. υ : TA h ||,ε/Τ
α
.υ : vK by 4 . 5 . 3 ^ . 
(4.67) 
υ : Τ Α г- Ц.е/Tíjt) : I/A 
=* Vi 6 J 3 { W . υ : TA h Τ„.« : *<*> L· Λ , £ , ί [ ° < «Ά by А.Ъ.Ъ(хг) 
=> Vi e Ι 3 { < ° . Ι- Τ„. : ΤΑ - ξ ^ by А.ЪЛ(х ) . 
Observing that (4.65) and ρ < ω
λ
 imply μ < ωχ, from μ = ф
Л
£
Я
 «Ά and Ліе/íi ^ "л 
we get A . Í / Í A ' ^ ω ι · T i » s 8 i v e e ЗІА € J. í['k) < ui!. In fact, if we assume Vi e Ι. ξ^ = 
(j:*' ©ω, we have A . g / í i 0 = O V / Í A ' ) ©« by (P3). Moreover by (i) we have that 
{£> = (
Λ
ι )
 φ
 ω
 implies ξ
Λ
'' = ω. So by induction 
ν/ι e ЯЗІА e /. ТА < atk & { < u ) e χ. (4.68) 
Therefore from Л € Я,Э»А £ I. $κ) 6 X, Λ,είίΑ0 < "л. V/i € Я, і É / either (£° <
 W l 
or Ц*' = ω, μ = ф
Л
€
д i/fc, Vi e ƒ. μ» € Χ, and (4-65), we conclude ρ 6 I . Lastly 
*- = e . 6 / ( © j e A ^ * f c ) ) ьи-«*) 
= [Л,6/(Л, ел^)] г by (PO) 
= [л,
е
,(л ; ел г, ( , к ))]©0А€я^ ьу«·«*; 
< (Лі£;'.)Ф ми»ч by ft.«; and ft.«; 
< cr by (P2). 
АЛЛ. Typability implies Convergence 
Aim of this subsection is to prove that types completely characterize must and may convergence, 
i.e. 
hM-.wi => MJT""' \-Μ:ω1@ω => Л Ц Г " 4 
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for all closed terme Ai. The ^ were proved in І.Ъ.7(і), 4.5.7fm,). 
The proof of => requires a double induction on types and deductions. Following a standard 
methodology, we split this induction by introducing a "realizability interpretation" of types as 
sets of closed terms. 
4.7.4. DEFINITION (Realizability). We define the mapping [·] : Type -» Р(Л° ц) by induction: 
N M = Л°+||; 
(it) M 6 [σ -» τ] iff exists V « U
x
 + · · · + U
n
, for some η and Ui,...,U
n
 e U° such that 
Af -Î-. V, and for all N 6 [σ] and i < η : m(U,)N 6 [r]¡ 
fin,/ M 6 [σ Λ τ] iff M € [σ] and Ai e [τ]; 
M Ai € [σ Θ τ] iff for some P,Q € Л°ц, 'Af -î-f Ρ + Q, and Ρ € [σ] & Q € [г]. 
If Af is open, let я be a map from term variables to Л%. Now define: 
(i) s И, Г iff for all χ : σ € Γ : »(χ) б И ; 
(it) Г ^ , Af : σ iff β(Λί) 6 [σ] for all s such that з |=, Г. 
The correctness of this definition ie due to the fact that all types are inhabited by some closed 
term; in fact we have (=
r
 R, : σ for all types σ. 
The following Lemma states some key properties of our realizability interpretation. 
4.7.5. LEMMA. 
(χ) M 6 И ani N -Î-. Af imply Ν € [σ]; 
(и) Μ, Ν e [σ] implies M + N 6 [σ); 
(m) Af + Ν 6 [<τ] end σ irreduciiie »mpíy Af, Ν £ [σ]; 
ftv) Af e [σ] impítej ίΛαί /or all closed N : M\\N e \σ\; 
(ν) »ƒ tf € U° end m(U)N e [σ] /or «ome closed Ν, then UN 6 [σ]; 
(vi) σ < τ implies [σ] Ç [τ]; 
fini) Af € [o-J implies Ц Af e [σ] ; 
ft)«»»,/ Af G [a] and σ φ ω, irreducible imply that for some V « £ , < n Utl where Ui,...,U„ € 
U°, AÍ - ^ V and m(Ut) € [<r] /or oí/ i < η. 
Proo/. All proofs but that of (vi) are by induction on a. 
(i) is straightforward from Definition 4.7.4. 
(li) The only interesting case is: 
σ = r © p. If Af, JV € [τ Θ p] then for some Afo, JVo ε [Tl and Afi, N\ £ [p] it is the case 
that Af - ^ Afo + Αίχ and N -1-» JV0 + JVi- By induction hypothesis M0 + N0 € [τ] 
and Afi + Ni G [p]¡ therefore 
Af + JV -U (Afo + N0) + (AÍ! + JVO 6 [r Θ PÎ-
fmj If σ = τ -» ρ then Af + Ν - ^ V where V « ϋΊ + • · · + U
m
 + U
m+l + ••• + £ / m + t l and 
Ai -Î-. Vi + · · · + tfm and N -^- Um+1 + ••• + Um+k, say. Then Af, N e [σ] follows 
immediately by definition. 
(iv) We consider the cases in which σ is an arrow or a sum. 
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M € [г —» ρ] implies by definition that there are η and U\, • • •, U
n
 € U° such that M -^ -» 
£ ,<„ Di and VI e M and i < η, m(Ut)L € [/>]- We have M\\N - U Е,<»("'.|1^) ЬУ 
rule"(+11) and m(U,\\N) = m(Ui)\\m(N) or m(U,||AT) Ξ m(I/,) according to N 6 U 
or not. In the first case m(i/,)i € [p] implies т(Ц,)і | |т(ЛГ)і 6 [p\ by induc­
tion, and therefore m{U,\\N)L € Ц by (i) since m([/,||W)L = (m{U,)\\m(N))L — . 
m(Ui)L\\m(N)L. The second case is immediate. 
Me [τ ® ρ] implies by definition that there are P, Q € Λ°., such that M -^ -» Ρ + Q, 
Ρ € [τ] and Q б [ρ]. We have Af||JV - ^ РЦЛГ + Q||JV by distributivity and 
P\\N e [r], QIIJV e [ρ] by induction. 
(ν) By Remark 4.4.1 m(lA) is either U itself, when U 6 W°, or there exist W e W° and a closed 
M £ U such that U ss W\\M and m(U') = W. In the first case the statement is immediate; 
in the second one, if WN € [σ] then WN\\MN € [<r] by (iii), so that (W\\M)N e [σ] by 
(i) because (W||AOJV —• WN\\MN. 
(vi) By induction on the axiomatic presentation of <. We use (ii) for the case σ © σ < σ. The 
most interesting case is (ι/ φ ρ) Λ μ < (у Λ μ) φ (ρ Λ μ). Now Ai 6 [σ] implies Af £ [ι> θ ρ] 
and M € [μ]. From Ai 6 [f θ ρ] we have Μ -^ -» Ρ + Q for some Ρ € M and Q e [ρ]. 
Therefore by (iv) we have P||Af 6 [ι/Λμ] and Q||Af € [ρ Λ μ]. So we can conclude 
M « Af ||Af - Î - (P + Q)||M — . P\\M + <?||Af € {{" Λ μ) θ (ρ Λ μ)]. 
fvti) We consider the case in which 7 is a sum. Μ Ε [τΘρ] implies by definition that there are 
P, Q e Л» Ц euch that Ai - ^ Ρ + Q, Ρ € [r] and Q e [pj. Then ]J Л/ -^- JJ P|| JJ Q by 
rule (IJ
 + ) and by induction Ц Ρ € [rj and Ц<? 6 [p]. Therefore we have Ц M e [τ Λ ρ] 
by (iv), so we can conclude using (vi): Ц Af € [г φ pj. 
fviitj If σ = г Λ ρ we have by induction Af -^ -» Σ,
ε
/ Ut and Af -^ -» £ , e y Щ *°
г s o m
e some 
finite sets of indexes I, J and m(Ut) e [rj and m(U¡) e [ρ]. Now Af s= Αί||Λί -^ -» 
(Σ,
€
/^ . )ΙΙ(Σ,
€
^;) - ^ E.eiEy€/(tf.lirç) «d т№||£/;) = miigiMrç) e μ
Ρ
] . 
As expected realizability coincides with derivability in h and this implies that we can show 
that all closed terms typeable by ωχ must converge. 
4.7.6. THEOREM. The assignment system is sound and complete with respect io the realizability 
interpretation, namely 
Γ h Af : σ iff Γ H
r
 Af : σ. 
Proof. Soundness (that is =>) is by induction on derivations. We consider just the more complex 
cases (the other being standard or similar). 
Suppose that the derivation ends by 
Γ,ν : σ, I- Af : τ, i = l , . . . , n 
η-λυ.Αί:0,<„σ,-Θ
Ι < ητ, 
where each σ, is irreducible and different from ω. Since λυ.Λί ε W and it is irreducible, we have 
to show that, if s \=
τ
 Γ, then s(Xv.M)N e [8,<« r«l f o r a 1 1 N £ Ιθ,<ησ·]· I f N e [ θ , < „ σ . 1 
then by 4.7.4 Ν -^ -» Σι<η-^» ^ o r s o m e ΛΓι,..., JV
n
 s u
ch that N
x
 € [σ,] for all i. By Lemma 
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4.7.5/vuiJ for each i there exist n, € N and ΙΛ,ι,. ..,ΙΤ,,η, € U such that Nt = £ J < n Ut¡) and 
і < г ц . т ( ^ ) е Ы ( 1 ) . Now: 
(λυ.Μ) JV - ^ ( λ υ . Μ ) ( £ Σ U„ ) -^ £ £ {{Xv.M)Ullt ) + Q - ^ £ £ P,,, + Q' 
where Q s (λ«.Μ)(||,<
η
,,<
η
,^,,), Q' = M[m(||,<
n
,,<
n
.tr,>;)/i>]||(Av.M)V for some V such that 
\V<nj<n.Ux,i —• V, and 
(a) P,,, = Μ[ΙΤ,,,/υ] if 17,,, 6 W° (in this case m(Ul>}) = U,,,) 
(b) P
x<) = MИУ,., )/ν]||(Αυ.Μ)ν„, if tf,,; — . ад. 
Let J,J = i[m(l/,,)/«], then by (1) and the induction hypothesis s,,,(M) € [г,]. In case 
(a) s(Pt>J) = ^ ( A f ) , so ,(PtJ) e in] . In case (b) s(Pt<]) Ξ а,,,(М)|К(Л1лАГ)К,;), and 
again i(P,,,) £ [τ,] by 4.7.S(iv). For Q', notice that т(||,<
п
,,<„,«/,,,) = Ц.^п.^п.л^Г/,,,), 
and therefore by (1) and АЛ.Ъ(і ) we have τη(\\%<Λιί<η,υΐι}) € [σ,] for all i < η. Let a' = 
*[TO(ll«<n,j<n,I'i1j)/*]i then, again by induction hypothesis a'{M) 6 [τ,], so that, by ЬЛ.Ь(г ) 
i(Q') = S'(M) | |J((AU.M)V) 6 [r,] for all i < n. We finally conclude, by 4.7.5fnj and 4.7.5(») 
that (λυ.Μ )JV e [ φ
ι < η η ] as desired. 
If the derivation ends by 
Γ Η M : 0 , <
η
( σ -4 г.) Γ h- ЛГ : σ 
Г Н М ^ : ф , < „ г , 
choose any » such that s ^=
r
 Г. By induction *(Af) € [©^„(^ -» τ«)]ι i-e. *(Af) —• Σ,<η Mt 
for some M i , . . . , M
n
 such that Af, 6 [σ —» τ,]. Again by induction s{N) € [σ]. Now, by 
definition, each Af, -^ -» Σ,,εΛ °і. 8 u c h t n a t ' f o r *" * 6 J · ' m ( t ^ . ) J v ' e М - ВУ 4 . 7 . 5 ^ this 
implies that U)xN € [τ,] for all i and j , € J„ so that M,j(JV) 6 [τ,], i.e. a(MN) € [©,<n r,] 
by 4.7.5(«J since з(МΝ) -U £,<„ Af.s(JV). 
To prove completeness (namely <=) first we observe that, given Γ, Γ', such that ΡΚ(Γ) Π 
Р (Г) = 0 the map β
Γ
,Γ' defined by 
[x ifxePV(r') 
n
_ R, i f x : T 6 T 
«r.r W - \
 R w - u i f χ g F V ( r у Г ' ) a n d χ j , caii.by-value 
^ R
u
 otherwise 
is such that ap,» \=
r
 Г, hence by hypothesis 5r,»(Af) 6 [σ]. It is easy to prove by induction on 
M that for all Γ, Γ', such that FV(T) П FV(T') = β: 
VW, σ. Γ' h sr,r'(M) : σ =* Γ U Γ' h Af : σ. 
Now we prove: 
Γ Κ Μ : σ = > · Γ Ι - Α ί : σ 
by induction on σ. All cases are immediate but that of the arrow types. Let σ = r —» p. 
By the soundness part of this theorem we know that RT e [r]. By definition srt(M) = 
M' -Î-» Σ*<
η
υ
*
 f o r 8 0 m e n a n d
 Ui,...,U
n
 6 U° such that, for all ι < η, m(J7,)RT e [ρ] 
By induction hypothesis we have Γ h m(U,)RT : p. Since m(I7) e W°, by 4.5.4^»t^ there 
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exists r' such that h m(l/,) : τ' —» ρ and h RT : τ'. Now \.Ί.Ζ(ιι) implies that r < τ', 
so that τ' —» ρ < τ —» ρ and therefore, by rule (<), we know that h m(l/'t) : τ —» ρ for 
all ι < n. Using 4.5.4fvi>/ we also know that r- If, : r —» ρ for all t, so that, by rule (+1), 
h $ ^ l < n Ux \ τ —* p. Therefore r- Af' : τ —» ρ by 4.5.6, which immediately implies by the above 
clainTthat Γ l· M : τ -* p. D 
The main result we obtain is the converse of 4.5.7, which easily follows from soundness, 
namely: 
4.7.7. COROLLARY. 
(i) h Μ : ω1 implies Μ ψ™"»; 
(it) h M : ω! Θ и implies M IP"*. 
AB a byproduct of these results we get a proof of Proposition 4.4.6, namely that, if М-Ц.™"' 
and Μ -^· N implies Ν ψ™"« for closed Af.JV. Indeed, if Α ί Γ " " then h Μ : u>i by 4.5.7(¿). 
Since types are preserved by reduction (actually by conversion) by Theorem 4.5.6, we know that 
h N : mi. Therefore, by Corollary ЛЛЛ.(і), we conclude that ЛГ ^ m u , < as desired. A similar 
argument, using 4.5.7(ri») and 4.7.7.(it), shows that if МЦ-тл and M -^» ЛГ then N Ц.тл*. 
4.7.3. Full Abstraction Theorem 
To establish the main result of this chapter we use the discriminability power of test terms. 
4.7.8. THEOREM. Let M be a closed term. 
T „ M 4 m u , t iff l· Μ:σ. 
Proof. 
T „ M F " " ' => HT„M:wi by4.5.7/V 
=> Зр. Ь£ Τ, : ρ-» wj t Ь М : р by 4.5 A.(iti) since J„ e TVal0 
=> 3p. ρ < σ & h M : ρ by A.T.Z(w) 
=>• h Λί : σ by rule (<). 
( < = ) • 
r- M : σ => h Τ„Μ : ω! by 4.7.3('m;) 
=> T 0 M 4
m u
" by 4.7.7Yi/ 
D 
Adequacy is a consequence of 4.7.7 and of the fact that ~T is a congruence. For the converse it 
suffices to observe that test terms discriminate internally, that is with respect to the convergence 
predicate, terms having different interpretations in the filter model. 
4.7.9. THEOREM (Full Abstraction Theorem). 
Μ ζ/ N iffMZ° Ν. 
Proof. (=>) (Adequacy) Since C y is a precongruence, we immediately have that 
M Q* N => VC[ ]. r- C[M] : αϊ! => Γ r- C[N] : иц. 
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It follows that 
C[M]\Tu,t => Ь C[M] : ωχ by 4.5.7ft) =>· r- C[N] : ω ι => C[W]^ m u " by 4.7.7. ft). 
( ^ ) (Completeness) 
Af g^ JV ο 3Γ,σ. Γ h M : σ к Г Ι/ Ν : σ. 
Let FV(MJV) = {χ< I 1 < i < η}, Γ = {x¡ : ri I 1 < t < η} and г = η -» » г„ - . σ, 
then t- λχι . . .χ„ .Μ : τ and Ι/ λχι...χ
η
·Ν : r by 4.5.3.ftitj and (iv). Therefore choosing 
C[ ] = Τ
τ
(λχ! .. .χ
η
.[ ]) we have that C[M]iTu" and C[tf]1Pe" which imply M qP N. • 
The full abstraction theorem shows that the calculus we have defined is a complete description 
of the powetdomain structure devised in section 4.2, being the match between the two provided 
by the logical system. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
The literature related to the present work has mostly been quoted in the introduction. A research 
direction, which has not yet been mentioned, is that initiated by Milner in [72], and developed 
by Sangiorgi in [87]. The idea is to consider the τ-calculus as the basic model, and to study 
lazy Α-calculus via encodings into the τ-calculus itself. A comparative study and a survey of 
these investigations is [62]. Although related, this approach sceme orthogonal to that which 
ів developed in the present thesis, where the concurrent Л-calculus is studied with respect to 
denotational models via a type assignment systems. In spite of this, as remarked at page 84, we 
conjecture that the theory of this encoding and that of the model of chapter 3 coincide. 
It is interesting to compare our full abstraction result with the negative results of [58] and 
[90]. Both papere deal with typed Л-calculus (actually PCF). 
Jim and Meyer show in [58] that any denotational semantics which is adequate for PCF, and in 
which a certain simple boolean functional exists, cannot be fully abstract for extensions of PCF 
satisfying the Context Lemma. This boolean functional is not Scott's continuous, but it is stably 
continuous. So it follows that there is no extension of PCF satisfying the Context Lemma for 
which the stable domains are fully abstract. Actually we consider Scott's continuous functions 
and moreover our calculus does not satisfy the Context Lemma. For example we distinguish 
between I + Δ and Xx.(x + zx), which clearly have the same applicative behavior. 
Sieber [90] adds call-by-value and non-determinism to PCF. He explains why the non-deterministic 
extensions of call-by-name Л-calculus studied in [10, 11] need the power-domain functors only at 
ground types. Instead call-by-value and non-determinism require also power-domains for func­
tion types. Moreover Sieber shows that no fully abstract model of demonic non-determinism 
and call-by-value can be given in the typed case. The counterexample he considers, however, 
has no counterpart in the type-free setting (see the discussion at the end of section 3.5). 
Finally in [36], [35] ideas coming from the present thesis are used to define a calculus of 
higher-order processes including communication primitives. For this calculus a program logic in 
the form of a type assignment system is introduced. The induced filter model turns out to be 
fully abstract with respect to the operational preorder. This is closely related, and should be 
compared, to [49]. 
Summarizing, the main achievement of the present study is the definition of three operational 
semantics which assess in a correct and effective way features like parallelism, non-determinism, 
higher-order functions, and call-by-value which have not received, to the knowledge of the author, 
a convincing treatment within a unique comprehensive system. 
Moreover the abstract descriptions of the operational semantics by means of the logic equiva-
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lence, which are guaranteed by the full abstraction theorem, show that an elegant correspondence 
between the operators in the term syntax and the logical connectives is at the basis of the whole 
construction. 
The logical models are simple distributive lattices enriched with an operation which interprets 
functional application. The simplicity of these structures is also remarkable. 
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Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift behandelt in hoofdstuk 2 een λ-calculus uitgebreid met zowel een operator voor 
parallellisme als voor niet-deterministische keuze. Een reductie relatie, die de klassieke /3-reductie 
uitbreidt, geeft het disjunctieve karakter van het parallellisme en het conjunctieve karakter van 
het niet-determinisme weer. Er is een natuurlijke operationele semantiek gebaseerd op een 
gegeneraliseerde vorm van oploebaarheid. Voor deze taal wordt een filter-model geconstrueerd; 
een systeem van type toekenning met doorsneden en vereniging geeft een logische beschrijving 
van dit model. Dit filter-model blijkt adekwaat te zijn voor de operationele semantiek. Een 
belangrijk hulpmiddel in het bewijs van dit resultaat is een versie van de approximate stelling, 
die inhoud dat een type toegekend kan worden aan een term dan en slechts dan als het toegekend 
kan worden aan een benadering van deze term. 
Een natuurlijke uitbreiding is de toevoeging van angelic parallellisme en demonic niet-
determinisme. Dit gebeurt in hoofdstuk 3. In het kader van de lazy λ-calculus is het interessant 
om zowel call-by-name аів call-by-value variabelen in te voeren. De reductie van call-by-value 
abstractie vereist een nadere verfijning van het begrip "waarde", dat verkregen wordt door 
onderscheid te maken tussen partiële en totale waarden. Een kleine verandering in het type 
toekenningssysteem, bekend van het klassieke geval, geeft een logische beschrijving van een 
filter-model voor de uitgebreide taal. In dit nieuwe filter-model spelen de verenigingstypen een 
cruciale rol om de call-by-name van de call-by-value variabelen te onderscheiden. Het hoofd 
resultaat luidt dat het filter-model de zogenaamde fully abstract eigenschap bezit. Een belangri-
jke stap in het bewijs bestaat uit de constructie van karakteristieke termen, welke de dualiteit 
tussen conjunctieve en disjunctieve operatoren op een nauwkeurige manier weergeven. 
Men kan de niet-deterministische keuze operator interpreteren met behulp van een partiële 
ordening die fijner is dan de demonic relatie; dit vereist dat deze relatie met betrekking tot 
convergentie zich gedraagt als de Egli-Milner ordening, dit met behoud van de wederzijdse 
distributiviteit tussen de operatoren voor parallellisme en niet-deterministische keuze. Dit leidt 
in hoofdstuk 4 tot een nieuwe constructie van een powerdomain in de categorie van volledige 
algebraische tralies (met continue functies als morfismen), welke aan de bovengenoemde eisen 
voldoet. Ook in dit geval wordt de constructie uitgevoerd met behulp van een geschikt systeem 
voor type toekenning met doorenede en vereninginstypen. 
De hoofdstukken kunnen onafhankelijk gelezen worden, omdat alle benodigde begrippen en 
resultaten behandeld worden. Alleen voor sommige bewijzen en vergelijkingen wordt er naar 
voorafgaande hoofdstukken verwezen. 
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